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The forward charged hadrons produced in deep inelC1.stic scattering of 490 GeV muons 
from deuterium were studied. The data were taken by the E665 collaboration during 
the 1987-1988 Fermi lab fixed target run. 3 x104 events (6x104 hadrons) were collected 
over a large range of ki nematic variables: 100 GeV < v < 500 GeV, 2 GeV2 < Q2 < 
100 GeV2, 0.003 < x

81 
< 0.2, and 0.2 < y

81 
< 0.9. 

Using the virtual photon axis as the z-axis, the distributions of the produced 
hadrons in azimuthal angle and in t ransve rse momentum are examined. The primor
dial kJ.. of the struck parton and 0 ( o-J QCD effects are expected to contribute to 
an azimuthal asymmetry and to an increase in the average transverse momentum. 
Some theoretical work in the literature concerning these effects is described and some 
original results are derived concerning the effects of primordial kl. on the azimuthal 
d istribution . A Monte Carlo program is described which includes these theoretical 
effects and models fragmentation, the detector response, and the event reconstruction. 

The data exhibit several surprising effects. First, the phi asymmetry in the data 
is independent of Q2 , while theoretically it should be more pronounced at low Q2 

and vanish at high Q2 . Second, the phi asymmetry is carried by t he most energetic 
partic le in each event, which we call the Rank 1 particle, and there is very little phi 
asymmetry of the other charged hadrons. Thi rd, this phi asymmetry in the Rank 1 
particle is independent of the hadron energy fraction z1i . The Monte Carlo predicts a 
strong z1i dependence and little rank dependence. F inally, the seagull plot shows an 
unexpected increase in t ransverse momentum Pr fo r high energy hadrons (=1i > 0.4) 
as a function of Q2

. It is clear from these resu lts that more theoretical work is needed 
in order to understand primord ial kl. and the azimuthal asymmetry in deep inelast ic 
scattering. 
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If the problem is this absence of being and if what is is what is said then 
the more we talk , the more being there is . 
The dream of science is that there be little being, that it be concentrated 
and sayable, E = mc2 . Wrong. To be saved at the very beginning, for all 
eternity, it is necessary for that being to be tangled. Like a serpent tied 
into knots by a drunken sailor: impossible to untie. 

Umberto Eco in Foucault's Pendulum 

It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, 
But the glory of kings is to search out a matter. 

Proverbs 25:2 (NASE Version) 

The essential point in science is not a complicated mathematical formalism 
or a ritualized experimentation. Rather the heart of science is a kind of 
shrewd honesty that springs from really wanting to know what the hell is 
going on ! 

Saul-Paul Sirag as quoted by Nick Herbert in Quantum Reality 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

An ancient Chinese philosopher once said that '(he who breaks a thing to find out 
what it is made of has left the path of wisdom " . Nevertheless, physicists have been 
breaking nucleons, both protons and neutrons, for over twenty years in the attempt 
to understand the nature of the nucleon constituen ts, which are called partons, and 
the interactions which govern the behavior of these partons. 

Deep inelastic lepton scattering (DIS) is a technique in which an incoming lepton, 
such as a muon, strikes a nucleon , resulting in the breakup of the nucleon. By studying 
the three-momentum distribution of the scattered leptons, we can extract information 
about the partons inside of the nucleons. 

Ideally, by also studying the three-momentum distribution of the outgoing partons 
resulting from the nucleon breakup, we could extract even more information about 
the partons that were originally in the nucleon. This would allow us to make an 
unambiguous measurement of the structure of the nucleon and of the mutual interac
tion of the fundamental partons. The outgoing par tons, however , cannot be detected 
directly. They hadronize, or turn into hadrons, by a process which is much faster than 
our detector, is approximately independent of the original interaction, and is not very 
well understood. This hadronization process obscures the exact kinematics and even 
the number of fundamental particles generated by the interaction. Nevertheless, the 
hadrons which result from the nucleonic breakup do contain useful information about 
the structure of the nucleon and the interactions and nature of the partons. 

In this thesis, we will examine hadrons which have been generated in deep inelas
tic collisions of muons with deuterons. We will then attempt to interpret this data. in 
the light of current theoretical expectations and previous experimental results. Given 
the incoming and outgoing muon momenta, we can define an axis for the momen
tum transfer direction. vVe will study the distribution of the produced hadrons in 

19 



20 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

azimuthal angle and in transverse momentum with respect to this axis. We will also 
discuss and expand upon the current theoretical expectat ions and previous exper
imental results regarding the azimuthal distribution . Our primary goal will be to 
determine whether the current theory adequately describes the observed azimuthal 
distribution and to quantify any disagreements. 

1.1 Thesis Overview 

Fermilab Experiment# 665 (£665) was a deep inelastic muon scattering experiment 
in which a muon beam with an average energy of 490 GeV coll ided with a variety 
of different targets. This experiment was originally proposed in 1980 [l J. I became 
involved in 1986 and joined officially in 1987, before the first data-producing run, 
which ran from Octobe r of 1987 through February of 1988. My main experimental 
responsibilities during this first run revo lved around the muon-identification propor
t ional tubes (PTMs) and the wide-angle proportional tubes (PTAs). These detector 
systems were the joint responsibility of the MIT1 and UCSD2 groups within E665. 
Additionally, I was responsible for the system management of the Data Acquisition 
computers during much of the first run and beyond. Before the second data taking run 
which began in 1990, I was involved in some improvements to the muon-identification 
proportional tubes (PTMs). During part of the 1990-1991 run, I was responsible for 
maintaining the PTM and PTA systems. 

This thesis is based on data from the 1987-1988 run, but it includes some details 
of the improvements to the PTM system for the 1990-1991 run. The thesis is divided 
into chapters which contain the main points and appendices which contain detailed 
supporting material and documentation. Following is an overview of the contents of 
each chapter and appendix. 

C hapter 1 (this chapter) provides an introduction to and overview of the thesis and 
describes the conventions that are used. 

C hapter ' 2 describes the conventional theory and phenomenology used in deep in
elastic scattering experiments. It then extends the theory to include an orig
inal treatment of the effect of primordial t ransverse momentum (kJ..) of the 
partons. Finally the Monte Carlo program used in this thesis to simulate the 
physics of DIS and the detector response is described. The Monte Carlo sim
ulation program has been augmented to include a theoretical effect , partonic 

l Massachusetts Institu te of Technology 
2 University of California. at Sa.n Diego 
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1.2. CONVENTIONS 21 

ph.i asymmetry, which is usually neglected. This program will be used to cor
rect the data for detector effects, to estimate the effects of haclronization on 
the phi asymmetry, and to make theoret ical predictions of the hadron-level 
phi asymmetry. 

Chapter 3 describes the Experi mental Apparatus used by £665, with special em
phasis on the PTM and PTA chambers for which I shared responsibility. 

Chapter 4 describes the basic analysis of the data including the detector a li gnment, 
raw data handling, the E665 event reconstruction program (PTMV), general 
£665 analysis cuts. and the analysis of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter. This 
chapter also describes the cuts that were specific to my analysis and explains 
the rat ionale behind them. 

Chapter 5 describes the physics analysis and resu lts. It also outlines some of the 
previous experimental data that relates to this thesis. 

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the thesis and my conclusions . 

Appendix A contains the new theoretical calculations whose results are referred to 
in Chapter 2. 

Appendix B contains details of the implementation of the phi asymmetry in the 
Lund Monte Carlo: LEPT O Versions 5.2 (Matrix Element) and 4.3. 

Appendix C contains some analysis details. These include a description of the ac
ceptance correction and an expression for t he measurement error on some of 
the physics variables used in th is thesis. 

Appendix D contains a list of the members of the E665 who contributed to the 1987 
Run data tak ing and/or analysis. 

Appendix E contains a glossary of special acronyms, abbrev iations, and terms, 
many of which are specific to high energy physics or the £665 experiment 
at Fermilab. This appendix also contains a listing of most of the symbols for 
physical quantities which are used in this thesis. 

1 .2 Conventions 

Some basic conventions are described below which will be used throughout this thesis. 



22 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Notation 

We will work in units where the speed of light ( c) is unity. The energy unit GeV is 
defined as the amount of energy gained by an electron in traveling through a voltage 
increase of 1 billion ( 109 ) volts. Since we have sel the speed of light to 1, the energy 
unit GeV will a.lso serve as a unit of momentum (usually GeV /c) and of mass (usually 
GeV /c2 ). Distances and times will be referred to in the metric system. Frequencies 
will be referred to in units of Hertz (Hz) which stands for events per second or clock 
cycles per second. Charge will be expressed in units of the positron charge e. Magnet ic 
field strength will be expressed in terms of Tesla (T). 

The metric system prefixes will be used normally in many cases: K= 103 , M=106 , 

etc. This is also true when referring to numbers of events. For instance, 8.5 K events 
should be understood as 8500. The only except ion to this rule is when we are referring 
to bytes or words of computer storage. In this case 1 Kb refers to 1 kilobyte which is 
210 (1024) bytes. Similarly 1 Mb refers to 1 megabyte which is 220 bytes. 

Latin indices {i,j, k, .. . } will typically be used to refer Lo components of a 3-
vector. Components of 4-vectors will be represented in the usual way with greek 
indices ranging from 0- 3 with 0 referring to the time component. We will use the 
convent ional metric with 

( 

g°O 
10 

9
µ.v - 9 = 20 g 

930 

g°l 
911 

921 

931 

g°2 g°3 J ( 1 912 913 0 -1 
922 923 = 0 0 
932 933 0 0 

0 

( 1.1) 

and gµ.v = gµ.v for a given µ, v. This means that for a four-momentum p, we have 
contravariant components: 

and covariant components: 

In Figures which contain several plots, the individual plots will be labeled alpha
betically from left to right and then top to bottom. For instance: 

(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 

Abbreviations and acronyms will be defined wQ.ere they are first used and will be 
included in the Glossary. 
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The Dirac Delta Function 

The Dirac delta function will be used in several p laces. It has the fo llowing properties: 

and 

b(x) = { oo, ~f x = 0 
0, 1f x # 0 

1 f(x )b(:t:)dx = - /(0) , if b < 0 < a 
b { /(0), if a < 0 < b 

a 0, otherwise 

b (f(x)) = L 1 
6 (x - x(j)) 

j lf'( x~) )I 0 
' 

( 1.2) 

( 1.3) 

( 1.4) 

where .r~j) refers to the jth solution to the equation f (~i;) = 0, and j'(x) refers to 
df /d.c. A useful consequence of Equation 1.4 is: 

b(af(x)) = b(f(x))/Jal. ( 1.5) 

E rrors, Fitting, and Error Propagation 

The standard nomenclature for treatment of errors, fitting, and error propagation 
will be used. Details regard ing the defin itions and methods used in fitting and error 
handling can be found in Reference [2]. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory and Phenomenology 

This chapter contains a sketch of the conventional theory of deep ine lastic scattering, 
along with a discussion of some of the assumptions that limit its usefulness in describ
ing the azimuthal asymmetry. It also contains a description of some generalizations 
of the standard theory which render some of these usual assumptions unnecessary. In 
particular, we consider the effect of non-negligible primordial transverse momentum 
of the struck partons. In addition to quoting results from other authors, th is section 
contains original work. Finally, the Monte Carlo program is described. This program 
is used to model the physics of deep inelastic scattering, the hadronization process , 
and the detector response. 

This chapter is organized into sections as fo llows: 

Sect ion 2.1 describes the Standard Model of Particle Physics. 

Section 2.2 provides a very general description of inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. 
This general description rests on well-founded aspects of the Standard Model 
and can be considered to be fairly model-independent. 

Sect ion 2 .3 provides a description of lepton-nucleon inelastic scattering in the frame
work of the Quark-Parton-Model (QPM). The QPM is explained in its nai·ve 
form, its QCD-improved form , and in a form which includes the effect of pri
mordial transverse momentum of the partons. My unique contribution to the 
theory is included in Section 2.3.3. 

Section 2.4 provides a brief description of the E665 Monte Carlo program, including 
the implementation of the theoretical effects of primordial transverse momen
tum. This section also describes how th~ Lund parameters for the Monte 
Carlo used in this thesis differ from the defau lt Lund settings. 

25 
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Section 2 .5 summarizes the chapter. 

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics 

If we are going to descr ibe the theoretical framework for deep inelastic scattering, 
the Standard Model is a nat ural place to start. This model incorporates our best 
understand ing of the fundamental particles and their interactions. 

2.1.1 The Cast of Characters 

There are four types of particles which are currently considered fundamental and 
point like. The first type comprises the spin-~ fermions which are commonly known 
as matter particles. The second type comprises the spin-1 bosons which are known as 
gauge bosons. These bosons mediate all of the fo rces between fundamental particles, 
except for gravity. The third type of fundamental particle consists of a unique particle 
called the graviton, which mediates gravity. It is thought to be a spin-2 boson, but 
has not been explicitly detected. The gravitational force plays li ttle role in particle 
physics experiments at the current energies. The fourth type of particle consists of 
a particle or group of part icles called the Higgs boson(s). No such particle has been 
detected directly, but the Higgs boson is thought to generate the masses of the other 
particles through spontaneous symmetry breaking. In the simplest formulation of the 
Standard Model known as the Minimal Standard Model, the Higgs is a single spin-0 
boson. 

The spi n-~ matter part icles can be arranged in the manner shown in Table 2.1. 
The most striking feature of this arrangement is that the matter particles can be 
divided into three generations which are ident ical except for their masses and their 
flavor quantum numbers. The second and th ird generations appear to be higher mass 
copies of the first generation. The subscript.s L and R denote helicity states of the 
fundamental particles. The parentheses demark weak- isospin mu ltiplets . The column 
marked Q refers to the convent ional elect ric charge while color N-plet column refers 
to the SU(3) multiplet associated with the strong force. The color-singlet mat ter 
particles, which are denoted in the table by color N-plet value of 1, have no color 
charge and are known collectively as leptons. The color-trip let particles, which a re 
denoted in the table by color N-plet value of :3 , interact strongly and a.re known as 
quarks. In addition to th is extensive list of fundamental particles, each of the fermions 
in Table 2.1 is minored by a d istinct anti-particle which is equally fundamental and 
which carries equal and opposite charges (electri c, weak, and strong). It should be 
noted that the top quark (t) has not been seen and that the tau-neutrino (vr) has 
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Gen. l Gen. 2 Gen. 3 Q color N - plet 

( lie ) ( :; ) ( :~) 0 
l 

e[, -1 

eR µR TR - 1 l 

( :: ) ( :: ) (:: ) 2 +-3 3 
1 

-3 

1lR CR lR +1 
3 3 

dn .SR bR 1 3 -3 

Table 2.1: The Matter Particles of the Standard Model. 
The fundamental spin-~ fermions of the Standard Model can be arranged as shown. 

Particle Q weak N- plet color N-plet 

,, zo 0 mixed 1 EB 3 1 
w± ± 1 3 1 

g 0 1 8 

Table 2.2: The Spin-1 Gauge Bosons of the Standard Model. 

only been seen indirectly. 

The spin-1 gauge bosons can be arranged in the manner shown in Table 2.2. These 
gauge bosons mediate the interactions between particles. The variable Q again refers 
to electric charge. The remaining columns tell us the "charge" with regard to the weak 
and the strong interactions in the form of the weak-isospin multiplet and the color 
multiplet respectively. The photon (I) and Z-zero (Z0) particles are actually not pure 
weak isospin states, but are mixtures of weak-isospin singlet and triplet states. The 
electroweak force is mediated by the /, zo, w+ , and w- particles. The gluon (g) 
comes in eight colors corresponding to the octet representation of the SU(3) color 
symmetry group. The gluon mediates the strong force. The antiparticle structure of 
the spin-1 gauge bosons is more compbcated than that of the matter particles. Every 
gauge boson is either its own antiparticle or else the antiparticle of another gauge 
boson. For instance, the vv+ is the antiparticle of the vi/ - while the / is its own 
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antipart icle. 

The properties of the sp in-2 boson are shown below: 

Particle Q Weak isospin Color charge 
graviton 0 0 0 

The graviton, which is thought to mediate gravity, is its own antiparticle. It has no 
charge of any kind and only couples to mass (or energy). This particle has never 
been explicitly detected. As mentioned above, the graviton is usually ignored when 
considering the Standard Model. 

The spin-0 particle, which is known as the Higgs, completes the Standard Model. 
Its properties are shown below: 

Particle Q Weak isospin Color charge 
H 0 0 0 

The Higgs particle has not been seen. It's existence is predicted by the Standard 
Model description of the electroweak interaction (the Weinberg-Salam model). The 
existence of this particle will not have any direct ly measurable effect on the results 
of this thesis. 

2.1.2 The Interactions 

In addition to classifying the fundamental particles, the Standard Model (SM) also 
describes their interactions. 

The most familiar of these is the electromagnetic interaction which is governed by 
the theory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). QED is a unification of Quantum 
Field Theory and Classical Electrodynamics which takes the form of a field theory 
with a U( 1) local gauge symmetry. While this theory presents many technical prob
lems, and even a couple of problems of principle\ it can be used to make accurate 
predictions which can be tested experimentally. Everywhere that it has been appli
cable, QED has thus far agreed with experimental results. 

For neutrinos at any energy and for all other matter particles at high energy 
or high precision, the weak interaction becomes important. This interaction is best 

1 for instance, a.n elegant paper by Dyson [3] shows that Perturba.tive QED does not actually 
converge. 
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described by the Weinberg-Salam model which unifies the electromagnetic and weak 
interactions into the electroweak interaction. The electroweak interaction is a lso 
capable of making precise predictions and has been well tested. No deviations from the 
Standard Model have been seen. In fact, the theory correctly predicted a constraint 
between the neutral and charged current coupling strengths and the masses of the Z 
and W partic les before they were measured. The electroweak theory is a field theory 
exhibiting a spontaneously broken SU(2) r<1 U(l) local gauge symmetry. 

The third type of interaction which is covered by the Standard Model is the 
strong interaction between quarks and gluons. The strong interaction is thought to 
be governed by a field theory which is SU(:3) symmetric in a generalized charge known 
as color. The existence of a three-fold symmetric color quantum number of qua.rks is 
fairly well establ ished. The cross-section for the process e+ e- --> hadrons is three 
times larger than it would be if quarks came in only one color. Furthermore, the 6. ++ 
particle consists of three up quarks (u) and has spin-~ . The wavefunction for th is 
particle is symmetric under spin interchange and the three quarks are in a relative 
s-state of angular momentum. I t is hard to reconcile this 6. ++ wave-function with 
the Dirac statistics of fermions unless the color degree of freedom exists, allowing the 
it quarks to be in an antisymmetric color state. 

Despite these and many other qualitative successes, QCD has some major weak
nesses as a theory. Since we can't solve the theory exactly, we must resort to pertur
bation expansions which are only well behaved in the region of hard scattering. The 
fact that QCD can't describe soft processes very well means that we are unab le to use 
it to predict hadron masses, nuclear forces, hadron-hadron interaction cross-sections, 
or the detailed structure of hadrons in terms of quarks and gluons. We are also un
able to understand the process of hadronization whereby the quarks and gluons of 
the theory are manifested asymptotically as hadrons . Furthermore, since the coupling 
constant is not small, it is difficult to calculate experimentally measurable quantities 
to high precision. Theoretical uncertainties in QCD calculations tend to be on the 
order of 10-20%. QCD is the best candidate for the strong interaction at this point, 
and work is proceeding on non-perturbative methods for solving the theory, but QCD 
is clearly not on as firm a footing as QED and the Weinberg-Salam model are. 

The full Standard Mode l is described by a field theory with a complicated La
grangian including the strong and electroweak interactions and all of the fundamen
tal particles. This Lagrangian incorporates an SV(3) ® SV(2) ® U(l) local gauge 
symmetry. 

2.2 Inelastic Lepton Scattering 
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x 

Figure 2-1: Inelastic Muon-Nucleon Scattering. 
The blob at the vertex represents the complicated structure and dynamics involved in the 
interaction of a virtual photon with a nucleon. It is this structure and these dynamics that 
we hope to illuminate by studying this process. 

Several features of Inelastic Lepton-Nucleon Scattering can be considered which are 
independent of the detailed structure of the nucleon. First of all , we note that the 
lepton will not interact strongly with the nucleon. Furthermore, at E665 energies, 
the effect of the Weak interaction is negligible. This means that the overall process 
can be described within the framework of the electromagnetic interaction (QED ). 
Our knowledge of QED is sufficient for us to place constraints on the form of the 
cross-section. This section focuses on the scattering process from this fairly model
independent perspective. Section 2.3 will explore our current understanding of the 
internal dynamics of the nucleon and make further predict ions. 

2.2.1 Experimental Kinematics 

Without loss of generality, we can describe the kinematics of Muon-Nucleon Scattering 
as if the scattering involved only a single virtual photon exchange between the muon 
and the nucleon. This leading order QED process is pictured in Figure 2-1. Even if 
higher order QED processes become important, we can still choose to describe the 
kinematics in these terms. 

We can define the following quantities : 

• l'-' is the incoming muon 4-momentum, 

• l'µ is the scattered muon 4-momentum, 

• pµ is the target nucleon 4-momentum, 
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• qi-' = [J.L - /'µ is the virt ua l photon 4-momentum. 

• E is the incoming muon energy in the lab frame, 

• E' is the scattered muon energy in the lab frame. 

• e is the muon scattering angle, 

• m1 is the muon mass, 

• M is the nucleon mass. 

We can then express the kinematics of the events in terms of Lorentz scalars: 

• Q2 = -q2 which describes how far off mass-shell the virtual photon is; 

• v = J;~P, which is the virtual photon energy in the nucleon rest frame; 

• y B; = !jiJ, which is the fraction of the incoming muon energy taken by the 
virtual photon in the nucleon rest frame; 

• x 8 , = 2~~q which is known as the Bjerken scaling variable; 

• W 2 =: (P + q) 2 = lv/2 
- Q2 + 21VJ v which is the invariant mass of the photon

nucleon system, or equivalently, of the hadronic final state. 

We generally assume that the nucleon is at rest in the lab frame, yielding: 

• y 8 J=v/E. 

2.2.2 Cross Section 

Our knowledge of QED, the general principles of gauge invariance, and the parity
conserving nature of the electromagnetic interaction allow us to place strong con
straints upon the form of the cross-section for inelastic muon-nucleon scattering [4]. 
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Aside from phase space factors we have: 

where: 

da '"" LµvltVµv, 

Lµv 2 [lµl~ + l~lv - (i · l' - mf)gµ 11
] , 

wµv vVi(Q2, 11) ( - gµ, 11 
- q~~

11

) + vl/2(Q
2

, 11) lv~2 ANAN, 

Al' - pµ + p . q µ 

N = Q2 q . 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

( 2.4 ) 

Basically, our knowledge of the electromagnetic interact ion with which we are probing 
the nucleon allows us to parameterize the nucleon 's internal structure even before we 
measure it. In fact, all of the components of the nucleonic wavefunction that are 
probed by measuring the inclusive electromagnetic lepton-nucleon cross-section can 
be described by two scalar functions of two variables. For instance, the muon-nucleon 
cross-section can be written in the lab frame a.s: 

da 0
2 

{ ( 2 2 () . 2 . 2 () } 
dE'dD. = 4£ 2 sin4 ~ W2 11, Q ) cos 2 + 2W1 (11, Q ) sm 2 , (2.5) 

where the muon mass has now been neglected. This choice of parameterization of 
the nucleon structure in terms of W1 (11, Q2) and W2(11, Q2) is somewhat arbitrary. 
This particular parameterization is popular because vVi and W2 are generalizations 
of the elast ic form factors of the nucleon which can be easily related to the charge 
distribution and magnetic moment of the nucleon in the non-relativistic limit [4]. 

There is an alternative, and in some ways more intuitive, approach to the pa
rameterization of the nucleon structure available to us. We can treat the muon 
beam as simply generating a flux of virtual photons with a particular distribution 
of 4-momentum and polarizat ion. We can then parameterize the structure of the 
nucleon in terms of its cross-sect ion for interacting with a virtual photon of a given 
4-momentum and polarization. This parameterization must be performed in a fixed 
frame, generally taken as the lab frame. We define a longitudinal and a transverse 
cross-section, where the terms longitudinal and transverse are defined with respect to 
the momentum direction of the virtual photon. A transverse virtual photon has spin 
component Sz = ±1 along its momentum direction; a longitudinal virtual photon has 
spin component S, = 0. The cross-section in this parameterization is [4]: 

(2.6) 
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where the muon mass has again been neglected , and where: 

r = aK E' 1 ------
2rr2Q2 E 1 - c 

(i+2Q';,"2 

tan'~r 
2(1 - y ) - Jvlx

81
y8 )E 

1 + (1 - y) 2 + ivfx
81

y8 )E 
K _ v( 1 - x 8 , ). 

:33 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

It should be noted that the definition of the virtual photon flux factor K is some
what arbitrary. For a given choice of the definition of K, we can relate our rJT,L 

parameterization to our W1,2 parameterization: 

(2.10 ) 

In summary, either of these two alternative parameterizations - W1,2 or or.L - is 
sufficient for describing the hadronic st ructure that we can discover by examining the 
cross-section for muon-nucleon scattering. Furthermore, these parameterizations form 
a general model-independent framework in which to discuss muon-nucleon scattering. 

2.2 .3 R adiative Corrections 

In the rest of the chapter we will be assuming that the electroweak part of the in
teraction can be described st rictly in terms of single photon exchange, neglecting the 
Weak interaction as well as higher order QED diagrams. At E665 energies , the effect 
of the Weak interaction - zo or w± exchange - is negligible. Higher order QED 
diagrams, however, do contribute to the cross-section, mostly in the form of real pho
tons being radiated by charged particles in the incident or final state. The dominant 
effect is that photons are emitted nearly collinearly from the incident or scattered 
muon. These processes have a small effect on the hadron distributions which are typ
ically measured with reference to the apparent virtual photon momentum direction. 
Since the radiated photon carries away some of the original beam energy, the true 
virtual photon momentum direction and the true hadronic center-of-mass energy will 
be mismeasured. 

Some of the dominant higher order electromagnetic processes have been calcu
lated [5] and so it would be possible to correct for these effects theoretically. However, 
the basic approach that I will take in this thesis will be to attempt to identify and 
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cut the bulk of the hard radiative events by directly measuring the radiated photon. 
Some small systematic error will remain from these effects. See Section 5.5.5. 

2.3 The Quark Parton Model 

Deep inelastic scattering is generally thought of in terms of the Quark Parton Model 
(QPM) . In this model, the nucleon is made up of a collect ion of point particles. called 
partons, which can undergo hard interactions with other particles. These partons are 
identified as the quarks, antiquarks, and gluons of the Standard Model. This model 
allows us to further constrain and interpret the functions vVi.2 and <7T,L defined in 
Section 2.2. Several different versions of the Quark Parton Model exist, with varying 
levels of sophistication. We will consider several of these approaches in th is section. 

2.3.1 DIS in the Na'ive Quark Parton Model 

+ 
µ 

N 

Figure 2-2: Elastk Muon-Parton Scattering. 
The lowest order diagram for a muon scattering from a parton in the nucleon. 

The Na'ive Quark Par ton Model (QPM) is a much more restrictive picture of the 
struc ture of the nucleon than the very general picture discussed in Section 2.2. The 
basic idea is that the nucleon is made up of point-like spjn-~ Dirac particles: the 
quarks and anti-quarks of the Standard Model. 

Figure 2-2 shows the Na'ive QPM picture of deep inelastic scattering. The muon 
scatters elastically from a charged parton, a quark or an anti -quark, in the nucleon, 
thereby causing the nucleon to break up. Let us refer to the struck parton four
momentum as pµ and the scattered parton four-momentum as p'~' . 'vVe can't measure 
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these four-momenta directly since the scattered parton fragments into hadrons before 
we can detect it . 

The Quark Parton Model is easiest to discuss in a Lorentz frame known as the 
Infinite l\i[omentum Frame (500 ). The Infinite Momentum Frame is reached from 
the Laboratory reference frame by boosting the target nucleon to an arbitrarily high 
momentum P in a direction opposite to the virtual photon three-momentum vector. 
In th is frame, the kinematics can be simplified by assuming that the primordial 
transverse momentum (kl.) of the struck parton and the mass of the target nucleon 
a.re negligible. In S00 , we can view the nucleon as an incoherent collection of non
interacting, quasi-free, massless partons. Deep inelastic scattering can be viewed as 
a hard scattering off of a single parton which is unaffected by the other (spec tator) 
partons in the nucleon. 

Given the above assumptions , we can write the four-momentum of the proton and 
the st ruck parton as: 

p~· = { P; 
Pµ = { ~P; 

0, 0, 
0, 0, 

-P} 
-~P} (= ~Pµ). 

The constraint that we have elastic scattering off of the quark is given by: 

(q + p)2 = p'2 

or 
q2 + 2p . q = 0. 

1n the Na"ive QPM, this yields: 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.H) 

Equation 2.14 shows that in the Na"ive QPM, ~ = x BJ. In other words, x BJ represents 
the fraction of the nucleon's momentum that is taken up by the parton in the Infinite 
Momentum Frame. Equation 2.14 can be written in the useful form: 

(2.1.5) 

Within the framework of the Nai·ve QPM, we can also calculate the muon scat
tering cross-section. Evaluating the Feynman diagram in Figure 2-2 a llows us to 
write the scattering cross-sect ion in terms of the distribution, qi(x), of partons in the 
nucleon [4]. The cross-section for a muon scattering from a parton of type i with 
momentun). fraction ~ can be written in the form of Equation 2.5 with the following 
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ident ificat ions: 

(2.16) 

where ei is the charge of quark flavor i in units of the positron charge. The values of 
this quantity for each quark flavor can be found in the Q column of Table 2.1. 

Our original choice of W 1,2 for parameterizing the structure of the nucleon is not 
very useful for our current purposes because W1 and W2 are not dimensionlessi but 
have dimension (energy)- 1

• It is customary to define a new pair of dimensionless 
st ructure functions given by: 

F1 l\t!W1, (2. 17) 

F2 = vW2. 

We can then write: 

(2.18) 

where we have used the delta function identity g iven in Equation 1.5. The motivation 
for choosing to define the structure functions F 1,2 according to Equation 2.17 should 
now be clear. In addition to being dimension less, the new structure functions are now 
functions only of x 

81 
and not of Q2 and v independently. 

Summing over the parton distributions qi(O yields the structure functions for a 
nucleon. F2 is given by: 

F2(XB,) = ~ J d~qi(OFJparton)(~; Xa)· 
I 

(2.19) 

Using Equat ion 2.18 and the delta function identity given by Equation 1.4 yields: 

F2(x 9 ) ) = ~ j d~ezqi(06(1 - x:1
) = ~ j d~elqi(06(~ - x 8 J/(:c 81 C 2

). (2.20) 
t <, I 

Integrating over the delta function yields a simple relationship between the structure 
function and the parton distribution. 

F2(x8 ) = 'L ezx 8 1 qi(:x 8J. (2.21) 

' 
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Similarly, we can find F1: 

F ( . ) _ ~ j dt ( )F(pa.rton)(t · , ) _ 1 ~ J d ( ) F (parton) ( . . ) (' .. 1 .l 8 1 - ~ .,qi ~ 1 .,, X 8 1 -
2

x
8 

~ ~q; ~ 2 C .i 8 1 . 2.22) 
i J I 

This means that 

(2.23) 

Equation 2.23 is known as the Callan-Gross relation and it is a direct consequence 
of the spin-~ nature of the quarks in the QPM. Using our new parameterizations 
F1.2(.r ), we can now write the muon-nucleon scattering cross-section as a function of 
the variables .r 81 and !J Bi: 

(2.24) 

It is also convenient to talk in terms of our ai.r parameterization of nucleon 
structure. In particular, we can define: 

2 _ ai(11, Q2 ) _ 112 W2 
R(11,Q) = ar(11,Q2) - (1 + Q2) W1 - 1 (2.25) 

or 
112 M F2(x 8 ) 

R = ( 1 + Q2 )--;; F1 ( x a:) - 1. (2.26) 

For the Nai've QPM, we can use the Callan-Gross relation F2(x
81

) = 2xB
1
F1(x

81
) and 

the fact that Q2 ~ 11
2 to yield: 

R = 
112 j\I[ 

(1 + - )- 2x - 1 Q2 II 8; 

2MxB 2MxB /) 
_ _ ..._J + ) - 1 

II Q2 

2J\!l x BJ Q2 

II 112 

R ~ 0. (2.27) 

The fact that the structure functions F1 and F2 have been measured to be approx
imately independent of Q2 for fixed x BJ and large Q2 demonstrates that the partons 
are point like. The fact that R(x BJ)~ 0 experimentally for large Q2

, 11
2 demonstrates 

that the partons a.re spin-i. 

The connect ion between the value of R(x Bi) and the spin of the partons in the 
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q = { o: a~} 

p p' 

Figure 2-3: Helicity Conservation in the Breit Frame. 
A quark scattering from a virtual photon in the Breit Frame. A spin-~ quark must flip spin 
in order to conserve helici ty. A spin-0 quark cannot flip spin and conserve helicity. 

Na"ive QPM can be made clear by the following argument. Let us boost into the Breit 
frame where the virtual photon has zero energy. In th is frame, shown in Figure 2-
:3, the struck parton rebounds with momentum p' = -p where IP1 = Q /2. For 
large Q, this interaction conserves helicity. Helicity conservation for a spin-~ parton 
implies that it must flip its spin , which in turn means that it can only interact with 
a transverse photon (helicity A = ± 1). This implies that UL= 0 for a spin-~ parton, 
or R(x

8 1
) = 0. In cont rast , a spin-0 parton cannot undergo a spin flip, and therefore 

can only interact with a longitudinal photon (A= 0). This implies that ur = 0 for a 
spin-0 parton, or R(x 8;)--+ oo. 

Tt turns out that the Na"ive QPM contains some hidden assumptions. During our 
derivation of Equations 2.14 and 2.15, we assumed that we could always make the 
infinite-momentum frame momentum P big enough so that kl. and J\11 were negli
gible. A more careful treatment, such as that of Appendix Section A. l , shows that 
Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are actually only valid as long as ki ~ Q2 ~ 112 • 

Furthermore, if either the mass or primordial kl. of the parton is non-negligible 
compared to Q, the simple helicity argument described above no longer lOlds, allowing 
a non-zero R. In the case of a non-negligible mass, the helicity is nu longer exactly 
conserved2 , ruining the argument that R = 0. In the case of non-negligible kl., the 
helicity axes of the partons are not lined up with that of the photon, also ruining the 
argument. Furthermore, if a higher order QCD process, such as gluon bremsstrahlung, 
comes into play, the drawing in Figure 2-3 is no longer valid, and R is no longer 

2Chirali ty, which is the eigenvalue of the Dirac -15 operator, is exactly conserved in an electro
magnetic interaction. Helicity, which is the eigenvalue of the (j · p operator, is only conserved in t he 
limit of negligible mass [4]. 
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• • µ µ 

N N 

Figure 2-4: Gluon Bremsstrahlung. 
Feynman diagrams corresponding to gluon bremsstrahlung: a) s-channel and b) t -channel. 

predicted to be exact ly zero. 

For these and other reasons, the QPM is really only applicable when Q2 , v2 --+ oo 
with Q2 

/ v held fixed . Experimentally, we try to consider the case where Q2 and 
v2 are large compared to the mass and transverse momentum scales of the problem. 
This case is referred to as deep inelastic scattering, as opposed to merely inelastic 
scattering. 

The formalism described in th is sect ion was very important historically for un
derstanding the gross features of deep inelastic lepton scattering. In particular , the 
experimental fact that the structure functions are approximately independent of Q2 

at a fixed x 8 ) was hai led as the final proof of the existence of quarks in the pro
ton [6]. At higher precision, however, the formalism begins to break down as effects 
of primordial k J. and of higher order QCD diagrams start to become important. 

2.3 .2 DIS in the QCD-improved Parton Model 

As was mentioned above, the Nai've QPM is far from the whole story. The strong 
interaction is in fact strong, which means that the simple picture in Figure 2-2 is 
inadequate. There are higher order QCD diagrams which contribute. These are 
gluon bremsstrahlung, where the struck quark radiates a gluon, and photon-gluon 
fusion, where the virtual photon interacts with a gluon from the proton via t -channel 
quark exchange, generating a quark-antiquark pair. 

Let us first consider the effect of gluon bremsstrahlung. The Feynman diagrams 
corresponding to this effect are shown in F igure 2-4. We have replaced the outgoing 
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quark 4-momentum p' of Figure 2-2 with the outgoing quark 4-momentum p1 and t he 
radiated gluon 4-momentum p2 . We also need the following definitions: 

x 
Q2 

2P · q 
p·q 
p. q 

Xa, Q2 
-= - -
~ 2p. q 

(2.28) 

Tbe first thing to note is that. ~ -=/:- .ts; . This is because Equation 2.12 is no longer 
val id. The variables :: (p + q) 2 can be allowed to vary independently from Q2 and 
v. We can find an expression for ~ from the definition of .5 : 

s = q2 + 2p . q + p7·. (2.29) 

Solving for p · q yields: 

p·q 1 (Q2 A 2) 
2 . + s + mq , 

Q2 + s + m~ 
2Mv ~ = (2.30) 

where mq is the mass of the quark ( #). 

It Is worth some effort to try and understand the meanings of these vari ables. The 
variable ~ represents the momentum fraction of the original parton in the nucleon 
before it was struck. The variable x refers to the apparent momentum fraction . In 
other words, if we chose to close our eyes to the detai ls of the interact ion, only paid 
attention to the muon kinematics, and assumed that the interaction occurred at lowest 
order, we would conclude that the parton had a momentum fract ion x of the proton. 

Armed with the definitions of these variables, we can write an expression for the 
cross-section. In general, it is believed that the nucleonic cross-section factorizes into 
the parton distri bution in the nucleon and the partonic cross-section [7]: 

Cl-y · N(x,Q
2

) = 2:: f
1
dt f

1

d~qi (~)o(x-(~)a-v •i(f,Q2 ) ; lo lo 

- 2:: 11 d~ qi( ~)O--r · ,( x I~, Q2 ). 
L X ~ 

(2.31) 

This formula was proved for perturbative QCD in the deep inelastic limit where 
kl. « Q2 « v 2 . We assume that it is approximately valid in general. 
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It is desirable to write the cross-section in terms of the F1 and F2 defined by 
Equations 2.5 and 2.1 7. Combi ning Equations 2.10 a.nd 2.17 , we can write: 

where 

x 

47r20' 

<7o = 21'vf J{ . 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

The fu ll 0 ( os) cross-sections ur and o-D have been calculated for th is process. lt is 
often usefu l, however, to apply the Weizsacker-Williams eq uivalent photon approxi
mation from QED [8 9] to QCD, generating what are known as the Altarelli-Parisi 
equations (10]. In this approximation, we treat the gluon bremsstrahlung process as 
consisting of two separate incoherent processes. For instance, the diagram shown in 
Figure 2-4b is viewed as two independent processes: a quark radiates a fairly soft 
collinear gluon and then is struck by a virtual photon. The probability of the quark 
radiating a gluon and retaining a fraction z of its original momentum is proportional 
to a splitt ing function which is denoted as Pq-q (z) . Similarly, the probability of 
a quark radiating a gluon which carries away a fraction z of the quark's momen
tum is proportional to Pq_9 (z) . These functions are clearly related by momentum 
conservation: Pq-q(z ) = Pq_9 ( 1 - z ). Taking into account the effects of the gluon 
bremsstrahlung process, the cross-section becomes: 

F1(x) _ "" 211 
d( ( ) [• ( x) asp (x) l Q

2
] -- - ~ e; - q; ( o 1 - - + - _ - n - . 

x i x ( ( 27r q q ( tt2 
(2.34) 

Technically, this cross-section is lead ing-log and not full 0 (as). The immediate con
sequence of th is QCD-improved parton model is that the Structure Funct ion F2 (x, Q2

) 

is now a (weak) function of Q2 and no longer scales exactly. Furthermore, there is an 
arbitrary mass scale µ which had to be introduced. 

Equat ion 2.34 describes the interaction in terms of a simple parton distribution 
which is independent of Q2 and is solely a function of the nucleon st ructure. However, 
the dynamics are now very complicated, and the parton distribution is not directly 
measurable. It is convent ional to reabsorb the Q2 dependence of the cross-section 
into the parton distribution as follows: 

x 
- 2t ef 11 

~( (q;(O + 6qi((,Q
2

) ) s (1 -f) 
= L e? [q;(x) + 6q;(x, Q2

) ] 

i 

(2.35) 
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t" t"' 
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• .. µ µ 
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pl' P" p'" 

N N 

Figure 2-5: Altarelli-Parisi Evolution. 
By integrating over the~ degree of freedom, we collapse the large ellipse into the blob which 
represents the internal nucleon dynamics . Our parton distributions a re now functions of x 
and Q2 instead of~· 

where 

(2.36) 

This can be rewritten in the form known as the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation: 

dq(x, Q
2

) = O'.s 11 df, ( )P (~) 
d ln Q2 27f x f, q f, q-q f, · (2 .37) 

Essentially, we have redefined the meaning of "parton distribut ion" in the man
ner illustrated in Figure 2-5. We have collapsed the gluon bremsstrahlung process 
in the large ellipse so that it has become part of our '~unknown internal nucleon dy
namics"' blob. Instead of having a distribution of partons with momentum fraction 
f,, we now have a distribution of par tons with momentum fraction x . We treat the 
gluon bremsstrahlung as part of the internal dynamics of the nucleon , rather than as 
part of the process of muon-nucleon scattering. This is somewhat, strange, since the 
gluon radiation was caused by the fact that the original parton was accelerated by 
interacting electromagneLically with the muon. It turns out mathematically, however, 
that we are free to view the parton distribution in this perverse way. Furthermore, 
it is sometimes useful to do so, especially since x and Q2 are directly measurable 
quantities and f, is not. In this picture, we view the Q2 dependence of the parton 
distribution as a reflection of the resolution afforded to us by a virtual photon with 
a given Q2 . 

In genera l, we must a.lso take into account th~ d iagrams of photon-gluon fusion . 
shown in Figure 2-6. In the language of Altarelli-Parisi evolution, the gluons in the 
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+ 
µ 

N 

Figure 2-6: Photon Gluon Fusion. 
The Feynman diag ram corresponding to Photon-Gluon Fusion. 

nucleon break up into qq pairs as we change tbe virtual photon resolution by changing 
the Q2. This is described by the splitting function Pg-q(z ). 

The interactions which give rise to the Altarell i-Parisi evolution are shown in 
Figure 2-7, including the three-gluon vertex which gives rise to Pg-g(z) . The result 
of all of this is the general set of Altarelli-Parisi equations: 

dq;(x,Q2 ) 

dlnQ 2 

dg(x,Q2 ) 

dlnQ 2 

where the index i runs over all quark and antiquark flavors. 

The formalism developed in this section works well for describing the muon
nucleon cross-section, but it neglects the effects of primordial transverse momen
tum (k.L). 
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x x 

p q->q(x/~) Pq->g(x/O 

x x 

Figure 2-7: Altarelli-Parisi Splitting Functions. 
The Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions correspond to these vertices: a) Pq-q ( z) and 

b) Pq-g (~)are due to gluon bremsstrah lung; c) Pg-q (~)is due to the qq pair production 

from a gluon which occurs in photon-gluon fusion; d) p9 _ 9 (f) is due to the three-gluon 
vertex. 
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2.3.3 The Parton Model with Primordial k.i 

The existence of primordial transverse momentum of the quarks in the nucleon is 
usually ignored because it introduces several theoretical complications. Despite the 
difficulty, there are good reasons to consider the effects of non-negligib le k i. . First, the 
transverse momentum distribution of quarks in the nucleon is interesting in its own 
right, providing informat ion concerning the structure of the nucleon. Second, there 
are some phenomena that are predicted to be exactly zero in the Naive QPM. Clearly 
the effects of ki. are not guaranteed to be negligible when compared to zero. Third , a 
lot of well-beha\ cd data exists at low Q2

. The data used in this thesis include events 
with Q1 as low as 2 GeV2

1 which can't really be classified as deep inelastic scattering. 
Some E665 hadron analyses have even used data down to Q2 = 0.1 Ge V2

• Si nee a 
typical scale for kl is 0.2 Ge V2

, the assumption that kl ~ Q2 breaks down. 

In any case, many of the problems with the Na.ive Quark Parton Model a.t low 
Q2 are merely due to kinematic approximations, although some more fundamental 
problems do exist. It is usefu l, therefore , to recast many of the parton model results 
in kinematically exact terms which avoid the assumption of negligible ki.. 

Let's consider some of the comp lications that primordial k .i. introduces . The 
problems that arise include the follow ing: 

• The definit ion of the scaling variable ~ must be made more precise. 

• The parton distributions must now include k.i. and not just the longitudinal 
momentum. 

• The cross-section is no longer azimuthally symmetric about the virtual photon 
axis. 

• Our picture of the proton as an incoherent superposition of quasi-free non
mutuall y-interacting particles becomes harder to j ustify. 

We will address the first three of these problems in order. 
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The definition of~ 

There are at least three different definitions of~ in the li terature. We can define: 

~I 

p~oo ) 

p~oo) 

p~oo) - p~r:o ) 

P.(oo) p (oo) 
0 - z 

p·q 
p. q 

(2.40) 

(2.4 1) 

(2...12) 

where p~""J denotes the longitudinal momentum component of pµ in the Infinite Mo
mentum Frame. Each of these definitions of ~ has advantages and disadvantages. 
In the Na"ive QPM , they are all equivalent. If we a llow ki/Q2 or Q2 

/ v2 to be non
negligible, then we must choose one definition of~ and use it consistently. The main 
reason for the discrepancy between the three different definitions is that p~' is no 
longer proportional to, or even collinear with, p µ. 

Following Feynman [11], 1 will use the definition of~ given in Equation 2.40, which 
has the virtue of making the form of pµ, in the infinite momentum frame fairly simple. 
This in turn simplifies calculations of things such as cross-sections. The definition ~ 1 
given in Equation 2.41 has the virtue that it is invariant under any Lorentz boosts 
along the virtual photon axis. On the other hand, it is somewhat more difficult 
to work with than our preferred definition of ~ ' yielding a compl icated expression 
for ~ ( Q2, v, k.L) and for pµ. The final definition, given in Equation 2.42, has many 
advantages. It is not only manifestly invariant under all Lorentz transformations, but 
for the leading order diagram (Figure 2-2) , it also yields the same numerical value 

as the Na"ive QPM: ~2 = 2~;,, = x 8 , . Unfortunately, this formulation, while e legant, 
buries all of the physics of the kl. into a complicated form for pµ, making exp li cit 
calculations complicated . We will use the definition found in Equation 2.40 for ease 
of calculation. 

The ne xt step, having defined~ . is to relate it to our measurable variables Q2 and 
v. Unfortunately, even in leading order , ~ is a function of kl. as we ll as of Q2 and v. 

An explicit expression is derived in Appendix Section A.l: 

(2.43) 

where ml= ki_ + m;. 

This expression includes the " target mass corrections" which take into account 
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the fact thaL ~,or equivalent ly ~, may not be negligib le. It also includes the effec t 
of primordial kJ. and the parton mass m q. It can be easily shown (see for instance 
Appendix Section A.l ) that this result reduces to the Na.ive QPM result, e = X a,• in 
the limit that mi« Q2 « 11

2
• It is a lso shown in Appendix Section A.l that when 

Q2 « 11
2 is valid , but no restriction is placed on ~,we have: 

(2.44) 

In this thesis, we are considering events with 11 > 100 GeV, so the approximation 
Q2 « 11

2 is quite good. 

Parton distributions 

The parton di stri butions must be modified in the presence of kJ. . We must choose a 
scaling variable to use for the longitudinal momentum: x 

81
, ~, {i, or 6, and we must 

choose a form for the kJ. distribution. The simplest prescription is to use a form such 
as: 

d3 Ni 2 _ 1.;2 /u2 

dxa,dkldQ2 ex qi(x8J,Q )e l. 
(2.45) 

where the kJ. distribution is completely independent of x
8 1 

and Q2 . This is the ap
proach taken by the LUND group in writing their Leptoproduction Monte Carlo [12], 
which is used in this thesis. Chay, Ellis , and Stirling ( 1:3] chose to parameterize the 
kJ. dependence as: 

(2.46) 

where 6 is defined in Equation 2.42. They argue that in th is form, the moments of the 
parton distribution should factorize properly. For the leading order diagram (Fig. 2-
2) , these expressions are equivalent since 6 = x 

8 1
. Since we are considering both 

QCD and kJ. simultaneously, the methods are no longer equivalent. In any case, the 
actual kJ. distribution has only been measured very roughly, so the difference between 
these methods is not yet relevant. 

Another issue concerning the kJ. distribution is whether it depends upon kinematic 
variab les such as Q2 or x 

81
• The most natural assumption is that the primordial kJ. 

distribution is independent of the kinematics of the virtual photon since it is a feature 
of the nucleon dynamics. However, several different arguments have been presented 
fo r why such a dependence might occur in DIS or in Drell-Yan3 interactions [14, 1.5, 16, 

3The Drell-Yan process, pp -+ 1· X -- µ+ µ - X , is related to DIS by a crossing symmeiry. 
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17]. The ki. can be correlated with Q2 or :r 8 , through the fa.ct that the cross-section 
depends upon k.i. or through the dynamics of the nucleon. The parton distribution 
need not be factorizable in the simple fashion given by Equation 2.45. Tn principle, ki. 
could depend on Q2

, x 
81 

or some other variable. Since this is an unsolved problem, 
we will take the expression in Equation 2.45 as a reasonable ansatz. 

New Effects 

The existence of non-negligible k.i. in t roduces some effects that should not occur 
according to the Na·ive QPM. These are a non-zero value for R(:i:) and an azimuthal 
asymmetry of the outgoing partons around the virtual photon axis. The first effect 
leads to a small change in the y 81 -dependence of the cross-section for DIS while the 
second effect leads to an azimuthal asymmetry of the hadrons produced in DlS. We 
will consider these effects in more detail below. 

Recall that in the Naive QPM, we found that R(x 81 ) = 0. ln the presence of 
primordial k.i., R(x 8J =f 0. To leading order in k.i. /Q, the result is: 

R = 4ki 
Q2 (2.47) 

when mq is neglected. This result can be found in the literature [11] or in Equa
tion A.51 of Appendix Section A.2.2. 

The second effect mentioned above, the azimuthal asymmetry of the hadrons, is 
also missing in the Naive QPM. Consider a deep inelastic scattering event in which 
a hadron is generated with moment um 'Ph. Figure 2-8 shows the three-moment um 
vectors of the muons and the hadron in such an event. We can define a variable 1Ph 
which describes the azimuthal angle of the hadron about the virtual photon axis with 
respect to the muon scattering plane. 1Ph = 0 occurs when the hadron momentum 
is in the scattering plane and lies on the same side of the virtual photon axis as the 
scattered muon. 

In the Na"ive QPM, the hadrons should be produced isotropically in the variable 
Cfh, making them azimuthally symmetric about the virtual photon axis. This is 
because the struck parton is collinear with the virtual photon in this picturej any 
transverse momentum of the hadrons comes from hadronization , which should be 
random if haclronization is an incoherent phenomenon. In the presence of primordial 
k.i. 1 however, the quark is not collinear with the virtual photon. Let us define the 
variable <p as the azimuthal angle of the incoming par.ton with respect to the virtual 
photon axis . This variable will be defined analogously to <f>h· The kinemat ics of the 
muon-parton scat tering now depend upon the value of <p for the parton. Therefore 

j 
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Scanering Plane l 
Figure 2-8: The Definition of Phi. 
The variable 'Ph is defined as the angle of a hadron's 3-momentum about the virtual photon 
3-momentum axis with respect to the muon scattering plane; <.p1i = 0 when the hadron 
momentum lies in the scattering plane on the same side as the scattered muon. 

the scattering cross-section is now a funct ion of cp as well. This will, in general , resu lt 
in a phi asymmetry of the outgoing struck parton ( cp') and therefore of the generated 
hadrons ( <t'h)· 

The hadronic phi asymmetry in DIS was originally considered in the context of 
the QCD-improve<l parton model in the absence of ki. by Georgi and Politzer [18]. 
They showed that QCD effects such as gluon bremsstrahlung and photon-gluon fus ion 
are capable of generating a phi asymmetry in the outgoing partons. They claimed 
that this phi asymmetry in the partons should manifest itself in the hadrons and 
that the existence of this phi asymmetry in experiment would provide a clean test for 
QCD, since the Naive QPM predicted no asymmetry. Shortly thereafter, however, 
Cahn [19] showed that at the finite values of Q2 accessible to experiments, ki. is not 
negligible. In part icular, as described above, ki_ also leads to a phi asymmetry, even 
in the absence of QCD. 

The phi asymmetry can be understood quali tatively from the fact that the leading 
order diagram shown in Figure 2-2 yields a cross-section of the fo llowing form: 

o- ex: s2 + u2, (2.48 ) 
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µ 

q orq 
<p = 0 <p = 7t 

q orq 

Figure 2-9: A Simple Picture of k1 -induced Phi Asymmetry. 
The three-momentum vectors are shown for the muon-parton scattering for two cases: 
a) r.p = 0, and b) c.p = rr . The c.p = rr case is favored in the muon-parton scattering, yielding 
a phi asym metry. 

where 
s=(l + p)2 ~4(l·p)2 , u = (l' - p)2 ~ 4(l'. p)2 (2.49) 

Examining Figure 2-9, we see that the c.p = rr case is generally favored ov~r the _c.p = 0 
case. This is because when c.p = 7r, pis more nearly anti -collinear with l and l' than 
it is when c.p = 0. This means that both s2 and u 2 a.re larger and therefore the 
cross-section is larger for c.p = 7r. 

Cahn 's quantitative result [19, 20] for the cross-section as a function of c.p for fixed 
values of Q2 and y 81 is: 

dN 
d<p ,....., A + B cos c.p + C cos 2c.p, (2.50) 

with 

A [1 + (1 -Ya
1

)
2

] , 

B = -4 k1 (2 - y h/l - y Q BJ B J ' 
(2.51) 

k2 
c = 4 Q~ (1 - Ya) · 
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This can a lso be written as: 

where 

A 

B 

c 

fi(y ) 

[1 + (1 -y81 )
2
], 

k i_ 
- 4 Q Af1(y81 ), 

k2 
4Q~Ah{Y81 ), 

h(y) = 

(2 - y)Jl=Y 
1+ (1-y)2 ) 

l-y 
1 + ( 1 - y )2 . 

51 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

These results only include the leading term in ki. / Q for each coefficient. When kl.. 
is comparable to Q, then the B term becomes very negative, yielding a cross-sect ion 
that is negative in places. This resu lt is not physical. A more complete calculation , 
such as that carried out in Appendix Section A.2 of this thesis , shows that the phi 
asymmet ry is well behaved for any value of ki./Q. The result is given by: 

A [ 2] ( l 12 k
4 

) k
2 

= 1 + ( 1 - YB;) {'2 + e Zft + 8( 1 - Y BJ)~ ' 

B -4~ (f. + f~) (2- Y81 )Jl -y91 , 
{2.54) 

c k2 
- 4~(1 - y8 J. 

where ( = ( ~ + l J1 + 'ljt ) -'. These results are for massless quarks. Appendix A 

contains the result for massive quarks as well (see Equation A.47). 

The difference between these two formulations can be seen most easily in Figure 2-
10 which shows the behavior of B /A and C /A as a function of the dimensionless 
quantity kJ. / Q at a fixed value of y

81 
= 0.5. The Cahn formulation of B f A diverges 

linearly with increasing kl.. while the complete formulation reaches a limit of -1.305.4 

Similarly, the Cahn formu lation of C / A diverges quadratically while the complete 
formulation reaches a limit of 0.308. In general , Cahn's formulation is accurate for 
kl_ / Q < 0.2. 

4 It is a common misconception that JB/AJ must be less than unity and equivalently tha.t 
J (cos <p) I < 0.5. See Equation A.53 on page L99 and the surrounding discussion for a refutation 
of this idea. 
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k.1/Q C/A 

1.2 1. 4 
1 

0.8 

Full Cale. 
0 . 6 

0.4 

-2.S Cahn 
0.2 Full Cale. 

-3 1.2 1.4 

B/A k.1/Q 

Figure 2-10: Theoretical Phi Asymmetry as a Function of kl../Q. 
This figure shows the difference between the approximate and exact treatment of the parton
leveJ phi asymmetry as a function of the dimensionless parameter kl../Q. This plot assumes 
a fixed value of y

81 
= 0.5. The fulJ treatment is well-behaved for all values of k.t./Q. 

The effect on the predicted parton-level phi asymmetry as a function of event kine
matics is shown in Figures 2-11 and 2-12. In Cahn's formulation 1 the y8 J -dependence 
of the moments (cosi.p) and (cos2i.p) can are given by J1(y) and f 2(y) respectively (as 
defined in Equation 2.53). In the full formulation, given in Equation 2.54, they 8 ) -

dependence of the A term does not factorize in any simple way. Therefore, in general, 
there is no simple way to factorize the y 

81 
-dependence of the parton phi asymmetry. 

On the other hand, Figure 2-12 shows that the Cahn formulation is still not a bad 
approximation when Q ~ 2 GeY and k.t. takes on reasonable values. 

Our picture of what is happening in the interaction becomes even more compli
cated when we consider the simultaneous effect of QCD diagrams and primordial 
k.t.. The struck quark in the gluon bremsstrahlung diagram (Figure 2-4) can have a 
non-negligible primordial kl... Similarly, the struck gluon in the photon-gluon fusion 
diagram (Figure 2-6) can have a non-negligible kl... Figure 2-13 shows the final state 
partons in a gluon-bremsstrahlung event, as well as the direction of the exchanged 
virtual photon. There are really two azimuthal angles of the partons. There is the 
angle of the outgoing quark around the Z* axis and there is the angle of the Z* axis 
around the virtual photon direction (z). Of course, the hadron phi , which we actually 
measure, is still only defined with respect to the virtual photon axis, as is shown in 
Figure 2-8. The mixing of k l.. with the transverse momentum of the QCD radiation 
(p1y) means that there is no simple formula that describes the phi asymmetry in the 
presence of both QCD and ki.. 

Joshipura and Kramer [21] showed that when both k.t. and QCD are important, 
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Figure 2-11: Theoretical P hi Asymmetry as a Function of Q. 
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This figure shows the difference between the approximate and exact theoretical predictions 
of the parton-level phi asymmetry as a function of Q for a fixed values of kl.. = OA GeV 
and y

81 
= 0.2. 
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Figure 2-12: Theoretical P hi Asymmetry as a Function of y BJ . 

This figure shows the difference between the approximate and exact theoretical pred ictions 
of the parton-level phi asymmetry as a function of y8 J for fixed values of kl.. = OA GeV and 
Q = 2 GeV. 
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(qq) 

Figure 2-U: The Definition of Parton Phi in Gluon Bremsstrahlung. 
The definition of the Phi Asymmetry at the parton level becomes complicated when both 
kl. and QCD effects are important. There are two independent azimuthal angles that we 
must treat in the theory. 

the cross-section takes on the fairly complicated form: 

with 

and 

dfJ 27rrF(p) 
~~~~~~~~ x 
32(27r)577x3(W2 + Q2 ) 

(Tu + !1 (y )T1 + 2fi(y )(TL+ Tr)), 

~ T1 ( aw + aw cos 2<P1 + a3v cos 01) 

Tl ( a1 L + an cos 2<P1 + a3l cos <P1) 

~Ti[ cos 2cp3 ( 0'.1 T + 0'.2T cos 201 + 0'.3y cos 0 l ) 

+sin 2cp3(,82r sin 2<P1 + ,83r sin 0i)J 

T1 -~Ti[ coscp3(au + a 21cos2<P1 + a31cos<P1) 

+sin cp3 (,B21sin2<P1 + f331 sin <P1 )J, 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

This formula is only valid when mq is negligible. The variable pr refers to kl. ; x1, 
x2, and X3 refer to the energy fractions of the two forward final state partons and 
the target remnant; 0 1 refers to the azimuthal angle of forward parton 1 about the 
common a.xis z·; <.p3 refers to the azimuthal angle of the remnant diqua.rk about 
z = - q; ·ry refers to the longitudinal momentum fraction of the struck parton with 
respect to the nucleon in the hadronic cm frame. vVe also need to use the variable 
p1y, which refers to the transverse momentum of the forward partons with respect 
to their common axis z·. These variables are defined more precisely in Appendix 
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Section A.3. 

The coefficients O'nX and f3nx are complicated functions of the parton momenta. 
The expressions listed in Reference [21] contain errors. The correct result.s can be 
found in Append ix Sect ion A.3 of th is thesis. The main point is that, as shown in 
Figure 2-13, there are now two important azimuthal angles at the partonic level: .Pt 
and l.PJ· In general, there is no simple description of our expectations for the ~h of 
the hadrons. 

However, in the limit that the kl. is small with respect to the transverse momentum 
due to QCD , our results should reduce to the s imple fo rmula [22, 23] for the phi 
asymmetry in the absence of kl.: 

dO' ex AQcD + BQcD cos~+ CQcD cos 2~. (2.58) 

Simi larly, in the limi t that the Q CD effect is very soft 1 we must recover the leading 
order results for the phi asymmetry due to the primordial kl. of the struck parton. It 
should be noted that for very soft or collinear photon-gluon fusion, where the kl. of 
the initial state gluon dominates over the transverse momentum of the qq pair, the 
phi asymmetry should be indistinguishable from that of a struck quark with the same 

kl.. 

It is interesting to examine the phi distribution given in Equation 2.55 for d ifferent 
values of x 1 , x 2 , and PT = kl.. Figure 2-14 shows the phi asymmetry in several 
different regimes. First, we see in Figure 2-14a that the cross-section for soft photon
gluon fusion (negligible -P1r) is dominated by the effect of the pri mordial kl. of the 
gluon. The cross-section is nearly independent of <.{> 1 (the QCD angle), and is primarily 
a function of ~3 (the kl. angle) . Similarly, soft gluon bremsstrahlung is dominated 
by the primordial kl. of the struck quark (not shown). F igure 2-14b shows that in 
the limit of hard QCD, when the kl. is negligible, the cross-section is primarily a 
function of ~3 + <.{> 1 and is a lmost independent of ~3 - <{; 1. This makes sense, because 
the angle of the outgoing quark with respect to the virtual photon axis is given by 
~':::::::: ~3 + <.{>1 in this limit . Figure 2-14c shows the complicated behavior of a photon
gluon fusion reaction when neither kl. nor PtT is negligible. Figure 2-14<l shows the 
behavior of a gluon bremsstrahlung react ion where kl. ~ p1r . In both cases, the phi 
asymmetry with respect to the virtual photon direction is a com plicated combination 
of the angles plotted. 

The results of the full-fledged calculation involve two distinct azimuthal angles. 
This makes it difficult to come up with a s imple prediction for the effect of QCD on 
the phi asymmetry of the hadrons in the presence of kl.. To a large extent the phi 
asymmetry will be washed out by the integration over the two different azimuthal 
angles. 
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cr 

Figure 2-14: Theoretical Phi Asymm~try including both QCO and kJ.. 
Four different cases are plotted with arbitrary scales for a. a) A photon-gluon fusion event 
that is particularly soft. b ) A gluon bremsstrahlung event that is particularly hard. Note 
the suppressed zero for a. c) A "typical" photon-gluon fusion event. d) A "typical" gluon 
bremsstrahlung event. 
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2 .4 The E665 Monte Carlo Program 

Having discussed the theory behind deep inelastic scattering, we now turn to the 
more mundane world of modeling DIS events in the E665 detector. The £665 Monte 
Carlo Program attempts to model the phys ics of the hard scattering, the physics 
of hadronization and particle decays, and the detector performance all in one pro
gram. The program itself consists of several distinct packages which are joined to
gether. These packages are LEPTO, which models the hard scattering, JETSET, 
which models the hadron ization, GEANT, which models the particle decays, sec
ondary interactions and so forth, and local packages fo r digitizat ion and efficiency 
modeling. 

In this thesis, the Monte Carlo is used for two purposes: 

1. To correct the data for the effects of acceptance and inefficiency in the detector 
and reconstruction code. 

2. To generate a theoretical prediction given a. certain set of theoretical assump
tions and inputs. This allows us to compare various theories to the data. 

Correcting for the effects that are specific to our experiment will allow the results 
from our experiment to be compared to future and past experiments. Comparing the 
results of this experiment to our best est imate of "known'' physics effects allows us 
to pinpoint weaknesses in the current theories and models. 

2.4.1 BEAMMC: Beam Simulation 

The £665 Muon Beam was simulated by reconstructing actual events taken using 
the beam trigger (RBEAM) and storing the results in a fi le. The RB EAM trigger is 
described in Section 3.8. The actual phase space of the beams in the Monte Carlo 
simulat ion is therefore identical to that in the data. 

2.4.2 LEPTO: Parton-level Leptoproduction Cross-section 

LEPTO is the program module that models the hard scattering of partons. The 
purpose of the LEPTO su brou tine is to generate a list of outgoing "partons" con
sisting of quarks, diquarks, gluons, and occasionally hadrons which come from the 
hard scattering process: 1· N -+ partons. The hadrons generated in LEPTO come 
from complicated mult i-quark target remnants which are somet imes broken up into 
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a hadron and a quark or diquark. Most of the hadrons in the event will be gener
ated later when the quarks, diquarks, and gluons are hadronizecl by .J ETSET (see 
Section 2.4.3) . 

The version of LEPTO used in this thesis is Version 5.2 [12] , which is capable 
of generating partons according to two different prescriptions: Matrix Element and 
Parton Shower. The Matrix Element Method involves an 0 (os) calculation [22) of 
the hard scattering: given an input set of QCD-improved parton distributions. The 
Parton Shower method allows the ini t ial and final state partons to undergo a sequence 
of Altarelli-Parisi-like (leading log) splittings. The Matrix Element method was used 
Lo generate the Monte Carlo events that were used in this thes is. 

In addition to the regular version of Lepto 5.2 (ME), I generated a new version 
which also includes the effects of Phi Asymmetry as described in Section 2.3.3. This 
Phi Asymmetry option can be switched on and off at will. The theory used here 
includes some assumptions: that J\11 « v and that m 9 is negligible. Since we use 
v > 100 GeV, the first assumption is safe. The assumption of negligible quark mass 
breaks down for charm qua.rks, but the Monte Carlo expectation is that only about 
5% of our events will involve charm quarks in the hard scattering so this should not 
be a big problem. 

Several topics need to be treated in more detail. These are: the usual implementa
tion of primordial kl. in LEPTO, my implementation of a phi asymmetry in LEPTO , 
and the parameter settings used. These topics are all discussed below. 

Primordial ki. in LEPTO 

The language often used to describe the implementation of primordial transverse 
momentum in the LEPTO code (both 4.3 and 5.2 Matrix Element) is imprecise. 
The primordial ki. distribution is often referred to as a Gaussian distribution in kl. 
with a given by the LEPTO parameter PARL(3). Referring to this distribution as 
a Gaussian is vague and misleading. A one-dimensional Gaussian in ki. should be 
given by: jt_ ,...., exp (- k1/(2a2

)), which is not what is used by the LEPTO code. 

The LEPTO code actually uses a two dimensional Gaussian: d~Z.11 ,...., exp (-kl/ a 2 ), 

which is not the same thing. 

The code in LEPTO which generates the primordial ki. is a single line in subrou
tine LPRIKT: 

PT~S*SQRT(-ALOG(RLU(O))) 

with Lhe variable PT: ki. , the variable S=PARL(3)=: a, and the function RLU(O)=: r, 

-
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where r is a. random number between 0.0 and 1.0. This can be expressed mathemat
ically as: 

kJ...=O'~, 

with the variable r being distributed according to: 

dN 
- = 1. 
dr 

Inverting Equation 2.59 yields: 

So the distribution in kl is: 

dN I dN dr I 1 2 2 
d(ki) = dr d(ki) = o-2 exp( - kJ.../a ). 

This is equivalent to 

dN dN d(ki )I 2kl.. 2 2 

dk J... = d(ki) dk J... = o-2 exp(-kJ... /a ). 

(2.59) 

(2.60 ) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

T his dist ribution can be referred to as an exponential in kl or as a two-dimensional 
Gaussian in kx , ky, but NOT as a one-dimensional Gaussian in kJ... . We can find the 
meaning of the quantity a by examining the moments of the di stributions. 

So, we know that the Lund a parameter PARL(3) is really /(kfj. 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(:2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 
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Anywhere that the documentation of LEPTO discusses a Gaussian PT distribution 
of any kind , it [s referring to a.n exponential in p} as discussed above. 

Phi Asymm etry in LEPTO 

The Lund Leptoproduction Monte Carlo programs LEPTO 4.3 and LEPTO 5.2 (ME) 
do not incorporate any phi asymmetry due to primordial k.t. The code available allows 
one to turn on a partial phi asymmetry in the 0 (as) terms, but this phi asymmetry 
was calculated under the assu-mption that pif1 ~ /..; J. [22}. When one of the two 
forward jets is soft, the neglected k J. -dependence can become quite important (recall 
F igure 2-13 and the surrounding discussion). 

Konig and I\roll developed a Monte Carlo [17] that took into account the effect of 
primordial kJ. and addit ionally the effect of non-zero parton masses. However , since 
this work was based on a complete rewrite of sections of a now obsolete version of 
the LUND code, it is difficult to use. Instead we will modify the latest version of the 
LUND code only slightly, being somewhat less rigorous mathematically, but allowing 
the code to be transportable. 

Appendix A contains a complete calculation of the partonic cross-section to 0 (os) 
in the presence of primordial kJ. for massless quarks. The E665 version of LEPTO has 
been modified to include this calculation as an option. Appendix B contains a detailed 
discussion of how this cross-section is implemented in the E665 version of LEPTO. 
The Monte Carlo used in this thesis includes this parton-level phi asymmetry. 

N on-defau lt P a r ameter Settings in LEPTO 

The Lund contains several defaults, and these were changed very little. The only 
changes to Lepto parameters were that we used a different grid for the cross-section 
and that. we used a different parton distribution. 

The 0 (as) cross-section calculation involves a two-dimensional kinematic grid. 
LEPTO contains a default grid, which is tuned for use by HERA experiments, and 
a non-default grid, nominally tuned for use by FN AL experiments such as E66.5. 
I used a hybrid grid , taking the FNAL W-range (.S- 45 GeV) and the HERA x

81
-

range (0.001-0.99). 

We chose to use the Morfin-Tung SL-fit Leading Order parton distributions [24]. 
For the sake of consistency with these parton distributions, we also set t\QcO = 0.144 
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GeV in the cross-section caku1ation5
. 

2.4.3 JETSET: Hadronization 

We used JETSET Version 6.3 as our hadronization package. This package accepted 
as input a parton configuration from the LEPTO package and generated hadrons 
using a string fragmentation scheme which has been tuned extensively on data from 
e+ e- collisions. 

In using JETSET, we made two changes from the default running conditions. 
Both of these changes involved the hand ling of unstable particles generated during 
the hadronization. These unstable particles came in two types: resonances such as p0 's 
which can undergo decay effectively instantaneously in the lab frame, and unstable 
particles such as the /\~ which can travel in the lab for quite some distance before 
decaying. The resonances, by default, are generated with their exact masses, which 
is non-physical. We instead chose to generate the resonance masses according to a 
truncated Breit-Wigner shape6 . Additionally, we turned off all non-instantaneous in
A.ight decays in JETSET. These decays were handled by the GEANT package instead. 

2.4.4 GEANT: Apparatus Simulation 

The particles generated by JETSET were tracked through the magnetic fields of the 
experiment by the GEANT package, version 3.12. This package includes user rou
tines to define the aperture of the apparatus, the location of detector material , and 
so forth. Several physics background processes were modeled by GEANT: Gaus
sian Multiple Scattering, Particle Decay, Average Energy Loss , Compton Scattering, 
Pair Production, Bremsstrahlung7

, Delta-ray Production, e+ e- Annihilation, and 
Hadronic Interact ion. 

5This was accomplished by modifying PARL(10) . 
6This was accomplished by setting MST(8)=1. 
7 ElecLrons, and occasionally muons, can emiL photons in the target or detector material. This 

process, handled by GEANT, should not be confused with QED bremsstrahlung associated with th e 
hard ors interaction. 
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2.4.5 MC2: Digitization and Chamber Efficiency Simula
tion 

The MC2 package of E665 modeled the individual chamber efficiencies as measured 
for a part icular part of the Deuterium running period [25, 26J. Possible detailed 
time-dependent effects were not included for this thesis. 

In addition, the effects of the physics trigger (LAT) used in this thesis were ap
proximated in the Monte Carlo by throwing away any events where the scattered 
muon entered the LAT veto counters (SMSl or SMS4). The LAT is described in 
more detail in Section 3.8 while the SMS counters are described in Section 3.5 . [n
effic iencies in the LAT trigger components were not modeled in detail. The t rigger 
components were assumed to behave ideally. 

2.5 Summary 

We have discussed the Minimal Standard Model of Particle Physics and the conven
tional understanding of the leptoproduction process. We have seen that the st'ructure 
of the nucleon in this model can be understood in terms of partons - quarks and 
gluons. We have also seen that significant effects are expected to occur due to the 
existence of primordial transverse momentum (k.i) of the partons within the nucleon. 
The standard treatment of these k.i effects has been extended so that the theory is 
better behaved at moderately low values of Q2 (2- 4 GeV2

). 

Using the results derived by Cahn [19 1 20], and assuming that the k.i distribution 
is independent of Q2

, we found that the phi asymmetry due to k.i should become more 
prominent at low values of Q2 . In particular , we found that to leading order in ~, 
the phi asymmetry should be proportional to l/Q. Since this theoretical treatment 
diverges as Q2 

-+ 0, we calculated this effect using a more complete treatment of 
Lhe parton kinematics. This treatment was better behaved as Q2 -+ 0, but the basic 
conclusion was unchanged. For values of Q2 extending down to about 1 GeV2 , we 
expect the phi asymmetry due to k.i to grow in magnitude as Q2 decreases, assuming 
that k.i. is independent of Q2

. We also noted that k.i. may actually depend on Q2 or 
v. 

When we considered the simultaneous effects of QCD and k.i., using the results 
of Joshipura and Kramer [21], we found that matters are more complicated then the 
usual treatments imply. Explicit resu lts were derived for the parton- level angular 
distribu tion in this case. 

When we included the k.i. effects in their full glory, we found that it was no longer 
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possible to factorize the y
8
J-dependence of the (coscp) moments. In other words , we 

discovered that the usual result that (cos cp) oc / 1 (y 
81

) is not exact. 

All of these theoretical effects were incorporated into the standard leptoproduct ion 
Monte Carlo program along with the specifics of the E665 apparatus. It should be 
noted that the quark mass was t reated as negligib le. This program will be used to 
correct our data for apparatus and reconstruction effects and to make theoretical 
predictions to compare to our data. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Apparatus 

This chapter describes the E665 Detector as it existed during the 1987-1988 Fermilab 
fixed target run. Further detai ls can be found in the general E665 apparatus paper (27] 
and the references therein. The upgrades to the apparatus for the 1990- 1991 run are 
discussed briefly in Section 3.9. Special emphasis is given to the Data Acquisition 
and PTM systems since I was involved in those upgrades. 

3.1 Overview of the Apparatus 

3.1.1 Detector 

The overall purpose of the E665 Collaboration, and therefore of the detector, was 
twofold . First, we wanted to study ratios of structure functions on different targets 
(e.g D2/ H2 or Xe/ D2). This task only required the reconstruction of the muon 
kinematics. Second, we wanted to study the hadrons that were generated during 
the inelastic scattering. This required that we measure the outgoing hadrons , both 
charged and neutral, prefe rably with good acceptance, good reconstruction efficiency, 
and ideally including particle identification. 

The E665 Detector was general-pur pose in the sense that we tried to fulfill all of 
the goals alluded to in the previous paragraph. The basic layout of the experiment 
included two distinct spectrometers. The fi rst was a single-dipole beam spectrometer 
which measured t he beam momentum on an event by event basis. The second was an 
open air double-dipole forward spectrometer which measured the part icles produced in 
the muon-nucleon collisions. The Detector also i ncl~tcled a muon identification system, 
consisting of a steel absorber followed by a collection of wire chambers, scintillators , 

65 
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and smaller concre·te absorbers. Our apparatus also included a streamer chamber, 
an electromagnetic l nlorimeter, and a group of particle identification detectors. The 
streamer chamber presented almost a 4rr-acceptance in the laboratory for charged 
particles, but was limited to only a fraction of the total luminosity since it had a 
Jong dead time. The elect romagnetic calorimeter detected forward-going photon~ 
and helped to identify electrons. The part;· ·le identification chambers were capable of 
discriminating between pions, kaons, and protons over a broad range of energies. The 
general-purpose nature of the E665 Detector allowed a wide range of physics topics to 
be addressed. The streamer chamber and the particle identification chambers (except 
for muon identification) were not used in this thesis . 

3 .1.2 Muon Beam 

The E665 Detector resided at the encl of Fermilab 's fixed targe :-.JM bea.rnline. The 
beam consisted of positively charged muons with an average me, 11entum of 490 GeV. 
As with all muon beams, the beam phase space was quite brcJ··d. both in terms of 
momentum spread (o-p:::::::: 60 GeV) and in terms of the spatial d1 .. tribution t. ransverse 
to the beam direction (effective radius ,...., 3 cm). Additional!. · there were muons, 
known as halo muons, which resided outside of the usable beam phase space. These 
halo muons amounted to about 20% of the usable beam. 

The muons were generated as a tertiary beam. Protons at a momentum of 800 GeV 
were extracted from the Tevatron and struck a beryllium primary target, generating 
a secondary beam of pions and kaons. Any remaining protons were steered into a 
proton dump. The secondary beam of pions and kaons were momentum selected 
and transported for 1.1 km. During thi s t ransport, some of the pions and kaons 
decayed, producing a broad spectrum of muons. This mixture of pions, kaons , and 
muons was passed through a beryllium absorber, leaving a tertiary beam which was 
mostly composed of muons. This muon beam was then momentum selected, steered, 
and focussed to traverse the E665 Beam Spectrometer and impinge upon the £665 
physics target. Due to the 53.1 MHz RF (Radio Frequency) structure of the Fermilab 
accelerator, muons were separated by integral multiples of 18.8 ns with a jitter of 
about 1 ns. Furthermore, the duty cycle of the accelerator was a 22 s active period 
known as a spill followed by a 35 s inter.spill period where no muons were available 
while the Tevatron proton beam was being refilled. The muon beam was ( left-) 
circularly polarized. This was due to the fact that the muons were generated by 

. . 1 . I . . cl + + (ll d J'+ + c i ) s· panty-v10 atrng wea<-1nteract1on ecays: Jr ~ µ 111' an \ ~ p 111' . ince 
pions and kaons are spinless, the helicity (A) for the ft+ was - ~ in the pion or kaon 
center-of-mass frame. ln the lab frame, the helicity is correlated with the muon 
momentum. The average polarization of a muon with a momentum of :)00 GeV was 
calculated to be -0.83 ± 0.13 [28], where the polarization is defined as 2 · /\, and 
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ranges from -1 to + l. 

The Muon beam line at Fermilab can be tuned to var ious energies. During the 
1987-88 fixed target run , we ran wi th an average beam energy of 490 GeV for most 
of the t ime. In a typical spill during good running condi t ions, the muon beaml ine 
delivered 2 x 107 muons . Some 100 GeV data were a lso ta.ken , but weren ' t used in 
this thesis. Furthermore, electrons or protons were sometimes transported down the 
Muon beam line for special purpose studies such as the calorimeter calibration run 
which used an electron beam. 

3.1.3 E665 Coordinate System 

The E665 Coordinate System is a right-handed coordinate system with the X-axis 
along the nominal beam direction and the Z-axis pointing up (away from the center 
of the earth) 1 . The nominal beam direction (X) is roughly North and the Y-axis 
points roughly West. A given detector element is characterized by the coordinate 
that it measures. For instance, a wire chamber plane with horizontal wires (parallel 
to the Y-axis) measures the Z-coordinate and is referred to as a Z-plane. In general, 
the coord inate that a chamber measures is denoted by the symbol: 0. For a chamber 
which is perpendicular to the X-axis , as most are , we define an angle a such that 
0 = Y sin a - Z cos a . We can also define a wire-orientation angle a* = a - ~ which 
ranges from - 90° to 90° and describes the angle that the wires ma.ke wi th t he vertical 
(measured about the X-axis). Given t hese definitions, we can divide the chambers 
into the following categories: 

Y: a~:!!: 
2 

a-·~ oo, 
Z: a ~ 7r a· ~ 90°, 

U: ~ < a < 7r a"'> 0°, 
V: O<a<~ a * < 0°, 

Throughout this chapter, chamber dimensions will be referred to in the format 
Y x z. If a third dimension is used , it refers to the thick ness of the counter or 
chamber. Wire orientations will be referred to from the vert ical using o"' . 

lTechnically, t here were two slighLly diffe rent E665 coordi nate systems. T he system described 
here was the original £665 coordinate system used by the surveyors. The Software Coordinate 
System is discussed in more detail in Section 4.1. 
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Figure 3-1: The E665 Beam Spectrometer. This diagram is not drawn to scale. 

3.2 Beam Spectrometer 

The E665 Beam Spectrometer, shown in Figure 3-1, consisted of four stations spread 
out over about 55 m , with a dipole analyzing magnet (NMRE) between stations 2 
and 3. Each of these stations consisted of a collection of multi-wire proportional 
chambers (PBTs) and scint illation counters (SBTs) . Three of the four stations also 
contained an extra set of scint illation counters (SY Js) to help remove halo muons 
close to the beam. Additionally, there was a wall of scintillators known as the Veto 
Wall (SVW). A 500 GeV muon traversing the beam spectrometer was bent by an 
angle of about 3 mr. The PBTs measured the bend angle, and thus the momentum, 
of the beam particle. The SBTs generated fast signals which were used as part of the 
trigger for the experiment and which were also latched for use in the offiine analysis. 
The SY J, and SVW counters were used in the trigger to veto (reject) events which 
included halo muons. The fractional momentum resolution (5p/p) was about 0.5% 
for 500 GeV muons; the angu lar resolution of the measured beam direction was about 
0.01 mr regardless of the beam momentum. 

The PBTs were standard Ferrni lab "Fenker" chamber packets [29] with a 1 mm 
wire spacing and an active area of 12.8 cmx 12.8 cm. Each station contained 6 PBT 
planes, with wire orientations of U( +30°), Z( +90°), Y(0°), V(-30°), Z'( +90°), and 
Y'(0°). The Y' and Z' planes were offset by half a wire with respect to the Y and Z 
planes. This configuration, four stations with six planes each, provided a high degree 
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Length 1.15 m 
Diameter 8.9 cm 
Density 0.163 g/cm3 

Thickness 18.7 g/cm2 

Radiation Lengths 0.153 
Interaction Lengths 0.342 

Table 3.1: D2 Target Characteristics - 1987 Run. 

of redundancy and therefore the PBT system was very reliable. 

The SBTs were scintillator paddles which were used to provide timing signals 
a.ssociated with each beam muon. The paddles were segmented to yield V-view in
formation in a ll of the stations and Z-view information in stations 1, 3, and 4. The 
active area of the SBTs was 0.14 m x 0.18 m. The timing information from the SBTs 
was used in triggering the experiment, allowing us to reject signals from out-of-time 
muons which arrived in a different bucket than the trigger muon. The SBT signals 
were also latched, allowing PBT hits from out-of-time muons to be rejected during 
the offline analysis when they couldn't be associated with an in-time SBT signal. 

The SVW (Veto Wall Scintillator plane), along with the smaller adjustable SV Js 
(Veto Jaw Scintillators), served to limit the muon beam phase space by allowing the 
trigger to avoid events with halo muons in them. In particular , a halo muon far 
from the target was incapable of generating a DIS event in the target, but it could 
have caused fake triggers if it wasn ' t vetoed. The Veto Wall was a 7 m x 3 m wall of 
scintillator which was located j ust upstream of Beam Station 4. This wall was made 
up of ind ividual 0.55 m x 1.5 m counters with 5 cm of steel shielding mounted on 
the upstream faces . W ithout this sh ielding, good beam muons would have tended to 
self-veto due to soft photon radiation. There was a 25 cm- square hole in the veto wall 
p lane where the usable beam could pass without being vetoed. The Veto Jaws (SV Js ) 
were located at beam stations 2-4 and covered a region that was 50 cm-square. 

3.3 Targets 

During the 1987- 88 data run, three targets were used: liquid Deuterium, liquid Hy
drogen, and pressurized gaseous Xenon. Only the Deuterium target is considered 
in this thesis since that was the target with the largest integrated luminosity. The 
Deuterium target was a cryogenic target construr.ted of 1 mm thick Kapton. It 's 
characteristics are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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The thickness, number of rad iation lengths, and number of interaction lengths were 
a.ll calculated from the density and the length of the target. Clearly the thickness is 
just the product of the density and length. One radiation length in D2 is 122.6 g/cm2 

while one nuclear interaction length is 54.7 g/cm2 [30]. Since the target was only 
a fraction of a radiation length and a fract ion of an interaction length, it qualified 
as a "thin" target. We used thin targets in E665 in order to minimize the effect of 
rescattering on the hadron distributions and in order to be ab le to use the Streamer 
Chamber described in Section 3.7. Our decision to use th in targets optimized our 
ability to study hadrons at the expense of luminosity. 

3.4 Forward Spectrometer 
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Figure 3-2: The E665 Detector. 
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This diagram, which includes the Forward Spectrometer and the Muon Identification sys
tem, is drawn to scale. This is a plan view, looking down on the detector from above. 

The E665 Forward Spectrometer, shown in Figure 3-2, consisted of two superconduct
ing dipole magnets of opposite polarity and several sets of tracking chambers. The 
experiment was designed so that a straight-through beam muon (It+) was bent first 
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in the +Y direction (West ) and then in the -Y direction (East). Furthermore, the 
distances were arra.nged so that beam muons reached the first plane of Muon Pro
,portional Tubes (see Section 3.5.3) at the same Y-position regardless of their energy. 
This focusing geometry greatly simplified scattered muon t riggering and acceptance 
considerations. 

The dipole magnet in which the target was located was called the CERN Ver
tex Magnet (CVM) and was previously used by the European Muon Collabora

t ion (EMC). This magnet had a field integral (f Bdl) of -4.3 Tm z for a straight 
line path along the :t'-axis . This wa.s the total field integral seen by a very energet ic 
particle t raversing the magnet. The downstream magnet was called the Chicago 
Cyclotron Magnet (CCM) and was originally the main magnet in the University of 
Chicago 460 MeV cyclotron. It had a field integral of +6.7 Tm z. It was the bending 
in the CCM that allowed the momenta and charges of the particles to be measured2. 

The Forward Spect rometer was designed ·to track particles with momenta above 
about 8 GeV. The momentum resolution depended upon how completely the track was 
reconst ructed and upon the momentum of the particle itself. For a fully reconstructed 
track, we achieved a fractional momentum resolution (8p/p) of 2.5% x p/500 GeV and 
an angular resolution of 0.1 mr. 

3.4.1 PCV: Vertex Proportional Chambers 

The PCV chambers were the first set of t racking chambers downstream of the target . 
They were im portant to the momentum resolut ion and vertex finding because they 
had the best lever arm for determining the slope of a particle trajectory before it 
entered the CCM. The PCV package consisted of six planes with an active aperture 
of 2.8 m x 1.0 m. The wire spacing was 2 mm and the wire orientations were: Y(0° ), 
U( + 18.5°), U'( +18.5°), V(-18.5°), V'(-18.5°), and Y(0°) . The central regions of 
the last two P CV planes failed and were dead during the 1987 data-taking run. This 
effect was simulated in the Monte Carlo program. 

3.4.2 PCN: Proportional Chambers 

Downstream of the PCVs, but st ill upstream of the CCM , were three packages of 
proportional chambers with four planes per package. These packages were known 
indi vidually as PCl , PC2, and PC3, and collectively as the PCs or the PCNs. Each 

2Technicall y, we only measmed che sign of the charge and assumed unit magnitude. 
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package contained planes with the following views: Y(0°), Z(90°), V( - 28°), and 
U( +28°). The wire spacing was 3 mm, and the active aperture was 2 m x 2 m. 

Each PCN plane was divided into three regions: a 3 cm radius disk centered on the 
beam , an annulus with a 6 cm outer radius surrounding the central disk, and the rest of 
the plane. The planes were inefficient at the boundaries of these regions. Additionally, 
there were four support structures (zigzag Mylar strips known as garlands) in each of 
the PC Z-planes. These garlands ran perpendicular to the wires and caused stripes of 
inefficiency. These inefficient stripes were not in the beam region. All of these effects 
were included in the Monte Carlo used in this thesis, a lthough some earlier versions 
of the Monte Carlo were missing the PC garland inefficiencies [26] due to a bug. 

In addition to be ing used in the tracking, the PCN chambers were also used in 
some special purpose multiplicity-based triggers for the Streamer Chamber. These 
triggers are described in Section 3.8.3. 

3.4.3 PCF: Forward Proportional Chambers 

The PCF system consisted of five tr iplets of multiwire proportional chambers with 
a 2 mm wire spacing and an act ive aperture of 2 m x 1 m. Each triplet consisted of 
three views: U( + 15° ), V(-15°), and Z(90°). Four of these triplets resided inside the 
magnetic field of the CCM, allowing us to follow the curved par t icle trajectories. 

The PCF chambers contained support wires which ran perpendicular to the active 
anode wires. These support wires resulted in stripes of inefficiency. The Z planes 
each had two support wires, one on either side of the beam region. The U and V 
chambers each had only one support wire near the middle of the chambers. The 
support wires were at different locations in each plane so that the dead regions didn 't 
overlap. These effects were included in the Monte Carlo. 

3.4.4 DC: Drift Chambers 

There were eight drift chamber packages which were referred to individually as DCl-8 
and collectively as the DCs. All eight packages resided downstream of the CCM, but 
they were divided into two groups of four packages ea.ch, which were referred to as the 
DCAs (DCl-4) and the DCBs (DC5-8). The purpose of the DCs was to track high 
momentum particles (p > 15 GeY) after they left the CCM magnetic field. Splitt ing 
the DCs into DCAs and DCBs y ielded a longer lever arm for determining the slope 
of the stra ight- line trajectory downstream of the CCM. This in turn improved the 
momentum resolution of tracks which had hits in all of the DCs. 
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Each group ( the DCAs and the DCBs) included the following views: Z( +90°), 
U(+5.758°), V(-5.758°), and Z (+90°). The DCA chambers, which were just down
stream of the CCM, had an active aperture of 4 m x 2 m. The DCB chambers, which 
were the last set of large aperture tracking chambers upstream of the Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter, had an active aperture of 6 m x 2 m. 

Each package was deadened in the beam region. The dead regions were rectangu
lar , with an average size of 10 cm x 5 cm. The spatial resolution of these chambers 
was about 400 ~tm, while the two-track resolution was about 4 mm. The chambers 
were composed of drift cells 50.8 mm (2") wide in the drift direction and 9.6 mm 
deep along· the beam direction. Each Z -view wire was separated into two halves by 
a GlO septum located in the middle of the chamber, and each side (East and West) 
was read out separately. This improved the multi -hit capability of the system, but it 
also resulted in a vertical dead stripe in the middle of the DC Z-planes, in addition 
to the usual rectangula.r dead region. 

Each individual package consisted of two layers. Both layers in a given package 
measured the same view, but were offset by half a drift cell. If there had been only one 
layer per package, this would have generated an ambiguity. We would have known the 
distance between the particle trajectory and the wire, but we wouldn 't have known 
whether the particle passed on the+ (west ) side or the - (east) side of the wire. The 
double layering allowed us to resolve this ambiguity most of the time. 

The DCs had some problems during most of the 1987 data-ta.king run . There was 
a short in one of the high voltage field shaping wires in plane DC2Ul. This resulted 
in a segment of each drift cell in this plane being dead. About 20% of the total area 
of DC2U1 was dead. Furthermore, all of the DC planes had a different drift velocity 
in the outer region of the cell (0.6"-1" from the wire) than in the inner region. 

The planned dead regions, the effect of the support wire, and the dead stripes in 
DC2Ul were all incorporated in the Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo did not, however , 
incorporate any nonlinearities or discontinuities in the drift velocity. In principle, this 
should not matter much as long as the calibration curves in the data are correct and 
as long as the Monte Carlo is reconstructed with the same assumptions under which 
it was generated. 

Some very high momentum particles (both muons and hadrons) remained in the 
beam profile at the DCs. These particles traveled through the dead region of the DC 
chambers and were not detected there. In particular, most of the scattered muons 
from the Small Angle Physics Trigger (SAT) passed through the dead region of the 
DCs. 
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3.4.5 PSA: Small Angle Proportional Chambers 

The PSA chambers were designed to cover the central dead regions of the drift cham
bers. They consisted of two identical four-plane packages of proportional chambers 
based on the same standard Fermilab design [29] used in build ing the PBTs fo r the 
Beam Spectrometer. The PSA chambers were located j ust downstream of the DCBs 
and just upstream of the Calorimeter. The PSA planes had a 1 mm wire spacing and 
an active area of 12.8 cm x 12.8 cm. 

The first four-plane package was mounted with orientations: Z( + 90° ), Y(0°), 
Z'( +90°), and Y'(0°). The primed planes were offset from the non-primed planes 
by 0.5 mm (half of the wirespacing). The second four-plane package was rotated by 
45° with respect to its counterpart, resulting in the following chamber orientations: 
U( +45°), V(-45°), U'( +45°), and V'(-45°). 

The main purpose of the PSA was to cover the DC dead region , allowing us to 
track particles which didn't leave the beam profile. They were especially important 
for tracking the scattered muons in events from the Small Angle Trigger (SAT) . 

3.5 Muon Identification 

The muon identification system allowed us to distinguish muons from other charged 
particles. This served two purposes. It allowed us to pin down the kinematics of the 
event by identifying the scattered muon and it allowed us to trigger on events that 
were likely to be inelastic scatters. 

Downstream of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter was a 3 m th ick wall made pri 
marily of steel wh ich was calJed the Steel Absorber. Any hadrons, electrons, or 
photons which made it through the Calorimeter (or were produced in showers there) 
were absorbed in the Steel3 . There were four groups of chambers downstream of the 
Steel Absorber, and these groups were separated by concrete absorbers 0.9 m (1 yard) 
thick. The spaces between absorbers in which the chambers resided were called bays. 
The concrete absorbers served to ensure that any electromagnetic showers generated 
by the muons were confined to a single bay. This helped to min imize the confusion 
in both tracking and triggering. 

Each bay contained two proportional t ube tracking chambers (PTMs) and a wall of 
scintillators (SPM/SMS). The act ive region of this system was roughly 7 m x 3 m. 
The PTM chambers contained a deadened region roughly 20 cm-square where the 

. 
3The pion punch-th rough probability was estimated to be about 10-8 (e- 18 ). 
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beam passed through the chamber. The upstream chamber in ea.ch bay was a. PTM 
chamber oriented in the Y(0°) direction . The next chamber downstream was a PTM 
chamber oriented in the Z(90°) direction. Downstream of the PTM chambers in 
ea.ch bay was an SPM/SMS scint il lator plane. Each SPM plane was a large wall of 
scintillat ion counters with a 20 cm-square bole in the middle for the beam. The hole 
in the SPMs and the dead regions in the PTMs were approximately lined up a.nd were 
covered by the SMS counters . The SMS counters covered a. region roughly 22 cm
square and were more finely segmented than the SPMs. The SPMs were used for 
triggering, while the PTMs were used for tracking muon segments behind the Steel. 
The SMSs were used for both tracking and t riggering. During the 1990- 1991 data.
taking run , the PTMs were used for triggering as well as tracking (See Section 3.9). 

The various components of the Muon Ident ificat ion system are detai led below. 

3.5.1 SPM: Muon Scintillator Planes 

Each Muon Scintillator Plane (SPM) was segmented into an upper half and a lower 
half. Each half was further segmented into fifteen regions in Y across the plane. 
The ind ividual scintillators measured 50 cm x 150 cm x 2.5 cm except for the cen
tral counters directly above and below the beam. The central counters, which mea
sured 28 cm x 140 cm x 2.5 cm, were offset in order to create a 20 cm-square hole . 
Wherever the scintillators met, they overlapped by at least 1.3 cm. These scintillators 
provided signals which were used to generate a scattered muon requirement in the 
LAT and Halo trigge rs. The signals from the SPMs were also latched and written to 
tape during an event. 

3.5.2 SMS: Small Muon Scintillator Planes 

The Small Muon Scint illator (SMS) planes covered the hole in the SPMs and the 
dead region in the PTMs. The SMS signals were used for several purposes. First , 
they were used in the Small Angle Floating-Veto Physics Trigger (SAT) to provide 
fine segmentation for detecting unscattered beam muons downstream of the Absorber. 
Second, the SMS signals were used as a veto in the Large Angle Physics Trigger (LAT) 
so that non-scatters or small-angle scatters were rejected. Finally, the SMS signals 
were latched and written to tape during an event in order to provide muon tracking in 
dead region of the PTMs. This was especially important for the small angle scattering 
events in the SAT data sample. 

Each bay contained two planes of SMS counters , one segmented to provide infor
mation in the Y (0°) view and one to provide information in the Z (90°) view. The 
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SMS Y-planes consisted of sixteen vertical counters which were 21.6 cm long and 
1.32 cm wide, except for the outer ones which were 1.96 cm wide. The effective 
overlap of adjacent counters was 0.03 cm. The SMS Z-planes were identical to the 
Y-planes, but the counters ran horizontally instead of vertically. 

3.5.3 PTM: Muon Proportional Tubes 

Muon tracking outside of the beam region was handled by the PTM chambers. These 
chambers were used to reconstruct straight line tracks downstream of the absorber, 
but outside of the beam region. Most of these tracks were due to muons which 
scattered from the target. There were also background tracks due to out-of-time halo 
muons, in-time halo muons, and cosmic rays. Occasionally an event would occur with 
more than one outgoing muon coming from the vertex. Such events were generally 
due to a higher order QED process known as a trident where a virtual photon was 
radiated and generated aµ+µ- pair in addition to the scattered muon. Events with 
extra outgoing muons were fairly rare and were handled by ignoring the extra muons. 
It was also possible for a pion or kaon from the event to decay into a muon. During 
the 1990- 1991 run, the PTMs were used as input to a target-pointing Level-II trigger 
as well as for tracking. The PTM system was the joint responsibi lity of the MIT and 
UCSD collaborators in E665. 

As mentioned above, each muon system bay downstream of the Steel Absorber 
contained one PTM Y-plane and one PTM Z-plane. The active area of a PTM Y
plane was 7.2 m x 3.7 m. The active area of a PTM Z-plane was 7.3 m x 3.6 m. The 
PTMs were constructed of long aluminum tubes with a 25.4 mm square cross-section. 
Each tube contained one anode wire. The tubes in each plane were arranged in two 
layers and these two layers were displaced by 12.7 mm giving an effective wire spacing 
of 12.7 mm with no dead region between wires. In most cases, a muon caused a hit 
in both layers. 

The actual units of construction consisted of modules which contained fifteen wires 
each, eight in one layer, and seven in another layer. Each wire was surrounded 
completely by a square tube which served as its cathode. The Y-view modules were 
3.7 m long and there were 38 such modules per plane. The Z-view modules were 
7.2 m long with only 19 modules per plane. Each module could in principle function 
as a complete detector by itself since it was a self-contained airtight independent gas 
volume. In practice, the modules were connected externally by tubes and pipes so 
that a complete gas volume consisted of a single plane. Similarly, the ground, high 
voltage, and low voltages were shared in common by groups of modules. Figure 3-:3 
is a cross-sect ion view of a single module, showing the double layer construction. 

The wires were 50 /.lm diameter gold-plated tungsten and were operated at 2. 7 kV. 
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Figure 3-3: A Cross-section of a PTM Module. 
The wall thicknesses and wire diameters are not drawn to scale. 

The tubes were held at ground. It should be noted that the Z-view wires didn't require 
a support structure, even though they were 24' long. The gas mixture was 50%- 50% 
Argon-Ethane bubbled through ethanol at 0°C. The total gas volume was 380 cubic 
feet (10.8 ki loliters) and the leak rate was determined to be less than 1 % of the volume 
per clay. The tubes were run in proportional mode and on the plateau of the drift 
velocity curve. The dri ft velocity was roughly 501tm/ns over the whole region. Since 
the maximum drift distance for ionization electrons from a charged particle t raversing 
a tube was 12. 7 mm, this yielded an expected drift time range from 0- 250 ns. 

Hits in the PTMs were read out using Nanometrics N-272-E Readout Cards. 
Each card serviced one module (fifteen wires). The PTM signals were amplified and 
discriminated and a valid hit triggered a one-shot on the readout card , which was set 
to last for 200- 300 ns. The outputs of these one-shots (one per wire) were latched 
into cyclic memories (32 bits per wire) on the readout cards. The clock frequency 
which we chose to use for the cyclic memories was 26.6 MHz which was half of the 
accelerator RF frequency. 

When an E665 Data Acquisition trigger occurred, the latch memories were frozen 
and then read out using Nanometrics WCS-200 scanners. There was one scanner per 
plane and the planes were read out in parallel. It should be noted that the WCS-200 
model scanner suffers from the limitation that it can only handle 63 clusters (of up 
to 7 wires each). Given the low muon mul tiplicity in our events , this limi tation was 
not a problem. 

Each PTM plane was positioned so that the bulk of the unscattered muon beam 
passed through a single module. Numbering the PTM Y-modules 1-38 from East to 
West a.ncl the PTM Z-moclu les 1-19 from Bottom to Top, the beam passed through 
Module 19 of a Y-plane and module 9 of a Z-plane. These modules were known 
as beam-hole modules. It should be noted that the aperture of the PTMs was not 
centered exactly on the beam. I t was not centered in Y because there were an even 
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number of modules and we only wanted to deaden one module per plane. It was not 
centered in Z because of the placement of the Steel Absorber relative to the beam. The 
Steel Absorber actually rested on Concrete blocks and didn ' t extend all the way to the 
floor of the experimental hall. It was decided not to extend the PTMs below the Steel 
since the concrete alone provided inadequate protection against pion punch-througli. 
The beam region , which was defined as the an 8,, region along each wire in the beam 
hole modules was partially deadened during the 1987- 1988 run . This deadening was 
accomplished by opening up the modules , removing some of the intercell webbing 
and coating the cathodes [25]. The PTM dead region was approximately a 20 cm 
square. For the 1990- 1991 run, the PTM dead regions were deadened more fully by 
insulating both the wires and the cathodes in the beam region. 

During the 1987- 1988 run, the PTMs were aligned along the nominal beam axis 
as defined by the surveyors . The dead regions were lined up at the same Y and Z 
positions in each plane. The SMS chambers, in contrast. were centered on the actual 
beam profile (with all magnets on). This meant that the SMS chambers were not all 
at quite the same Y positions. SMS4 was positioned roughly 1 cm East of SMS!. 
During the 1990 run, the PTMs were moved to fo llow the actual beam rather than 
the nominal beamline. This yielded a better overlap between the SMSs and PTMs. 

The effective efficiency of the PTM planes was somewhere in the range 90- 95% 
per plane during the 1987- 1988 data run. This number refers to the probability 
that the hit occurred in at least one cell of the plane. Several effects contributed to 
this inefficiency. Perhaps the most important was a subtle inefficiency in the readout 
electronics, which was not detected until after the run. Due an improperly terminated 
latching signal , each readout card would fail to latch any signals about 5% of the time. 
Even if a muon generated two hits, these hits were usually both on the same readout 
card and would simul taneously fail to latch. Since this problem occurred for an entire 
readout card simultaneously, rather than for a single channel, it decreased the overall 
per plane efficiency by about 5%. This effect was quantified and fixed before the 
1990-1991 run with the help of the PTM Pulse Inject ion System which was designed 
in 1985 and redesigned, built, and implemented in 1989. This pulse injection system 
was capable of generating test signals on the PTM wires in a completely arbitrary 
pattern. This allowed the PTM readout system to be more fully debugged for the 
1990-1991 data-taking run. Additionally, there was some evidence for a few percent 
inefficiency of the chambers themselves near the beam. This was cons istent with the 
<lead time associated with the high rates seen near the edge of the live region. This 
effect was partially alleviated for the 1990- 1991 run by moving the PTMs so that the 
PTM dead regions were more fully centered on the beam. 
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PTM History 

The PTM chambers were built by the iVflT collaborators in E665 well before the 
1987-88 run. The readout system was designed by the UCSD collaborators using 
Nanometrics brand readout cards and data scanners and some UCSD-designed custom 
logic boards. The power supplies were handled by MIT and UCSD in conjunction. 
The gas supplies and interface to the £665 Data Acquisition system were handled 
by MIT. The entire readout system was debugged and implemented in time for the 
1987 data-taking run with some design changes by MIT. My primary responsibi li ties 
regarding the PTMs during the 1987 run were to interface the PTMs to the £665 Data 
Acquisition system and to help in the installation of the electronics and maintenance 
of the overall PTM system. During the 1990 run , I was responsible for the ent ire PTM 
system. Details of the the 1990-1991 PTM upgrades can be found in Section 3.9. 

3.6 Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
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Figure 3-4: The Calorimeter. 
This diagram, which is drawn to scale, shows a cross-section of the E665 Calorimeter. The 
beam direction is into the page and the Calorimeter is approximately centered on the beam. 
The three regions shown in the draw ing contained different pad sizes, as described in the 
text. 

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (CAL) was desi~ned to detect electromagnetically 
active particles, specifically electrons and photons, which were generated in the event. 
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The Calorimeter was located just upstream of the Steel Absorber , downstream of all 
of the Forward Spectrometer tracking chambers. The Calorimeter consisted of twenty 
planes of Lead interspersed with twenty wire chamber planes. Each plane of Lead was 
5 mm thick. The material in one wire chamber plus one plane of Lead amounted to 
about one radiation length. The active area of the calorimeter was 3 m x 3 m. The 
wire chambers alternated between Y(0°) views and Z( +90°) views. The anode wires 
were read out in groups of sixteen adjacent wires, except for the four planes closest to 
the shower maximum where the wires were read out individually in the central 1 m 
of the detector and in pairs in the outer regions . The cathode planes were split into 
1188 pads, and read out as towers summed over all planes. 

A cross-section of the Calorimeter face is shown in Figure 3-4. Each Calorim
eter plane was divided in to three different regions: 1) a central region which was 
1 m x 1 m, 2) an inner annulus which was outside the 1 m-square central region, but 
inside a 2 m square, and 3) an outer annulus which covered the rest of the Calorim
eter. The pad size was different for each region: 4 cm x 4 cm in the central region , 
8 cm x 8 cm in the inner annulus, and 16 cm x 16 cm in the outer annulus. 

Using the pads in the central region, the position resolution for a given cluster 
was 1-2 cm, while the two cluster resolution was about 12 cm. Using the wires, the 
two cluster resolution was about 4 cm. The energy resolution of the calorimeter was 
given by: 6J,....., 0.07 + 0.45/VE where Eis the cluster energy in GeV. 

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter was used in many analyses. The most common 
use was to remove events which were due to QED Bremsstrahlung from the muons 
or to elastic scattering from atomic electrons in the target. The Calorimeter was also 
useful in removing electrons from the hadron sample and in detecting neutral energy 
in the event due to photons or neutral pions. 

It has been estimated that the Calorimeter intercepts roughly 95% of the photon 
energy in the event [31]. More details about the Electromagnetic Calorimeter can be 
found in References [31, 32]. 

3. 7 Miscellaneous Detector Elements 

There were several remaining detector elements which were NOT directly used in the 
analysis contained in this thesis . They are mentioned here for completeness. These 
elements fall into two classes. The first class consisted of four particle identification 
detectors: a Ring Imaging Cerenkov detector (RICH), two threshold Cerenkov detec
tors (CO, Cl), and a Time of Flight detector (TOF). The second class consisted of 
two detectors (SC, PTA) which served to increase the acceptance for tracking parti-
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cles . The P roportional Tube Arrays (PTAs) were wide angle tracking chambers which 
could track particles down to rough ly 2 GeV. These chambers were also important 
for the T OF analysis. The Streamer Chamber (SC) covered a soli d angle a.round the 
target of almost 4;r steradians, hand ling any part icle with an angle to the beamline 
under l50°. The SC, however , had a long dead time and was only able to take a frac
tion of the luminos ity available to the rest of the detector. None of these six detector 
elements (RfCH, CO, Cl, TOF, PTA, SC) were used in the analysis contained in thi s 
thesi s. All of these elements are discussed in more detail below. 

3. 7 .1 Cerenkov Detectors 

The CO system was a threshold Cerenkov detector with with the pion, kaon, and 
proton momentum thresholds at 2.6. 9.3, and 17.6 GeV respectively. The average 
number of photoelectrons from a /3 = 1 particle was approx imately fifteen. 

The Cl system was a threshold Cerenkov detector with with the pion, kaon, and 
proton momentum thresholds at 4.3, 15.3, and 31.0 GeV respectively. The average 
number of photoelectrons from a /3 = l particle was approximately ten. 

The R ICH system was a Ring-Imaging Cerenkov detector with an active area of 
3.7 m x 2.7 m. During the 1987-1988 data-taking period, the expected 1f / [ ( reso
lut ion was 2.80' at a momentum of 70 GeV, and the expected (Tr, I< )/p resolution 
was 3. 7 O' at 110 Ge V. Unfortunately, the RICH system did not really achieve stable 
successful running condit ions and has not been used in any physics analyses. 

3.7.2 TOF: Time of Flight Chambers 

The Time of Flight system consisted of two hodoscope walls and a start counter . 
The hodoscope walls were situated so as to intercept low momentum (p < 6 GeV) 
particles which left the CVM at a wide angle to the original beam direction. Each 
wall consisted of thi r ty-eight counters and covered a sensitive area of 4.2 m x 1.6 m. 
Each counter was overlapped with its neighbors to ensure that there were no gaps. 
The counters varied in width from 10-15 cm and in thickness from 1.5- 4 cm. These 
TOF walls were not oriented perpendicular to the beam, but were rotated by about 
3 radians (or ±38°) about the Z-axis. The start counter was installed in the beam 
j ust downstream of the first station of the beam spectrometer. It was segmented 
into 5 scint illators of unusual shape. The sensitive area was approx imately an ellipse 
with a diameter of 0.155 m in the Y direction and 0.120 m in the Z direction. With 
this system it was possible to identify protons reliably in the momentum range from 
0.3- 2.5 GeV . 
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3. 7 .3 PTA: Wide Angle Proportional Tubes 

Figure 3-5: A PTA Diagonal Plane. 
This diagram shows the arrangement of modules in a PTAU or PTAV plane. The diagonal 
rectangles represent the modules and correspond to the average posHion of the back and 
front layers of each double-layer module. The dotted-line square measures 2.0 m x 2.0 m 
and shows the approximate active area of the plane. This figure is drawn to scale. 

There were two arrays of proportional tu bes (four planes each) located behind the 
TOF system. These chambers detected low momentum particles (typically 2- 8 GeV) 
which were swept out to wide angles. The PTAs were used to calibrate the T OF 
chamber and were also used in the analysis of the TOF. Their construction was 
similar to the PTM chambers described in section 3.5.3, but they were differen t in 
size and orientation. The PTA aperture was approximately 2 m x 2 m. Each array 
contained four planes, and each plane had two layers of wires. The PTA planes were 
oriented in the following views: Z( +90°), Y(0°), U( + 45°), and V(-45°). It should 
be noted that these chambers were not parallel to the beam, so that U*, v·, and y• 
refer to the local coordinates of the PTA system and not the usual E665 coordinate 
system. The PTAs were rotated by,...., 0.34 radians (19! 

0
) from being perpendicular 

with the beam axis. This rotation was about the Z-axis. 

The ~TA chambers were constructed in modules having the same cross-section as 
the PTM modules. The PTA modules, however, were significantly shorter in length 
than the PTM modules. The PTA Y- and Z-planes were made of modules which 
were 2.0 m long. The Y-planes measured 1.9 m x 2.0 m while the Z-planes measured 
2.0 m x 1.9 m The PTA U and V-planes were approximately square, but were made 
up of modules oriented parallel to a diagonal of the square (see Figure 3-5). These 
modules varied in length from 0.6-2.9 m. The electronic readout system for the PTAs 
was very simi lar to that for the PTMs. 

The PTAs suffered from noise problems that did not plague the PTMs. The PTA 
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threshold was set considerably l1igher than that of the PTMs (roughly 5 times as high) , 
although the high voltage was the same (2.7 kV). Despite this fact, the PTAs would 
occasionally oscillate, causing all of the wires in a single plane to fi re simultaneously. 
This happened in roughly 10% of the events. The PTAs were particularly useful in 
the physics analyses which a.lso used the TOF. 

PTA History 

The PTAs were built and instrumented by the M1T collaborators on the experiment, 
including myself. The electronics were designed by UCSD collaborators and were 
redesigned and implemented by the MIT collaborators with help from the Wuppertal4 

and Freiburg5 collaborators. 

3.7.4 SC: Streamer Chamber 

The Streamer Chamber (SC) was used previously by the EMC Collaboration [33] at 
CERN. It surrounded the target almost completely, allowing acceptance for particles 
scattering up to 150° from the beam direction. However, the Streamer Chamber had 
a dead time of almost 700 ms per event , whereas the data acquisition system had a 
dead time of only 2-3 ms. Because of this, information from the Streamer Chamber 
was only available for a fraction of the events which were written to tape. For this 
reason, a special set of triggers were used to trigger the Streamer Chamber. These 
triggers are described in Section 3.8.3. 

3.8 Triggers and Data Acquisition 

Physics, calibration, and monitoring triggers ran simultaneously during the data.
taking. The motivation for and implementation of the physics triggers used during 
the 1987-88 data-taking run are described in this section. 

The E665 muon beam energy was about twice that of previous muon beams, 
and there were two natural strategies that could have been employed to exploit this 
ad vantage. The first strategy would have been to examine events at high W2 (up 
to around 900 GeV2

) and moderately high Q2 (above 2 GeV2
). The second strategy 

would have been to examine events with very low x 8 , (down to around 2 x 10-5 ), 

4 University of Wuppertal. Wuppertal, Germany 
5 University of Frei burg, Frei burg, Germany 
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but allowing fairly low Q2 events (down to 0.01 GeY2
) . In fact, E665 employed both 

strategies by having two complementary primary physics triggers during the 1987-
1988 data taking run. The Large Angle Trigger (LAT) was opt imized for the high 
W2 , moderately high Q2 events. The Small Angle Trigger (SAT) was optimized to 
accept low Q2 events, extending our reach to very low x 81 . The SAT, however, was 
only able to accept a fraction of the luminosity, mostly due to the fact that the 
cross-section for DIS rises rapid ly at low Q2

. 

In addition to the LAT and SAT, several other triggers were used. A complete 
list of triggers that could occur during the spi ll is found below: 

LAT Large Angle Physics Trigger, 

SAT Small Angle Physics Trigger, 

FCAL Calorimeter-based Physics Trigger, 

PCLAT LAT with a PC hit mult iplicity requirement, 

P CSAT SAT with a PC hit multiplicity requirement, 

PSLAT LAT randomly prescaled by a factor of 16, 

PSSAT SAT randomly prescaled by a factor of 64, 

RBEAM Random Sampling of the Beam available to the LAT, 

RBSAT Random Sampling of the Beam available to the SAT, 

HALO Halo Muon Trigger. 

The fo llowing subsections describe these t riggers in more detail. It should be noted 
that only the LAT data were used in this thesis. 

3.8.1 LAT: Large Angle Trigger 

The LAT trigger was conceptually quite simple. One attempted to trigger on an 
in-time beam muon which was scattered out of the beam. The hodoscope elements 
in the beam spectrometer provided fast signals detailing the muon's behavior before 
the target, whde hodoscope elements in the muon spectrometer provided fast signals 
detailing the muon's behavior downstream of the target. For a beam muon which 
would have passed through the center of the PTM/SPM dead region , the LAT t rigger 
demanded a minimum scattering angle of 3-4 mr. 

The LAT requirements were: 

-
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• At least one in-time beam muon; 

* 7 / 7 SBT coincidence 

• No in-time halo muon; 

* Event vetoed if SVW fired in the current , previous, or following bucket 

* Event vetoed if any SY J fired in the current bucket 

• A scattered muon outside of the beam; 

* 3/ 4 coincidence of SPM-top OR SPM-bottom 

• No unscattered muon. 

* Event vetoed if (SMSlY AND SMSlZ) OR (SMS4Y AND SMS4Z) 

85 

The LAT was inefficient in some regions of the scattered muon phase space due 
to t iming problems wi th the SPM signals [34]. The events should be isotropic in 
the azimuthal angle of the scattered muon in the E665 coordinate system, but they 
aren't. This feature was not modeled in the Monte Carlo. We should be alert to 
possible systematic effects from this asymmetry (see Section 5.5.2). 

3.8.2 SAT: Small Angle Trigger 

The SAT was considerably more sophisticated than the LAT. It incorporated a tech
nique known a.s a floating veto in order to trigger on a whole class of interesting 
events at low x

81 
and low Q2 that the LAT couldn't trigger on. Individual scattered 

muons at small angles ( f} < 3 mr) typically didn't leave the overall beam profile. The 
SAT trigger used the SBT signals to define a beam trajectory and consulted a fast 
electronic lookup table to predict the location of an unscattered muon in the SMSs. 
The appropriate SMS counters were then used to veto unscattered muons. The veto 
region in the SAT trigger was smaller than that in the LAT and the veto was moved 
(or floated) on an event-by-event basis according to the beam trajectory. The SAT 
veto region was a rectangle of dimension: 5 cm x 20 cm. The acceptance at 8 = 1 mr 
was roughly 50%. T he SAT only used a limited por tion of the beam phase space: 
12% of that seen by the LAT. 

T he SAT requirements were: 

• One and only one in-time beam muon in the limited phase space; 
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* 7 /7 SBT coincidence, with only the central five counters used for SBT3Y, 
SBT3Z, SBT4 Y, and SBT4Z. 

* Veto on beams in the outermost counters of SBT3Y, SBT4 Y, SBT4Z. 

• No beam muon in neighboring (previous or following) accelerator buckets; 

• No unscattered muon. 

* event vetoed if there was a hit in the SMSl Y or SMS2Y that was too close 
to where an unscattered muon wa.s predicted to go. 

It should be noted that the SAT trigger had no positive scattered muon require
ment. 

During the 1987-88 data-taking run, only .one target was in place at a given time, 
and this target was inside the CVM. This meant that the focusing geometry of the 
doub le-dipole spectrometer didn't really work perfectly. In particular, particles which 
originated from a vertex inside the CVM didn 't really focus on the first PTM plane. 
The focal plane of the spectrometer depended upon particle momentum. The SAT 
trigger was significantly affected by this achromatic6 focus. Furthermore, this effect 
varied with the vertex position, complicating both the triggering and the acceptance 
calculation. Scattered muons which originated from a vertex in the upstream end 
of the target were better focused than those that originated in the downstream end. 
The main effect caused by the target being inside the CVM was that the LAT and 
especially the SAT contained a higher proportion of junk triggers which were not due 
to muon scattering events. These junk triggers were removed during the analysis (see 
Section 4.2). 

3.8.3 Other Triggers 

Since the Streamer Chamber dead time limited its data-taking rate to about 1.5 Hz, 
we triggered it separately from the res t of the apparatus. Whenever the Streamer 
Chamber was triggered, the entire apparatus was also triggered, but the converse 
was not true. Two different triggering philosophies were employed for the Streamer 
Chamber. The primary philosophy was that we sought to increase the purity of 
the physics (DIS) sample seen by the SC at the expense of allowing some bias and 
inefficiency. This was accomplished by requiring a minimum hit multiplicity in the 
PCN chambers away from the beam region and out of the magnetic bend plane. The 

6 A momentum-dependenL focus in charged parLicle op Lies is analogous Lo an energy-dependenL, 
or achromaLic, focus in convenLional optics. 
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secondary philosophy, used primarily as a cross-check, aimed to min imize the bias. 
This was accomplished by simply prescaling the usual physics triggers. The regular 
LAT and SAT triggers were used as a basis for both philosophies. 

Overall, there were four SC physics triggers: 

PSLAT: LAT prescaled by a factor of 16. 

PSSAT: SAT prescaled by a factor of 64. 

PCLAT: LAT with a PCN hit multiplicity requirement. 

PCSAT: SAT with a PCN hit multiplicity requirement. 

All of these triggers were implemented as distinct Level-2 triggers based on the normal 
LAT or SAT as a Level-1 input. These special triggers were only used by the Streamer 
Chamber. 

There was an additional physics trigger called the FCAL which was designed 
to check for inefficiencies in the other triggers and to be used in calibrating the 
Calorimeter. The FCAL trigger demanded that t.here be one in-time beam, no halo 
muon, and a total energy of at least 60 GeV in the Calorimeter outside of a 32 cm 
wide cross centered on the beam. It also required that there be energy in each of two 
opposite quadrants. Furthermore, the trigger vetoed if a muon arrived in any of the 15 
buckets preceding the trigger-beam. This was necessary because of the memory time 
of the Calorimeter. The electronics of the FCAL trigger were not properly timed-in 
for the Deuterium and Xenon data. Therefore the FCAL trigger was only usable for 
the Hydrogen data and wasn't used in this thesis. 

There were two triggers designed to select events where an in-time beam went 
through the Beam Spectrometer, whether the beam interacted in the target or not. 
These triggers were known as Random Beam (RBEAM) triggers. These beam trig
gers were used for various studies, including beam normalization and physics trigger 
efficiency studies. These triggers corresponded to the beam component of the LAT 
and the SAT triggers (see pages 84 and 85) and were known as RBEAM and RBSAT 
respectiv~ly. The RBEAM trigger required at least one in-time beam muon and no 
in-time halo muon and was prescaled by a factor of 218 (for the Deuterium running). 
The RBSAT trigger required that there be one and only one in-time beam in the lim
ited SAT beam phase space, demanded that there be no beam muon in neighboring 
accelerator buckets, and was prescaled by a factor of 216

. The prescaling for the two 
triggers was deliberately correlated so that there was a significant overlap between 
the RBEAM and RBSAT samples. 

There was also a HALO trigger which triggered on Halo muons outside of the us
able beam phase space. This trigger was used to continuously monitor the chamber 
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alignment and efficjency and for diagnostic purposes. This trigger required a coinci
dence of the upstream veto wall or jaws and 3/4 of the SPM planes downstream of 
the a.bsorber. Furthermore, this trigger was prescaled by a factor of rough ly 20. 

3.8.4 Data Acquis ition 

The E665 trigger logic was arranged in two levels , although for the 1987-88 data run , 
most of the Level-2 triggers were trivial copies of the Level-1 triggers. This two-tiered 
structure was used in order to al low for the possibility of more sophisticated Level-2 
triggers which would take more t ime than the simple Level-1 triggers. The Streamer 
Chamber triggers fell into this category during the 1987 run and there were several 
Level-2 triggers during the 1990-1991 run. When a Leve l-1 trigget· occurred without 
a subsequent Level-2 trigger, this resulted in a 2-3 /ts/trigger dead time. When a 
Level-2 trigger occurred, this resulted in reading out the apparatus, which implied a 
dead time of 2- 3 ms/event. We limited the Level-1 dead time to 10% by keeping the 
Level-1 trigger rate below 4 x 104 Hz. We limited the Level-2 dead time to 20% by 
keeping the Level-2 trigger rate below 80 Hz. 

The Data Acquisition (DA) system [35] consisted of three front-end PDP--11/34s, 
six parallel CAMAC branches (two per PDP-11/34) , a FASTBUS system, a serial 
CA MAC branch, and a µVAX IL The parallel CAMAC branches were used to read 
out the bulk of the data. The FASTBUS system was used to read out the Calorimeter. 
During a typical event the three PDPs and the FASTBUS system were read out in 
parallel, taking about 2- 3 ms. This data was stored in bulk memory on the PDP 
UNIBUS and in the FASTBUS LRS1892 memory module. Asynchronously, theµ VAX 
II read the buffered information over DRll W links, concatenated the data from all 
four sources into single events, and wrote the information onto 6250 bpi tapes. The 
system was capable of acquiring and logging data at an average rate of 250 kbyte/s. 
The event size was typically just under 10 Kbyte/event and the peak trigger rate was 
roughly 80 Hz. Therefore, the peak data-taking rate was about 750 kbyte/s. The 
asynchronous nature in which the events were logged to tape a llowed us to store a 
backlog of events during the 22 s spill which were then written to tape during the 
35 s interspill period. 

In addition to normal events taken during the spill, specialized interspill moni
toring/calibration events could be triggered and written to tape during the interspill 
period. These interspill events could be generated on the PDPs or on dedicated 
stand-alone microprocessor systems. 

The various sub-detector systems were monitored and periodically cal ibrated. 
Monitoring and calibration took many forms. One form of monitoring was by a 
group of programs called Consumers which were specialized by detector subsystem 
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(e.g. the PTM Consumer) . A Consumer ran on the VAX 11 / 780 and could copy 
events out 0£ the data stream and analyze them. These could be normal events or 
specialized interspill events. The Consumer could also select events based on the trig
gers that they satisfied. Another form of monitoring involved immediate readback 
and standardized offiine analysis of a subset of the raw data tapes short ly after they 
were written. 

The PTM and PTA Consumers, for which I was responsible, were programs writ
ten in Fortran and used in the context of Fermilab's VAXONLINE and CONSUMER 
software. These consumers monitored the PTM and PTA pieces of the data stream 
and generated various sorts of wiremaps. Furthermore, they were capable of recog
nizing and dumping events that were strange in character, allowing us to find and fix 
hardware problems more quickly. 

3.9 Detector Upgrades for the 1990-1991 Run 

Several upgrades were implemented for the 1990- 1991 Run and they will be outlined 
here. Particular emphasis will be placed on the DA and PTM Upgrades since I was 
involved in them. The 1990-1991 data sample was not directly used in this thesis. 

The E665 upgrades for the 1990-1991 Run can be divided into six categories: 

• Beam upgrades; 

• Target system upgrades; 

• New detector components; 

• Trigger upgrades; 

• Data Acquisition system upgrades; 

• Maintenance and minor upgrades of existing detector components. 

Most of these upgrades are described below. The maintenance and minor upgrades , 
however are not described , with the exception of the PTM system. The PTM detector 
system upgrades are described in some detail. 

3.9.1 General Upgrades 

The Muon beam intensity was increased for the 19~0-1991 Run by a combination of 
improved tuning and increased primary proton beam luminosity. A side effect of the 
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new tune was that the beam trajectory through the apparatus changed sl ightly. 

During the 1987- 1988 run, only one target was in the beam at a given time 
and changing targets requi red shutting down the experiment for a day or two. This 
meant that targets were not changed very often. A given target was typically used 
for several weeks. This meant that time-dependent effects of chamber efficiencies and 
trigger efficiencies caused systematic errors in any comparison of different targets. In 
the 1990-1991 run, a sophisticated system was installed to allow the targets to be 
changed every spill , reducing the effect of any time-dependent systematic errors. In 
addition to having only one target available at a t ime during the 1987-1988 run, the 
target we did have was placed in the magnetic field. This was because it needed to be 
surrounded bv the Streamer Chamber and th is whole assembly needed to be in the 
magnetic field so that the Streamer Chamber could measure particle momenta. The 
fact that the target was in the magnet ic field made triggering more difficult (especially 
for the Small Angle Trigger). In the 1990- 1991 run, the target was placed upstream 
of the magnetic field both to simplify triggering and because it was easier and safer 
to operate the targets in a less confined region. 

Several new chambers were added for the 1990- 1991 run. The Streamer Chamber 
was replaced by a new set of chambers p laced inside the CVM field called the VDCs 
(Vertex Drift Chambers). Like the Streamer Chamber, these chambers extended 
the acceptance of the Forward Spectrometer to include lower momentum tracks (Jess 
than 8 GeV). The VDC acceptance was not qu ite as complete as that of the Streamer 
Chamber, but unlike the St reamer Chamber, the VDCs were capable of being read 
out every event. In addition to the VDCs, there two packages of scinti llator were 
added to the experiment. A small scinti llator plane package, called the SVS (Small 
Veto Scintillator). was embedded in the downstream edge of the Steel Absorber in the 
beam region, just upstream of PTMl Y. This package was used in some of the large
angle triggers. A large double-layered wall of scintillator, called the SUM (Scintillator, 
Upstream Muon) Wall, was mounted upstream of the Steel Absorber and was also 
used for triggering purposes. An additional set of small wire chambers was added in 
the beam region, upstream of the DCAs to help track part icles in the beam region. 
This package, called the PSC (Sma.11 Proportional chamber group C7 ) was similar to 
the PSA package described in Section 3.4.5. The PSC chambers were located just 
upstream of DC 1. 

[n addition to new targets and new chambers, there were several new triggers 
which were used for the 1990-1991 run. The SAT trigger was upgraded to provide 
more reject ion of junk triggers and to use a larger percentage of the beam phase space. 
Several new versions of the LAT trigger were generated to make use of the SUM wall 
and the SVS package and even the PTM chambers. One of these new LAT trigger 

7 An additional package known as the PSB was planned , but never implemented . 
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components was called the WAM2 (Wide Angle Muon Level 2) [36]. This trigger 
component used PTM signals as part of its input in order to search for a positive 
scattered muon signal (as opposed to vetoing on an unscattered muon). The WAM2 
used target-pointing roads in the PTM chambers in order to determine whether there 
was a scattered muon. One of the immediate effects of the various trigger upgrades 
was that several non-trivial Level-2 triggers were used. This meant that chambers 
had to be prepared to take data if they saw a Level-I, but had to be able to quickly 
abort the readout if the Level-2 tests fai led. 

3.9 .2 Data Acquisition Upgrades 

The Data Acquisition system involved four major upgrades: the capability of writing 
Exabyte tapes was adcled1 the main DA computer was upgraded, the DA comput
ers were joined into a Local Area Vaxcluster , and the Fermi lab VAX01 LINE/ DA 
software was upgraded. The first three of these upgrades are described below. 

The Data Acquisition system was upgraded to include the capability of writing 
Exabyte tapes in addition to the conventional 6250 bpi tapes . The main advantage 
of this was increased storage density. vVe stored rough ly 140 megabytes on a single 
6250 bpi tape and rough ly ten t imes that amount on an Exabyte tape. Furthermore, 
the Exabyte tapes were physically smaller and therefore easier to store and transport. 

The main Data Acquisition Computer was upgraded from a /t Vax-II to a Vaxsta
tion 3200, which is roughly three times as powerful in terms of raw comput ing power. 
This upgrade was performed because Don Geesaman concluded that the dead time 
was limited by the CPU (Central Processing Unit) power during the 1987 Run. 

The various Vaxes and µVaxes in our Data Acquisition system were combined into 
a Local Area Vaxcluster. This allowed them to share resources more conveniently and 
also simplified the System Maintenance tasks. 

3.9.3 PTM Upgrades and Changes 

In addition to the various large upgrades mentioned above, there were small improve
ments to many of the existing chambers. For instance, several changes were made to 
the PTM system. These changes included: 

• the redesign and implementation of the PTM Pulse Injection system, 

• the modification of the system used to trigger the PTM readout, 
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• the correction of some inefficiencies in the PTM readout latching, 

• a more complete deadening of the PTM dead regions, 

• the implementation and debugging of fast -ou t signals needed by the WAM2 
trigger component, 

• a move of the PTM chambers so that the dead regions were centered more fully 

on the beam . 

The implementation of the Pulse Injection System was the biggest change to the 
PTM system. A UCSD design for this Pulse Injection System already existed before 
the 1987 run , but was not implemented then due to time constraints. It was redesigned 
by a collection of people from Harvard (Prof. Richard Nickerson, Mr. Howard Hill ), 
MIT (Mr. Mark Baker), and UCSD (Dr. Hans Kobrak, Mr. Allen White). It was 
built and implemented by me with help from UCSD, MIT, Harvard, and Fermilab. 
This system was designed to be able to apply a completely arbitrary hit pattern to 
the PTMs, firing any combination of the 3420 wires . The pulse height was adjustable 
on a plane-by-plane basis. The Pulse Injection system was run using software written 
in Fortran on a personal computer. This software communicated with the software 
on the Data Acquisition PDP-l l /34 so that the Pulse Injection could not be fired 
during the spill when data-taking was in progress. 

The logic used in triggering the PT Ms (and the PTAs) had to be upgraded. T here 
were two reasons for this. First, the new Pulse Injection system had to be able to 
trigger the PTM Readout for test purposes. Second, the Level-1 and Level-2 triggers 
were fully and distinctly implemented for the 1990 Run, whereas during the 1987 Ru n 
all of the Level-2 triggers seen by the main detector had just been delayed copies of 
the Level-I triggers . During the 1987 Run, the readout process was ini tiated by any 
Level-1 trigger. During the 1990 Run, a Level-1 trigger merely froze the PTM and 
PTA readout systems, but did not ini tiate the readout process. After a Level-l trigger, 
one of two things occurred: either a RESET signal or a Level-2 trigger. In the case 
of a RESET, the readout system was unfrozen and cleared and the wire outputs were 
again cycled into the memory chips. If, instead, a Level-2 trigger occurred, then the 
actual pr9cess of reading out the contents of the frozen wire memories was initiated. 
If neither signal occurred after a fixed amount of t ime, a RESET was assumed. The 
PTM system contained an additional complication relative to the PTAs. The PTM 
Level 1 trigger was an OR of the normal E665 Level 1 trigger and the Pulse [njection 
strobe signal. Similarly the Level 2 trigger was an OR of the normal E665 Level 2 and 
a delayed Pulse Injection strobe signal. This meant that the Pulse Injection system 
was capable of t riggering the PTMs to read out. 

Using the PTM Pulse Injection system, we discovered and fixed several small 
problems with the PTM readout system. There were some bad electronics channels 
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that needed to be fixed. These problems occurred at several different levels: single 
channels, four-channel groups (single chips), fifteen-channel groups (single readout 
cards) , and even one seventy-five channel group (due to a bad motherboard). All of 
the problems that involved groups of adjacent channels were fixed along with many 
of the individual channels. A few percent of the individual channels remained bad. 
Since neighboring cells overlapped, an isolated bad channel did not really affect the 
efficiency of the plane very much. In addition to the bad channels, we discovered 
a more global problem: 5% of the time the entire card failed to latch any PTM 
signals into the memories, caus ing a 5% overall inefficiency in the PTM readout. 
This problem was initially traced to the Write Enable signal that latched all of the 
memories on a given plane. Widening this Write Enable pulse removed the inefficiency 
(1 - c < 0.1 %) except for a few modules at the edge of the planes which rem<tined 
inefllcient at the l-3% level. Later, during the 1990-1991 run, the problem was fixed 
more completely [37]. It was discovered that the Write Enable pulse was improperly 
terminated, and that widening the signal had been a kludge rather than a fix. When 
the signal was properly terminated, the global inefficiency vanished completely. 

Some improvements and changes to the PTM chambers and electronics were ne
cessitated by the requirements of the WAM2 trigger described in Section 3.9.l. The 
PTM dead region needed to be further deadened and the fast-out signals from the 
PTMs needed to be fully implemented and debugged. 

The PTM dead region was not made completely dead during the 1987-1988 run. 
The efficiency was shown to be < 5% for the eleven wires in the center of the beam
hole modules and ,...., 20% for the remaining four wires. A study showed that PTM 
signals from the beam region would have caused too many false WAM2 triggers [38J. 
Therefore, the beam regions were deadened completely for the 1990- 1991 run by 
coating the wires in the dead region with Corona dope8 and the walls of the chambers 
with Kapton tape and Corona dope. 

In order to connect to the WAM2 trigger, the PTM readout cards contained an 
extra output for each wire, called a fast-out. These fast-outs were accessible on a 17-
pair header which contained 16 differential-ECL signal pairs, one for each wire plus a 
fa.st-or of all 15 wires in the module. There was also an empty pair on each fa.st -out 
header. All of the signals for a given PTM plane were routed via twist-and-fiat cable 
to a set of headers on a single patch panel for that plane. These signals were not 
used during the 1987- 1988 run because the WAM2 trigger, although planned, was not 
implemented at that time. This meant that during the 1987-1988 run the readout 
cards were connected to unterminated twist-and-flat cables. When t he signals were 
used and terminated during the 1990 run, three things were discovered: the readout 

8This is an insulating material designed to prevent sparking and corona discharge in high voltage 
applications . 
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PTM bay 6.Y = Y9o - Yss 

PT Ml - 2 't " 
32 

PTM2 - 2 ;2 
,, 

PTM3 _').!.E.>l 
~ 32 

PTM4 - 2 16 I) 

32 

Table 3.2: PTM Position Changes for the 1990- 1991 Run. 

cards were less noisy when these signals were terminated, several of the fast-out 
channels were defective, and there was a design mismatch between the PTM outputs 
and WAM2 inputs. Since the PTMs were already efficient enough. it was decided 
to run the PTMs at the same threshold voltage during the 1990- 1991 run as during 
1987- 1988 run, not taking advantage of the quieter cards. The bad fast-out channels 
were fixed. The design mismatch was solved by a Harvard-MIT redesign of the PTM 
fast -out patch panels (Janet Conrad, Mark Baker, Richard Nickerson). 

In addition to all of the above changes, the PTMs needed to be moved slightly for 
the 1990- 1991 run. The main reason for this was that the PTM dead regions weren 't 
quite centered on the muon beam during the 1987 run. This was more important 
in the 1990-1991 run because the beam intensity was increased. Another reason for 
the PTM move was that the beam position moved slightly when the intensity was 
increased. The PTM chambers were moved by the amounts shown in Table 3.2 in the 
Y-direction9 in order to center the dead regions on the new beam position. It should be 
noted that the Y- and Z-planes in a given bay were moved by the same amount so that 
their dead regions continued to overlap. After the move, the rates on the most active 
PTM wires10 reached 0.15 MHz for a beam intensity of 2 x 107 muons/spill. The 
PTM2Z chamber was also shifted in the X-direction by -r in order to accommodate 
some shielding that was added to SMS2. 

3.9 .4 Summary of U pgrades 

Several changes were made to the overall apparatus for the 1990- 1991 Run in order 
to improve the performance and increase the statistics. These upgrades were quite 
broad in extent, including the beam, the target , the trigger, the data acquisition 
system, and the implementation of new detector components, as well as maintenance 
and upgrades to the existing systems. 

9The negative Y-direction corresponds to an eastward n10ve. 
10The most active PTM wires were the Y-wires adjacent to the dead region . 
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3.10 Summary 

The Ferrnila.b E665 Experiment wa.s designed to study deep inelastic muon scat tering 
a.t a. high center-of-mass energy ( W 2

). The experiment ran during the 1987 fixed 
target run a.t a. beam energy of 490 Ge V. The data for this thesis were taken using 
the large-angle trigger (LAT) which emphasized high W 2 and high Q2 events . The 
W 2 range used in this thesis was 200-1000 GeV 2 while the Q2 range was 2-100 GeV2

. 
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Chapter 4 

Event Reconstruction 

The Raw Data stored on tape consists of very basic information about the detector 
response for each event. This information is in the form of simple digital quantities 
such a.s latched bits, pulse heights, wire addresses, and TDC values. This simple 
information is fairly far removed from interesting physical quantities such as event 
kinematics and particle momenta. Furthermore, the raw data contains a lot of events 
that aren't usable because they are due to false triggers, due to an uninteres t ing 
process , or they a re in a kinematic range where our detector acceptance or kinematic 
resolution is poor. For these reasons it took a lot of work to reduce the raw data 
to a form where physics analyses could take place effectively . . Since the problems 
and logistics of the basic data analysis were common to all physics analyses, several 
stages of the data analysis were performed by the E665 collaborat ion as a group. 
These included: 

• overall alignment and calibration of detector elements, 

• splitt ing off of the different trigger types, 

• fi ltering out events that were due to junk triggers, 

• decoding and translating the digital detector responses into hits corresponding 
to particle positions, 

• pattern recognition to associate hits with particle trajectories or tracks, 

• track fitting to extract momenta and charges of the particles from their tracks , 

• removal of duplicate tracks, 

• identification or matching of the muons in the event , 

97 
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• finding of the primary event vertex , 

• removal of unusable events, 

• the analysis of the Calorimeter information. 

These basic analysis steps are described in Sections 4.1-4.5 of this chapter. 

After this common E665 analysis, we were left with a collection of tapes known 
as DR (Data Reduction) tapes. The analysis contained in this thesis is primarily 
unique in how the information on those tapes was further analyzed. This private 
analysis included tighter cuts to decide which events were kept in the sample and 
which tracks and clusters were used in a given event. Sections 4.6-4.8 of this chapter 
describe the event, track, and cluster cuts. Section 4.9 describes the use of the Monte 
Carlo Program. Finally, Section 4.10 summarizes the main points of this chapter, 
describing the basic data sample and the most important cuts. The actual physics 
analysis and results are contained in Chapter 5. 

4.1 Alignment and Calibration 

The original E665 coordinate system used by the surveyors was defined so that the 
X-axis was the nominal muon beam line. This line passed through the center of the 
CVM and 2" west of the center of the CCM. The X=O point on the line was defined 
by the center of the CCM. This means that the center of the CCM was at X = 0, 
Y = - 0.0508 cm, Z = 0 in the original coordinates. The spectrometer elements were 
optically surveyed with respect to this coordinate system. Figure 3-2 on page 70 
shows the E665 Detector with the directions of the X and Y axes included. 

The coordinate system actually used by the E665 software came from the results 
of the Alignment program. In this program, the survey information was treated as 
merely a first approximation to the actual position. Special alignment data-taking 
runs were made with the spectrometer magnets off. These provided straight-line 
muon tracks which were used by the Alignment program to generate a set of constants 
which described the various chamber positions. The rationale behind this approach 
was that, in principle, software alignment allowed better precision in measuring the 
Y and Z positions than the original survey did . 

ln order to perform this software fine-tuning of the alignment, however, some as
sumptions had to be made as to which information was the most reliable. The survey 
values were taken for the X-positions of all of the chambers. The r3 and I angles. 
which measured how perpendicular the chambers were to the beam, were ignored in 
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Detector X (in m) ~y (in mm) 
PBT:3-4 -26.4 ± 10.0 0.5 ± 0.5 
PCV -8.6 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.5 
PCF -1.5 ± 1.8 5.0 +. .....__ 1.0 
DC 8.0 ± 4.7 8.5 ± 0.5 
PSA 1:3.0 ± 0.04 7.0 ± 1.0 
PTM 20.9 +. 

-'-- 2.5 10.0 ± 3.0 

Table 4.1: The Shift in the Alignment Constants from the Surveyed Values. 
This table shows the ... Y-position and the change in the Y-position from the survey values 
for each detector element. The error bars in X refer to the extent of the detector element 
in .X. The error bars in .6.Y refer to the spread of .6.Y values. The .6.y values were taken 
from Reference [39}. 

most cases and set to zero. It was assumed that the positions and the wire orien
tations (a) of the last two beam chamber stations (PBT3 and PBT4) were exactly 
correct as measured by the survey. Given the above assumptions, the constants that 
describe the positions of the other chambers were corrected so that the halo and beam 
muons traced straight lines in the detector when the magnets were off. This means 
that the coordinate system used in the E665 software may differ from the E665 survey 
coordinate system by a small translat ion and rotation. In fact, it is likely that these 
coordinate systems differ because the PTM survey numbers and the PTM software 
constants differed by 7- 13 mm in Y. It is unlikely that the original survey was off 
by a full centimeter. It should be noted that the PTMs were the chambers which 
were farthest from the PBTs and were therefore the most sensitive to any rotation 
between the E665 survey coordinate system and the software coordinate system. 

The difference between the original survey constants and the new (software) align
ment constants is summarized in Reference [39] Table 3.2. We can ext ract the shifts 
in the Y-position of various chambers from this table and plot them as a function of 
the chamber position in X . Table 4.1 (of this thesis) summarizes this information. 
It should be noted that the "errors" in this table do not really represent normally 
distributed errors . In the case of the X-position, the error represents the extent in 
X of the detector element, which typically contains several planes at different well
known positions in X. In the case of the Y-shift values (6 Y), the error represents 
the approximate spread of values as reported in Reference [39}. 

The values from Table 4.1 are plotted in Figure 4-1 as 6Y versus X. The line on 
the plot is the best least-squares fit straight line through all of the points , treating the 
spread in 6Y as an actual error and ignoring the <:>rrors in X. It is difficu lt to draw 
any strong conclusions from this plot, but if we took the line fit seriously, we would 
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Figure 4-1: The Shift in the Alignment Constants from the Surveyed Va.lues. 
This figure shows the change in the Y-position of each detector element versus its .... Y-position. 
The error bars in X refer to the extent of the detector element in X. The error bars in 
6Y refer to the spread of 6Y values. The Line in the plot is described in the text and is 
primarily intended to guide the eye. It corresponds to 6Y :::: 5.1 mm+ 0.22 · 10-3x. 

conclude that the software X-axis was rotated by about 0.2 mr from the surveyors1 

X-axis. This rotat ion is quite large compared to the quoted resolution on the beam 
spectrometer angular resolution of 0.01 mr. 

Another change that was made in software from the measured hardware values 
was that the wire spacing of the DCs was changed from of 50.8 mm (2") to 50.702 mm 
for the DCAs and 50.680 mm for the DCBs. The wire spacings of all other chambers 
were consistent with their known hardware values. The orientation angles (a) also 
changed slight ly for the PBT, PCF and DC chambers as a result of the Al ignment 
procedure. 

Another change that was made in software was that the PCV and DCA chambers 
were believed to have moved in the Z-clirection by ~ mm when the magnets were 
turned on. This shift was applied to the constants used during the data taking. 

In principle, these differences between the software coordinate system and the 
hardware coordinate system are not a problem. What matters is that the results are 
consistent and the detector position is correct ly expressed in the software coordinate 
system. Reference [39] claims that there are no large problems in the alignment. 
Small alignment errors, however, are a possible source of systematic error in our 
physics measurements. This problem wi ll be discussed in Section 5.5.3. 

In addit ion to the overall detector alignment , several of the subsystems needed to 
be calibrated. This was accomplished using special runs with an electron beam and 
also by writing calibrat ion information to tape during the interspill. The calibration 
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of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, for instance. required both methods [32] . 

4.2 Split and Filter 

The Split and F il ter programs were the fi rst two steps in the raw data analysis chain. 
They were designed to take a large number of raw data tapes and separate out the 
interesting physics events, leaving a more manageable set of physics tapes. The Split 
program also concentrated the calibration samples, making them more manageable 
as well. 

Split 

Events from all of the t riggers described in Section 3.8 were written to tape se
quentially in the order in which they physically occurred. Furthermore, interspill 
calibration events were written to tape during the off periods of the duty cycle (22 s 
on, 35 s off). This resulted in a complicated mix of t riggers on each raw data tape. 
The Split program split the data from the raw tapes into tapes containing only one 
particular t rigger or class of triggers. Unlike the Run '87 raw data tapes, the format 
of the split output tapes was machine-independent1

. The t rigger type for each event 
was determined by consulting the 128-bit trigger mask which was part of the raw 
data. This trigger mask consisted of bits which were latched copies of the various 
triggers as well as some information from the Bison Boxes on the front-ends. Several 
different output streams were used: 

LAT 
SAT 
FCAL 
SC 
RBEAM 
RBS AT 
HALO 
ISPL 
1% 
WASTE 

Large Angle Physics Trigger, 
Small Angle Physics Trigger, 
Calorimeter-based Physics Tr igger, 
All Streamer Chamber Triggers, 
Random Sampling of the Beam avai lable to the LAT, 
Random Sampling of the Beam available to the SAT, 
Halo Muon Trigger, 
All Interspill Triggers, 
A Random Selected 1 % Sampling of all Input Events, 
Events where the Trigger information was not understood. 

It should be noted that these streams were NOT mutually exclusive. Many events 
were output to more than one stream. 

1The output tapes used the machine-independent ZEBRA format deRnecl by CERN . 
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For the Deuterium (D2 ) data, there were 12.9 M raw triggers of which 4.8:3 M were 
LAT triggers . Therefore the LAT Split program output sample amounted to 37% of 
the tota.l number of raw triggers. 

The "WASTE" stream consisted of events where the trigger word was garbled. 
These events could be due to a flaw in the Data Acquisition system or to an inefficiency 
in latching the trigger bits. For the Deuterium data, this output stream contained 
less than 0.01 % of the total number of raw events. 

Filter 

Both the LAT and SAT sp li t data samples contained many false triggers . Some of 
t hese false triggers were due to beam muons which interacted in some material in 
the detector other than the target (such as the calorimeter or absorber). Other false 
triggers were due to straight-through beam muons that were triggered on accidentally. 
A program was written in order to fi lter out good t riggers from false triggers. At this 
stage, a good trigger was defined as any trigger which was due to an interaction in 
the target . These good triggers included purely electromagnetic target interactions 
(pe-scattering and / bremsstrahlung) as well as the inelastic muon-nucleus interac
t ions which the experiment was designed to study. 

There were separate Filter programs for the LAT and SAT split samples. The 
philosophy behind both programs was to use t ight cuts on the quality of the beam 
muon track and loose cuts on the quality of the rest of the event. Our loose event 
cuts were designed to reject events that were clearly junk rather than to select events 
that were clearly good. These programs were designed to minimize the loss of good 
events rather than to maximize the reduction factor . Tighter cuts were appl ied at a 
later stage in the analysis process. 

The LAT filter program used a subset of the event reconst ruction code (PTMV), 
described in Section 4.3. The filte r requ ired that there be one and only one recon
structed beam muon of good quality (Px2 > 0.01) in the event. Furthermore, the 
single rec~mstructed beam muon was rejected unless it was determined to be in-time 
by having at least six out of the seven SBT hodoscopes associated with the track fire. 
It should be noted that the LAT hardware required all seven SBT hodoscopes to fi re. 
Finally, the event was rejected unless the beam momentum was at least 300 GeV. 

Any event that passed the incoming beam requirement was run th rough the pri
mary fi lter. This primary filter attempted to eliminate events where the beam muon 
fai led to scatter in the target. The program accompl ished this by attempting to recon
struct tracks in the central region of the Forward Spectrometer (FS). Events with no 
reconstructed FS track or with more than one were kept. This was because we could 
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not prove whether they were good or bad at t his early stage. Events with exactly one 
reconstructed FS track were tested further. The FS Track and the Beam Spectrom
eter (BS) track were then compared to see if they could be part of the same track. 
Since the two tracks were reported at different X-positions, this involved swimming 
the BS track downstream, through the CVM field, until we reached the X-position 
of the FS t rack. The event was eliminated if the incoming and outgoing muon track 
matched. In order to match, all of the following criteria bad to be met for the tracks: 

t:,.y• < 1.0 mm 

t:.Z < 1.0 mm 

t:.Y' < 0.39 mr 

~Z' < 0.09 mr 

e µ < 0.29 mr 

t:.p < 50.0 GeV. 

The variables t:.Y and t:.Z are the di fferences in track locations, t:.Y' and t:.Z' are the 
differences in track slopes, 0 µ is the angle between the tracks, and t:.p is the measured 
momentum difference. These cut criteria correspond to roughly three times the rms 
values measured for beam particles using the RBEAM trigger. 

In addition to the primary filter, described above, there was also a secondary filter 
which was meant to monitor the performance of the primary filter. ft was designed to 
look for a positive muon signal in the PTM chambers. Only 50% of the events were 
run through the secondary filter. An event was kept if it passed either the primary 
or the secondary filter. 

There were 4.83 M D2 LAT events that were input to the LAT Filter program, 
and 1.48 M passed. Thus, the LAT Filter program kept 31 % of the D2 LAT events. 

4.3 PTMV: Basic Event Reconstruction 

Several of the basic analysis stages listed on page 97 were incorporated into a single 
program, known as the PTMV program. The acronym PTMV stands for "P attern 
recognition, Track fitting, Muon matching, and V ertex processing program". The 
first task that this program performed was Decoding and Translation where the dig
ital detector responses were converted into hits corresponding to particle positions. 
Next came the Pattern Recognition (PR) stage where hits were grouped into track 
candidates. Next came the Track Fitting (TF) stage where track candidates were fit 
with a quintic spline to yie ld a momentum measurement. During the Track Fitting 
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stage, some candidate tracks were augmented with PCV hits (PCV Hunt), had hits 
removed (Rescue and Superrescue), or were dropped altogether. The next stage was 
the Duplicate Track Removal pass. This procedure attempted to find cases where two 
or more nearly identical tracks were found and to keep only the best one. Next came 
the Muon Match (MM) stage where the forward spectrometer tracks were matched 
to the line segments in the PTM/SMS planes behind the steel absorber. This pro
cedure allowed us to identify muons. The final stage in this process was the Vertex 
Processing stage (VX) where the tracks were fit to one or more vertices. The primary 
vertex included both the beam and scattered muon. Any other vertices were known 
as secondary vertices, and may have been due to a secondary interaction or particle 
de.cays. These PTMV stages are discussed in more detai l below. 

4.3.1 Decoding and Translation 

Each detector subsystem (such as the PT.Ms or the PTAs) used a different method 
to encode the information that it obtained about the particles in an event. For this 
reason a separate decoder program was required for each subsystem. These decoders 
converted the information into a standardized format known in E665 as LDEC banks. 
In the case of wire chambers, the information was clustered so that if neighboring 
wires were hit they were reported as a single cluster. The LDEC bank then contained 
a wire number and a cluster size for each cluster and for each detector plane. In the 
case of the Drift chambers , the LDEC banks were not clustered. Each entry consisted 
of a wire number and a time slice number. For hodoscopes, each entry consisted of a 
counter hit , a pulse height value from an ADC, and a time slice value from a TDC. 
The RICH and the Calorimeter had thei r own special format for LDEC. 

The t ranslation of the data from decoded hits to coordinate values was where 
the Alignment and Calibration constants first entered into the data analysis. The 
translation subroutines converted the data from LDEC banks into another standard
ized E665 format known as LCOR banks. In the case of wire chambers, the LDEC 
clusters were converted to LCOR clusters using the alignment constants to associate 
wire positions with coordinates. In the case of the Drift Chambers, wire numbers and 
times were converted to positions based on a. calibration curve. The Calorimeter and 
Time-of-Flight (TOF) chambers had thei r own special format for LCOR. 

4.3.2 PR: Pattern Recognition 

The basic task of the Pattern Recognition program was to collect hits into groups 
which corresponded to physically plausible candid.ate particle trajectories or tracks. 
The task of Pattern Recognition in E665 was broken up into several smaller tasks 
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Figure 4-2: An Illustration of a Space Point. 
Two different attempts to find a space point: a) successful, b) unsuccessful. The heavy li nes 
represent the wires that were hit. The dotted lines delimit the range of possible values for 
the true hit coordinate. The shaded region in a) represents the reconstructed space point. 

which were handled by software modules known as processors. Some of these proces
sors performed local fits to space points, line segments, or curves and some of these 
processors matched local fits from other processors. The whole procedure was run in 
two global passes, allowing a tight set of cuts to pick up the high momentum tracks, 
especially the muon, and a looser set of cuts to pick up the remaining hadrons. Hits 
that were used during the first pass were dropped before the second pass was run. 

General PR techniques 

There were several general techniques used throughout the Pattern Recognition pro
gram. These included space point finding, projection finding, track segment matching, 
hit pickup, and fitting to curves. 

Space point finding was a useful technique for chambers that included three or 
more planes at nearly the same X-coordinate. The basic idea was that a hit in a 
particular chamber constrained the particle that created it to lie in a given band. A 
combination of three hits from different views constrained a particle to lie on all three 
bands if it caused all three hits. If all three bands intersected at a single point (see 
Figure 4-2a), then this intersection point {X , Y, Z} was called a space po-int and was 
assumed to have been caused by a single particle. It should be noted that space 
points had measurement errors associated with them due to nonzero resolution , so 
they weren't actually points. If the bands failed to intersect at a single point (see 
Figure 4-2b ), then the hits must have been caused by different particles. At least 
three distinct planes were re.quired to form a unique space point , but it was possible 
for space points to use more than three planes. 

Projection finding was a technique that was used in regions where there was no 
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magnetic field. Given a group of planes which measured the same 0 coordinate at 
different X values, we fit groups of hits to a two-dimensional straight line in the X -0 
plane. We used a modified version of the CERNLIB subroutine PTRACK which we 
inherited from the EMC experiment at CERN . 

Two more of the general techniques used in the PR program were track seg
ment matching and hit pickup. These techniques both involved extrapolating track 
segments over a distance, in some cases through a magnetic field. The technique 
of match ing involved extrapolating track segments in different regions of the detec
tor towards each other to see whether they intersected or not. Hit pickup involved 
extrapolating one t rack segment towards another region of the detector to pick up 
isolated hits belonging to the track. Both of these procedures were compl icated by the 
necessity of approximating the effect of the magnetic fields on these extrapolations. 

In general, the task of fitting or projecting tracks of unknown momentum through 
a magnet ic field was difficult. For a uniform magnetic field, the particle trajectory 
should be helical Projecting a helical trajectory into the bend view (XY) yielded a 
circle and into the "non-bend" view (XZ) yielded a sinusoidal curve2

. Because both of 
these project ions are nonlinear, a full helical fit would have been time-consuming and 
would have required an iterative approach. For high momentum tracks, however, we 
could safely approximate the trajectory as a parabola in the bend view and a straigh t 
line in the non-bend view. Such a curve was easy to work with since a linear fit could 
be performed in both views and the two fits were independent. The subroutine DHFIT3 
was written for the purpose of performing such a fit. For tracks with momentum 
above about 50 GeV this fit worked quite well. Below th is momentum the DHFIT3 

model began to break down [25]. The PR code continued to use DHFIT3, but applied 
corrections fo r tracks with a large curvature. 

E665 PR Program Flow 

The Pattern Recognition code was divided into four independent tasks: 

1. Finding the beam track in the PBTs and associating the SBT hodoscope hits 
with the track; 

2. Finding the muon projections in the PTM and SMS chambers; 

3. Finding tracks in the Forward Spectrometer; 

4. Finding Wide Angle tracks that never enter the CCM. 

2Thus, the term non-bend is actually a misnomer. 
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If the program failed at the first task, finding the beam track, it aborted the event 
without attempting the other tasks. Similarly, if it failed to find a scattered muon, it 
aborted the event. If the beam and scattered muon were found successfully, then the 
program searched for tracks in the FS. This task was quite complicated because it in
volved linking hits from many different chambers residing in differing magnetic fields. 
The fou rth task, finding Wide Angle tracks, resulted in tracks with hits in the PCVs, 
PCNs and PTAs. Since these tracks contained no hits in the CCM magnetic field, it 
was impossib le to measure their momentum without the dangerous assumption that 
they came from the primary vertex. For th is reason, Wide Angle tracks weren't used 
in this thesis. The Pattern Recognition tasks that were used in this thesis (BS, Muon, 
and FS) are described in more detail below. 

The Beam Spectrometer stage of PR was performed by the PB processor. This 
processor found space points in each station and then grouped them together by 
fitting the projections. A valid beam track had to fit to a straight line through all 
four beam stations in the non-bend view (XZ) . In the bend view (XY), the tra.ck had 
to fit to t wo line segments which intersected inside the NMRE magnet. After a bea.m 
track was found, the SB processor associated hodoscope hits with it. 

The Muon Spectrometer stage of PR was designed to find XY and XZ projections 
in the PTM and SMS chambers. Since these chambers only consisted of Y and Z 
views, there was not enough information to associate the two-dimensional projectjons 
into three-dimensional tracks. Combining projections into tracks was done at a later 
stage (Muon Matching). The PM processor attempted to find projections in the 
PTMs and the SM processor in the SMSs. The OV processor then took all remaining 
PTM and SMS hits and tried to find more projections, a llowing both PTM and SMS 
hits to coexist on the same projection. Some loose target pointing cuts were used in 
all three processors. 

The Forward Spectrometer stage of PR was fairly complicated, and is described 
in the next few paragr-aphs. 1t started by finding some primitives from which to build 
tracks. In the DCs and PCs these primitives were project ions. The DC processor 
found projections in the DCs and the PC processor found projections in the PCs. In 
the PSAs, which were all at roughly the same X-position, space points were used in
stead of projections. The PS processor found the space points in the PSAs. Similarly, 
the PV processor found space points in the PCV chambers. 

These primitives, both line segments and space points, were then built into can
didate tracks using three independent algorithms: 

l. MA processor: Match PC and DC line segments through the PCFs, picking up 
hits. 

2. PF processor: Project PC lines into the PCFs, picking up hits. 
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3. SF-SN chain: Find curved t rack primitives in the PCFs and project them out 
to the PCs, picking up hits . 

The MA and PF processors were part of the original PR program des ign while the 
SF-SN cha,in was added later in order to improve the overall reconstruction efficiency. 

The MA processor algorithm was designed to match line segments on opposite 
sides of the CCM magnetic fie ld. This algorithm was based upon a principal compo
nents analysis of Monte Carlo tracks. This analysis yielded a set of parameters for 
the Y-projections (linear combinations of Ypc, Ypc. Yoe. and Yfx) and a range of 
acceptable values for these parameters. It yielded another set of parameters and a 
range of acceptable values for the Z.projections. The definitions of these parameters 
and the cut values were chosen before PTMV was run on the data. The MA processor 
used these parameters in order to find valid combinations of DC and PC projections 
with which to form a track. For each track candidate which passed the principal
components cuts, the MA processor formed roads along the track and attempted to 
pick up PCF hits along the roads . If it picked enough PCF hits, then the track match 
was considered a success. The track segments that were successfully matched were 
flagged and were not used in the PF processor or SF-SN chain. 

The PF processor was designed primarily to pick up lower momentum (8-15 GeV) 
tracks that failed to make it all of the way through the CCM into the DCs. The PF 
processor took the track segments from the PC processor that were left unmatched 
by MA and performed a straight-line projection in the XZ view. In many cases this 
allowed the processor to pick up a Z-h it in the last PCF station (PCF5). If the 
processor did pick up such a Z-hit, it was used along with the PC track segment to 
determine a full hel ical trajectory for each hit in PCF5U and PCF5V. These helical 
trajectories were then used to pick up hits in the remainder of the PCF chambers. 
The best PC-PCF trajectory for the initial PC line was then fit using DHFIT3. If no 
Z-hit in PCF5 was picked up, the processor attempted to use PCF4 instead. 

It was found that the MA and PF processors missed many PCF bits. This was 
primari ly due to the fact that the algorithms relied on heavily on the PC chambers, 
requiring a complete PC line segment for each track. In retrospect, it is clear that the 
PCs should have been more efficient, or at least they should have been designed with 
more redundancy, given their importance to the reconstruct ion. In order to recover 
some of the unused PCF hits , the SF-SN chain was developed. The SF processor took 
PCF hits that were not used by the MA processor and found space points with them. 
It then collected them into curved t rack primitives through a convoluted algorithm 
which involved several approximations. This algorithm is discussed in Reference [25]. 
The SN processor took the PCF trajectories from SF, projected them into the PCs 
using DHFIT3, and picked up val.id PC hits. Th is allowed us to reconstruct tracks that 
would otherwise have been lost . 
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The tracks found by the PF processor and the SF-SN chain contained some over
lap, so some arbitration was requjred . If two such tracks shared too many hits , then 
the track with the least number of hits was dropped. If the tracks had an equal num
ber of hits, then the track with the better P.x2 (according to the DHFIT3 \ 2 model) 
was kept. 

The final set of processors attempted to add DC, PSA and PCV hits onto the 
existing track segments. Any such hits (which were correctly assigned) improved the 
momentum resolution of the track. The MD processor projected PCN-PCF track 
segments from both the PF and SF-SN chains into the DCs using DHFIT3. First, 
the processor attempted to match the PCN-PCF segment to an unused DC track 
segment. Second, the processor attempted to add individual DC hits to the PC-PC'F' 
segment. Similarly, the MS processor projected PCN-PCF segments into the PSAs 
using DHFIT3 in order to pick up PSA space points. It should be noted that the 
approximations used in DHFIT3 were quite good for particles which were high enough 
momentum to make it into the PSAs. Finally, the MV processor projected all of the 
tracks into the PCV chambers in order to pick up PCV space points. 

This entire procedure was repeated in two passes. The first pass contained the 
st ri ctest cuts and was a imed at finding the highest momentum particles, especially 
the scattered muon. The second pass had looser cuts and was aimed at picking up any 
remaining hadrons, especially those with a lower momentum and higher curvature. 

In summary, the processors were: 

PB: 
SB: 
PM: 
SM: 
OV: 
DC: 
PC: 
PS: 
PV: 
MA: 
PF: 
SF: 
SN: 
MD: 
MS: 
MV: 

Find beam tracks using space points and projections. 
Match beam tracks with SBT hodoscope hits. 
Find muon projections in the PTMs. 
Find muon projections in the SMSs. 
Find muon projections in the PTM/ SMS system. 
Find straight line segments in the DCs. 
Find straight line segmen ts in the PCs. 
Find PSA space points. 
Find PCV space points. 
Match PC and DC segments, picking up PCF hits. 
Project P C segments into P CF and pick up hits. 
Construct curved segments from PCF hits. 
Add PCN hits to curved segments from SF. 
Match PC-PCF segments with unused DC segments and hits. 
Match PC-PCF segments with PSA space points. 
Add PCV space points to tracks. 
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4.3.3 TF: Track Fitting 

The Track Fitting program was designed to quantitatively fit the tracks that were 
found by the Pattern Recognition program. The results from the track fit are ex
pressed in terms of the following parameters: X, Y, Z, Y', Z', and 1/p. The param
eters X, }··, and Z refer to the coordinate of a point on the track. The parameters 
V' and Z' refer to the slope of the track tangent at that point: 

Y' = (dY) 
- dX {X,Y,Z}' 

Z' = (dZ) 
- d)( {X.Y,Z} . 

The pa.rameter 1/p refers to the inverse momentum of the track as measured from the 
track curvature in the CCM magnetic fie ld . The Track Fitting code was responsible 
for fitting tracks from both the Beam Spectrometer and the Forward Spectrometer. 

In the case of the Beam Spectrometer , the length of the magnet (NMRE) was 
negligible when compared to the the lever arm of the spectrometer. This meant that 
the effect of the magnet could be approximated as a constant impulse 6.py imparted 
to the track at the center of the magnet. The impulse, or py-kick, of NMRE was 
proportional to J Bdl and was nearly independent of the path through the magnet. 
For a healthy track, PBT stations 1 and 2 yielded one straight line segment and 
stations 3 and 4 yielded another. In general, these line segments intersected at a 
point somewhere in the magnet . The track fitting in the Beam Spectrometer , there
fore, amounted to two line fits and a matching of the line segments. The fractional 
momentum resolution was: 

8p 0 r..et1 P p = .<>io 500 GeV ( 4.1) 

The angu lar resolution of the beam direction upstream of the physics target was 15 µr 
in the X-Y plane and 5 µr in the X-Z plane. 

In the case of the Forward Spectrometer, the task of Track Fitting was more 
complicated. There were several reasons for this . First, the CCM and CVM magnetic 
fie lds extended over a longer distance than the NMRE field. Second, the final state 
particles (scattered muon and hadrons) had a much larger spread in momentum and 
angle than the beam muons. Because of these effects, we couldn 't use the impulse 
approximation in the FS as we did in the BS. Finally, the track multiplicity was 
higher in the Forward Spectrometer. This necessitated a more careful fit ·to ensure 
that misassigned hits were detected and removed. The TF program proceeded by 
performing a series of local fits (to line segments or to points) on subsections of each 
track. These local fits were then joined using a quintic spline fit [40] given the full 
field map of the CCM magnet. The fit was reported as (Y, Z, Y', Z', l/p) at a given 
value of X. Additionally the program reported a full 5 x 5 symmetric covariance 
matrix for the errors on (Y,Z,Y',Z',l/p) from the fit, given the known chamber 
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resolutions. This covari ance matrix was then modified in order to take into account 
the momentum-dependent effects of multiple scattering on the track fit resolution. 

It is important to note that until the track was fit and a momentum obtained, there 
was no quantitative measure of whether a particular hit belonged on a given track. 
This is because both the curvature of the valid particle t raj ectories and the errors due 
to multiple scattering were momentum-dependent. During the Pattern Recognition 
stage, we didn 't know the momentum of the tracks, so generic road widths were used 
to determine what hits belonged on the track. The track fit and the full error matrix 
on that track fit, which became available after TF was run , allowed a quantitative 
measure (x2) of how well a particular hit fit to a particular track. This enabled us to 
test hits on a track after it was fit to see whether they were misassigned by PR. 

It was discovered empirically that some of the tracks found by PR contained bad 
hits that didn't belong on the t rack . It was also found that the PR program often 
failed to assign PCV hits to a track on which they actually belonged. As explained 
above, the TF program was in a better position than PR to fix these bad tracks and 
to pick up the additional PCV hits since more information was a.vailable at the TF 
stage. The Rescue and Superrescue procedures were developed to throw away bad 
hits and the PCV Hunt procedure was developed to pick up additional PCV hits on 
tracks. The Rescue, Superrescue, and PCV Hunt procedures were run at the end of 

TF. 

The Rescue procedure was performed for tracks wi th a low chi -squared probabi l
ity ( f'.~~k < 5%). It was based on the assumption that the track was bad because PR 
included some incorrect hits on the track. The procedure dropped the hits, one by 
one, that cont ri buted the most to the x2 of the track fit. It then refit the track after 
each hit was dropped. The Rescue procedure continued to drop hits and refit until 
one of the following conditions was met: 

• If the Px.2 improved sufficient ly, the Rescue was declared a success: EXIT (~UC
CESS). 

• If there were no PCV hits on the original track and 10 hits had already been 
dropped, the Rescue was declared a failure: EXIT (FAILURE). 

• If there were PCV hits on the original track and 3 hits had been dropped 
by Rescue, the Rescue was aborted and the Superrescue procedure was used 
instead: ABORT (Use SUPERRESCUE). 

• If there were no longer enough degrees of freedom to refit the track after drop
ping hits, the Rescue was declared a failure: EXIT (FAILURE). 
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The Superrescue procedure was based on the assumption that the track was bad 
due to the fact that the PCV hits were misassigned to the track by Pattern Recogni
tion. The original PR track was restored (reinstating any hits that Rescue dropped) 
and all PCV hits were dropped. This track was then refit and either kept or given a 
new Rescue attempt based on its new Px2. 

The PCV Hunt procedure was developed for cases where there was a valid track in 
the Forward Spectrometer with no PCV hits on it. Such tracks were usable as they 
were, but adding (valid) PCV hits to a track improved the momentum resolution 
significan t ly. For th is reason, when tracks had no PCV hits, an attempt was made 
to pick some PCV hits up by project ing the track back to the PCV. This was similar 
in spiri t to the MV processor in PR, but the PCV Hunt procedure made use of the 
measured track momentum which had been unavailable to the MV processor. If three 
or more PCV hits were consistent with the original track, then they were added to 
the track and the spline fit was repeated. 

4 .3.4 Duplicate Track Removal 

After the Pattern Recognition and Track Fitting were run , there were a number of 
tracks which were found more than once. In other words, there were often groups of 
two or more tracks which shared too many hits to be due to different particles. The 
subroutine TKSAME was called after the Track Fitting in order to remove these extra 
tracks. 

Two tracks were considered identical if they shared at least ten PC and PCF 
hits and had the same measured charge OR if they shared at least fifteen DC hits. 
The reason that tracks were not dropped if they shared PC and PCF hits but had 
opposite charges was that photon conversions in some of the material generated valid 
electron-positron pairs that were not well differentiated until after they reached the 
drift chambers. The decision of which track to drop in a group of "identical" tracks 
was based on Px2 and on the number of degrees of freedom. 

4.3.5 MM: Muon Matching 

The purpose of the Muon Matching program was to ident ify Forward Spectrometer 
tracks which were due to muons. This was done by matching projections in the PTMs 
and SMSs behind the Steel Absorber with t racks in the forward spectrometer. Tracks 
which matched were declared muons. The main usefulness of this procedure was that 
it enabled us to find the scattered muon which, along with the beam, determined the 
event kinematics. In some cases more than one muon was found in a.n event . The 
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muon match made no attempt to decide which muon was the scattered muon, but 
merely flagged tracks which were identified as muons. 

As the program was implemented for the 1987-1988 data taking run, only tracks 
that had hits in the DCs or PSAs were e ligible to be considered muons. This choice 
was made for simplicity. The muon track could be projected from the DCs or PSAs 
to the PTMs using a straight-line fit. 

There were several sources of random error that had to be taken into account 
in the muon matching process. First there were errors in the two-dimensional li ne 
fit for the muon projections in the PTM/SMS system and in extrapolating these 
projections to the match point. There were also errors due to track measurement 
and extrapolation in the Forward Spectrometer, but these were negligible and were 
ignored. In addition to these errors, the fact that the muon could undergo Coulomb 
scattering in the Calorimeter or Absorber material complicated things . The changes 
in the track slope due to these processes could be estimated, but they were not 
distributed normally. The contribution was divided up into multiple small-angle 
scattering and single large-angle scattering. The muon match was divided into two 
stages. The first stage incorporated the effects of measurement error and multiple 
scattering while the second stage looked for muons that underwent a large-angle 
scatter in the detector material. 

In the first stage, each Forward Spectrometer track was extrapolated to the down
stream face of the absorber and compared with the Muon Spectrometer projections 
at that point. The x2 for each possible match was calculated in both the XY and XZ 
projections. This x2 included the errors from the Muon Spectrometer measurement 
and from multiple scattering added in quadrature. The error on the Forward Spec
trometer track was neglected as it was much smaller than the other errors. While the 
error on the Muon Spectrometer measurement was independent of momentum, the 
error due to multiple scattering was inversely proportional to the track momentum. 
The Muon Match program used the measured momentum from t he Track Fit in de
termining the x2 • In order for a muon match to be successful in this first stage, both 
the Y and Z views had to match (x2 < 40) . 

In the second stage, the Muon Match accounted for the possibility that a muon 
scattered at a large angle at a single point in the Calorimeter or the Absorber. If 
the FS track and the muon projections intersected at a point somewhere in the Cal
orimeter or the Absorber, then the match was accepted. In order to account for the 
error on finding the exact intersection point, intersections slightly upstream of the 
Calorimeter position or slightly downstream of the Absorber were also accepted. If 
more than one FS track matched a given projection during this second stage, then 
the track which required the smallest scattering angle in the material was used. It 
should be noted that most of the muons which were matched in the second stage were 
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due to beam muons which failed to interact with the physics target. These events 
were uninteresting, but they were not discriminated against by any of our triggers 
and had to be removed in software. 

4.3.6 VX: Vertex Finding 

The final step in the event reconstruction was finding the location of the interaction 
vertex. The kinematics of the event and the three-momenta of the produced parti
cles were only properly defined at the correct vertex position. Furthermore, it was 
usefu l for many physics analyses to identify and remove particles which came from a 
secondary vertex. These secondary vertices were caused by particles which traveled 
some distance in the laboratory and then decayed or interacted with target or detec
tor material. Of course , for some analyses, these secondary vertices were themselves 
interesting, but they have been ignored in this thesis. 

The Vertex processor [41] operated in three stages. First, it identified the scattered 
muon and found the fLµ-vertex, using the beam and scattered muon and ignoring 
any hadrons. Second, it found the primary vertex by adding hadron tracks to the 
µµ-vertex and refitting. Only hadron tracks which intersected the original vertex 
position, within errors, were used . Finally, several a lgorithms were used to search for 
secondary vertices. 

The input to the Vertex Finding program was a collection of tracks from TF (with 
duplicate tracks removed) . There were two classes of tracks that the Vertex processor 
was unable to use and which were therefore ignored. The first class comprised those 
tracks which were not reconstructed through the magnetic field of the CCM. These 
included wide-angle tracks that failed to make it into the magnet at all, as well as 
forward tracks whose PCF hits weren't found by PR. These tracks had no measured 
momentum and therefore couldn ' t be extrapolated into the CVM towards a possible 
vertex. The second class of unusable tracks were those that contained no hits up
stream of the CCM. By construction, PR never generated such tracks, but the TF 
Rescue procedure occasionally dropped all of the hits upstream of the CCM. Such 
tracks were not used in the vertex fit . 

In general, the Vertex processor found the point of closest approach of a collection 
of candidate tracks and removed tracks that failed to intersect within errors. The 
ha.sic procedure involved in vertex fitting was an iterative one: 

1. Take a nominal vertex position and a collection of tracks . 

2. Extrapolate the (curved ) tracks through the .CCM field until you reach a point 
on each track closest to the nominal vertex position. 
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3. Assuming that the tracks can be approximated by straight lines (at least lo
cally), find the point of closest approach between these straight lines. This is 
the new vertex position. 

4. If the number of iterations taken exceeds 151 keep the fit wit.h t.he best p v;rx x 
so far and exit. 

5. If the vertex position remains outside the region - 20.0 m < X vrx < 4.0 m for 
two consecutive iterations, then the vertex fit is a failure. Abort the procedure. 

6. If the vertex position moved by more than 0.5 mm, return to Step 2 for another 
iteration using the latest vertex position as input. If the vertex position moved 
by less than 0.5 mm then the procedure is successful. Keep t.be last vertex and 
exit . 

After the procedure was complete, the fit quality was checked. If the chi-squared 
probability (P~TX) was less than 0.001 , then the track which made the largest \'. 2 

contribution was detached from the vertex. Tracks with a distance to the vertex 
exceeding 5 cm or distance/error values exceeding 100 were detached in any case3 . 

The vertex was refit if any tracks were detached. 

The procedure described above in Step 3 was the heart of the vertex fit, and 
deserves a bit more explanation. We started with a collection of tracks and a specific 
point on each track. We then made the approximation that the tracks were all straight 
lines given by the point and the tangent to the track at that point. Our goal was to 
find a vertex position that was "closest" to all of the lines in the sense of minimizing 
the distance/error from each track to the vertex (added in quadrature). This was 
equivalent to performing a weighted average of the track points with infinite error 
(and zero weight) along the t rack direction. Under the approximation that the tracks 
were straight lines, this procedure was linear and could be performed through matrix 
manipulation. If the tracks had really been straight lines in space at the vertex then 
we wouldn 1t have needed to iterate. However, since the target resided in the magnetic 
field of the CVM during the 1987 data taking run, it was necessary to iterate in order 
to reduce the effect of the nonlinearities. As the track points got closer to the vertex 
position, the validity of the straight-li ne approx imation improved. 

As mentioned above, this general procedure was repeated in three different stages. 
These stages were distinguished by their input tracks, by their input vertex position, 
and by additional requirements on track validity. Any tracks which were successfully 
included in a fit to a particular vertex were called fitted t racks with respect to that 
vertex. 

3ln practice, the distance-over-error cut at 100 was irrelevant. Tracks with distance-over-error 
values greater than about 4 were removed by the P:,T x requirement anyway. 
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In the fi rst phase of the VX processor , known as the muon-muon phase, a separate 
vertex was determined using each same-sign incoming-outgoing muon pair. For the 
1987 data-taking run, the input vertex position for the first iteration was taken to be 
a particular point inside the target: :t = - 11.5 m, y = z = 0. If no same sign Nl
vertex was found, then the program attempted to find opposite-sign muon vertices. If 
no flit-vertex was found at all then the vertex program aborted the event. In general, 
the /tµ-vertices are the least biased vertices, but the vertex position wasn't very well 
determined compared to the vertices which include at least one hadron. 

In the second pha.se, known as the hadron phase, the µµ-vertex was used as a 
seed vertex and a combined fit of the beam muon , the scattered muon, and all of the 
candidate hadrons was attempted. If the fit failed, the hadron track with the largest 
\ 2 contribution to the vertex fit was detached from the vertex and the vertex was 
refit. This procedure was repeated until a successful fit was made with p:irx > 0.001. 
This vertex was called the primary ·vertex. 

In the final phase, an attempt was made to form secondary vertices. The algorithm 
used to decide which hadrons combinations to test was fairly complicated and required 
arbitration when a track was able to fit to too many vertices. A track was only allowed 
to be fitted to one vertex, unless it was a connecting track. A connecting track was 
a track that began at one vertex, ended at another vertex and which was "fitted" to 
both. Connecting tracks were only allowed to be "fitted" to the two vertices which 
they connected. Furthermore, only one incoming connecting track was allowed per 
secondary vertex. The secondary vertices were classified into four types according to 
two criteria: 

• Charged secondary vertex: One incoming connecting track. 

* Charged decay vertex (kink): One charged track in and one charged track 
out of the same charge. 

* Charged secondary interaction vertex: Any other charged secondary. ver
tex. 

• Neutral secondary vertex: No incoming connecting track. 

* Neutral decay vertex (V0 ): Two outgoing tracks of opposite charges whose 
combined invariant mass was consistent with one of the following decay 
modes: I<~ ~ 7r+7r-, A 0 ~ p7r-, i.0 ~ p7r+, / ~ e+ e-. 4 

* Neutral secondary interaction vertex: Any other neutral secondary vertex. 

1 Stric t ly speaking the photon "decay" was really the electron pair production process: 7 - e+ e-. 
In practice, it looks like a decay s ince thee+ e- invariant mass peaks at zero, the photon mass. 
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In some cases, a track that was successfully fit to the primary vertex was later 
found to fit even better to a secondary vertex. If such a. track was not a. connecting 
track , then it was detached from the primary vertex and the primary vertex was refit. 

After a. II of the vertices were generated, each track was extrapolated to all vertices 
and the track parameters at the points of closest approach were stored. The tracks 
that were successfully fit to the particular vertex were flagged as fitted tracks while 
all other tracks were called close tracks for this particular vertex. This nomenclature 
has caused some confusion. A close track can be quite far away from the vertex. The 
term "close track'' just means a val id track that is not fit to a particular vertex. Most 
tracks were fitted to either zero or one vertex. Connecting tracks were fitted to two 
vertices. lt should be noted that the Vertex processor didn't refit the tracks , forcing 
them to pass exactly through the vertices that they were fitted to. Instead, the tracks 
were left as they were found by TF and the momentum of the hadron at the vertex 
was given by the track parameters at the point of closest approach between the track 
and the vertex. The covariance matrix for the errors on the track parameters was 
propagated to the point of closest approach and kept. Similarly, the covariance matrix 
corresponding to the error on the primary vertex position (including the hadrons) was 
kept. It should be noted that in order to calculate the error on the magnitude of a 
hadron momentum (p), one needs only the error on the track parameter l /p. However, 
in order to calculate the proper error on the momentum direction pat the true vertex , 
one must include both the error on the track parameters and the error on the vertex 
position. This is important for calculating the error on the hadron quantities: PT and 
t.ph . This is described in more detail in Appendix C. 

If more than one outgoing muon was fitted to the primary vertex, then the muon 
with the highest momentum was chosen as the scattered muon. The event kinematics 
and their associated errors were calculated and reported by the vertex processor based 
on the beam and scattered muon track parameters at the primary vertex. It should be 
noted that the hadrons in the event were used to constrain the vertex position. This 
dramatically improved the resolution on the kinematics for events which contained 
hadrons. 

4.4 DR: Data Reduction 

The Data Reduction (DR) program was designed to further purify and reduce the 
physics data sample to an even more manageable level. The PTMV output tapes still 
contained a lot of unusable events , including those where the PTMV program failed 
to reconstruct the primary vertex. In addition, there was a significant electromagnetic 
background that remained in the data sample. The requirements of the fi lter were 
designed to ensure that we kept events which were due to a target interaction, but no 
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selection was made at that time to ensure that the events were due to deep inelastic 
scattering. 

The DR program threw away events which failed reconstruction, which were due 
to an interaction outside of the target, or which failed some very loose kinematic cuts. 
In the case of the LAT data sample, an additional kinematic cut, x 

81 
> 0.003, was 

imposed in order to reduce the electromagnetic contamination. 

The LAT cu ts are tabulated below: 

0 GeY < Pseom < 10000 GeY 
0 GeY2 < Q2 < 10000 GeY2 

10 GeY < v < 10000 GeY 
0.003 < x 

81 < 100.0 
-13.0 m < Xvrx < -10.0m 

The DR program threw away most of the events that were input to it , retain
ing onl.y 8%. More than half of the events were thrown out because they had no 
reconstructed vertex. Of the events with a vertex, roughly one quarter passed the 
kinematic cuts. Since the Filter program itself had a reduction factor of 31 %, the 
final DR data sample is only 2~% of the original D·2 LAT sample. Table 4.2 shows 
the sequentia l effect of the Spli t, Filter , and the DR programs on the size of the data 
sample. 

I Sample I 
Red. I 

Events Factor 

Total D2 Triggers: 12.9 M 
Split D2 LAT: 4.83 M 37.4 % 
Filtered D2 LAT: 1.48 M 29.6 % 
Data-Reduced 0 2 LAT: 117 K 7.9 % 

Table 4.2: DR Statistics for the D2 LAT Sample. 
This table shows the effect of the E665 analysis chain on the number of events in the data 
sample. It starts with the total number of raw triggers, shows the effect of the Split program 
(Section 4.2), the Filter program (Section 4.2), and finally the DR program (this section). 
Each line sllOws the number of events at a given step and the reduction factor from the 
previous step. 

The numbers above refer to the entire D2 LAT data sample from the 1987 run. 
Some £665 analyses have been restricted to the post-December-1 portion of the 1987 
data sample which contains about one quarter of the total. sample. In this thesis, I 
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use this entire data. sa.mple5
. It should be noted that the pre-December 1 data. and 

the post-December 1 data had the same DR reduction factor of 8%. 

4.5 Calorimeter Analysis 

The Calorimeter analysis was run separately from the rest of the event reconst ruc
tion (PTMV). In fact, it was run during the DR job. Ea.ch event which passed DR 
was analyzed for calorimeter information before it was output. The details a.re de
scribed in Reference [32J and will only be out li ned here. The analysis proceeded in 
stages similar to those used in the analysis of a wire chamber. The stages were: 

• Decoding - extraction of CAL data. from raw event, 

• Translat ion - conversion of data to energy/ pad or energy/wire, 

• Pattern Recognition - combining pad energies into clusters. 

The decoding stage involved extracting the Calorimeter-specific informat ion from the 
entire event record. The translation stage sought to come up with an energy value for 
each pad and wire of the calorimeter. This involved pedestal subtraction, application 
of the gain factor, and various corrections. The corrections compensated for the effects 
of power supply oscillations, dead channels, and gas gain variations with temperature 
and pressure. The pattern recognit ion involved using a clustering algorithm to com
bine neighboring pads into energy clusters, arbitrating between neighboring clusters. 
The output of the Calorimeter analysis was a set of LGLB banks which contained the 
clusters (or globs). The LGLB bank provided the following information: 

£ : Energy - The amount of energy deposited in GeY. 

Y, Z : Position - The position coordinates of the center of the cluster on the face of 
the Calorimeter. 

r : Breadth - The transverse breadth of the cluster. This was the energy-weighted 
mean radius of the cluster. 

/\ : Center-of-Gravity - The longitudinal center of gravity of the cluster. 

B / F: Back-over-Front ratio - The ratio of the energy deposited in the back half of 
the Calorimeter over the front half. 

5See Section 4.6 for more details. T throw out about 25% of the data due to bad Calorimeter 
performance/calibration. 
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N0.05 : The First Plane - The point in the Calorimeter by which 5% of the shower 
energy has already been deposited. 

In addition to the above quantities which could be read direct ly from the LGLB bank, 
the following additional quantities could be derived for each cluster: 

17 : Mean energy per pad. 

dtrk : Distance ( j(!::..y )2 + ( .6.z )2) to the nearest track - The distance between the 

cluster position and the nearest track position (at the Calorimeter face) . 

E c/Pirk: Cluster Energy over Track Momentum - The energy of the cluster divided 
by the momentum of the nearest track. 

The LGLB banks reported the cluster position as defined in the local coordi 
nates (Y, Z). The center of the calorimeter face was at Y = Z = 0 in these local 
coordinates. Before the cluster posit ions were used a small alignment correction had 
to be applied. I used the correction found in Reference [42]: 

YLcLa - 1.06 cm 

ZlG lB - 0.52 Cm 

( 4.2) 

( 4.3) 

If we assume that the cluster was generated by a photon from the primary vertex, 
then we can reconstruct its four-momentum from the energy and the position of the 
cluster. Consider the three-vector (i) in the E665 Coordinate system defi ned by : 

where ioLOB is the position vector of the cluster, with the X-position of the cluster 
defined as 13.838 m. The photon three-momentum is then: p = Ei» where f = i/lil. 
Reconstructing the momentum vector of a photon in th is fashion is subject to a much 
larger bias than simply measuring its energy. In particular, if the photon doesn't really 
belong to the primary vertex, then our momentum measurement will be wrong. For 
this reason, the photons from the Calorimeter aren't placed on equal footing with the 
charged hadrons in this thesis. The use of the clusters is described in Section 4.8. 

The Calorimeter analysis used in this thesis was the one that was performed 
during the original Data Reduct ion program. This Calorimeter analysis had some 
known bugs. Occasionally, the clustering algorithm would fail and generate a cluster 
with a negative energy or with a position outside the calorimeter. Furthermore, 
whenever such a bad cluster was generated , the shower shape information for all of 
the clusters in that event was lost. This problem occurred in about 7% of the events 
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(after my kinematic cuts). I was able to salvage most of these clusters , as described in 
Section 4.8. Another problem was that roughly 2% of al l events contained no LGLB 
bank at all. These were events where the entire Calorimeter fai led and they were 
removed from the data sample in my analysis. 

The clusters in the LGLB bank weren't all due to photons. Some were due to 
hadrons or muons or electrons. The cuts used to select valid clusters are described in 
Section 4.8. 

4.6 Event Selection 

In addition to the cuts performed in most E665 data analyses , the analysis in this 
thesis included the following additional cuts on the events: 

• JVbeams = 1, 

• P_~TX > 0.001, 

• W 2 > 0 GeV2
, 

• Q2 > 2.0 GeV2
, 

• Y81 < 0.9, 

• v > 100 GeV, 

• -11.8 m ~ XvTx ~ -10.5 m. 

Most of these requirements helped to clean up the sample significant ly with only 
a small cost to the statistics. The v cut, on the other hand, removed quite a few 
events, and therefore requires some justification. The main motivation behind this 
cut was that the v resolution was quite poor at low values of v. This was because 
both the scattered and beam muon were at high momentum in low v events. In 
order to calculate v, we had to take the difference of two large quantities (E and 
E') . In such cases, even small fractional errors on the momentum measurements were 
magnified. A poor measurement of v immediately translated into a poor measurement 
of longitudinal hadronic kinematic variables such as zh or xp. We chose events with 
v > 100 GeV because they typically had fJv/v < 10%. 

Even after the x 
81 

> 0.003 cut in the DR program, some unwanted photon brems
strahlung remained in the sample. The Q2 > 2 GeV2 cut removed some bremsst rah
lung and the y 8 , < 0.9 cu t was designed explicitly to reduce the effects of bremsstrah
lung. In order to reduce any remaining contamination from photon bremsstrahlung 
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events, some event cuts were used which included calorimeter information. All of the 
dusters in the calorimeter with E > 5 GeV were examined. Both the number of such 
clusters and the total energy in the clusters were kept. The event was cut if the cal
orimeter showed one cluster with EEc1us > 0.4011 1 two clusters with EEc1us > 0.5011, 
or three or four clusters with EEc1us > 0.7511. Furthermore, any event was cut if 
EEc1us > 0.9511 regardless of the number of clusters. It should be noted that the 
Calorimeter saturates so that clusters above about 200-250 GeV were difficult to 
measure accurately. Furthermore, these clusters had their energy systematically un
derestimated. This is the reason that single clusters wi th E/11 as low as 0.4 needed 
to be removed. 

Figure 4-3 shows a two-dimensional distribution of the number of clusters (with 
energy over 5 GeY) versus the quantity PE which is defined as: 

Figure 4-3a is a surface plot of this two-dimensional distribution. The bremsstrahlung 
peak is the rightmost peak and is characterized by a large value of PE with few clusters. 
Generally such events are dominated by one large bremsstrahlung photon which takes 
most of the energy of the event. The broader peak on the left is primarily due to 
the DIS sample. Figure 4-3b shows the same distribution as a "BOX" plot, wi th the 
bremsstrahlung cut indicated. In this plot, the size of each box is proportional to the 
number of entries in that bin. We removed all events which fall to the right of the cut 
line. In both plots (a and b), the y

81 
cut described above was loosened to include the 

region 0.9 < y 
81 

< 1.0. The purpose of this was to enhance the bremsstrahlung peak 
in the plot. The other cuts described above were still active. AU clusters with energy 
above 5 GeY that were reported by the Calorimeter analysis code were included. No 
additional cluster quality cuts were imposed when measuring the energy sums for this 
cut. 

As was noted in Section 4.5, events where the LGLB banks were missing were 
removed from the event sample. This condition was due to a hardware failure in the 
Calori meter. 

Table 4.3 shows the effect of my private cuts on the D2 LAT data sample, starting 
from the ·E665 DR tapes . All D2 LAT DR tapes were used, but a cut was made 
to ensure that the Run number was greater than 1940. This cut removed all of 
the D2 LAT data taken prior to 23-0ctober-1987. This was necessary because the 
Calorimeter was not properly calibrated before that time. Additionally, the run 
blocks from 2641-2670 (inclusive) were removed. This was because they had an 
excess of neutral energy in the events , possibly because the target was not completely 
full. The table also includes results divided into four time periods of roughly equal 
input statist ics. Some previous analyses have only used time period IV 1 the post-
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The number of clusters is plotted versus PE (the total calorimeter energy scaled by 11). Only 
clusters with E > 5 GeV were used. The plots show the same two-dimensional distribution 
as a) a surface plot , and b) a "BOX" plot. The line on plot b defines the bremsstrahlung 
cut value. The plots in this figure are not corrected for acceptance . The y

81 
cut has been 

loosened to Ysi < 1.0. 

Description D2 LAT DR sample I II III IV 
Input Sample: 117,113 35,032 31,447 19,088 31,546 
Bad Runs: 27,848 25,919 0 1,851 78 
Good Runs: 89,265 100.0 % 9,113 31,447 17,237 31 ,468 
multi-beam 3,605 4.0 % 4.4 % 3.7 % 3.8 % 4.5 % 
W 2 < 0 18 0.02% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 
P0TX < 0.001 913 1.0 % 1.2 % 1.0 % 1.0 % 1.0 % 
Bad Xvrx 3,690 4.1 % 3.7 % 4.3 % 4.0 % 4.2 % 
Q2 < 2.0 GeV2 6,631 7.4 % 7.1 % 7.3 % 8.0 % 7.3 % 
v < 100 GeV 32,380 36.3 % 37.1 % 36.6 % 36.l % 35.8 % 
Ya1 > 0.9 4,935 5.5 % 5.3 % 5.5 % 5.5 % 5.6 % 
Cal. Missing 800 0.9 % 0.1 % 0.5 % 1.4 % 1.2 % 
Bremsstrahlung 5,560 6.2 % 6.5 % 6.2 % 6.0 % 6.4 % 
Output sample: 30,733 34.4 % 34.6 % 34.8 % 34.4 % 34.0 % 

Table 4.3: The Effect of my Private Event Cuts on the D2 LAT DR Da.ta Sample. 
The " D2 LAT DR sample" column refers to the entire data sample, and the percentages in 
this column are defined with respect to the good runs from the total input sample. The 
individual time period columns I-IV are subsets of the total sample and the percentages 
are defined in terms of the events from good runs for that column only. 
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Step I Events I Red. Factor I 
Total D2 Triggers: 12.9 M -
D2 LAT: 4.83 M :37.4 % 
Fi ltered D2 LAT: 1.48 M 29.6 % 
Data-Reduced D2 LAT: 11 7 I< 7.9 % 
DR Good Runs D2 LAT: 89.3 K 76.2 % 
Selected events D2 LAT: 30.7 K 34.4 % 

Table 4.4: Event Statistics for the Final D2 LAT Sample. 
This table shows the effect of the E66.5 analysis chain and my private cuts on the number 
of events in t he data sample. It starts with t he total number of raw triggers, shows the 
effect of the Split program (Section 4.2), the Filter program (Section 4.2), the DR program 
(Section 4.4), and my private cu ts. Each line s hows the number of events at a given step 
and the reduction factor fro m t he previo us step. 

December 1 data sample. It should be noted that the tape XGAB50 includes some 
p re-December 1 data (78 events). However, after we cut the events from run block 
2641- 2670, only post-Dec. 1 data remained in time period IV. The time periods used 
in this thesis are defined as follows: 

Time Period 
I: 
II: 
III: 
IV: 

Description 
Very early 0 2 LAT 
Early D2 LAT 
Early 0 2 LAT 
post-Dec. 1 0 2 LAT 

E665 DR tapes 
XGAB56- 60 
XGAB61-65 
XGAB66- 69 
XGAB50-55 

Dates (good runs) 
Oct. 23-24, 1987 
Oct. 25 - Nov. 8, 1987 
Nov. 8- 13, 1987 
Dec. 1- 8, 1987 

Table 4.3 shows that the effect of the cuts did not vary strongly from time period 
to time period. Before the bad runs were eliminated, the Bremsst rah lung cut removed 
twice as many events in Time Period I than it did in the other time periods. The 
cuts were imposed seq uentially in the order shown in the table. The most significant 
cut was the cut on 11. 

The effect on the event statistics of the entire analysis chain from raw data through 
my event cu ts is summarized in Table 4.4. The number of original raw data t riggers 
that make it through all of these cuts is ~%. 

4. 7 Track Selection 

My analysis imposed the following quality cuts on the reconst ructed hadrons: 
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Descript ion D2 LAT DR sample I II III IV 
Input even ts : 30 ,733 3,152 10,941 .5,927 10,713 
Input hadrons: 107 .359 100.0 % ll ,2M 37,947 20,294 37 ,88.t 
Muon tracks: 2,593 2.-t % 2.6 % 2.4 % :) 2 o/c 

~- 0 2.5 % 
Unfitted tracks: 37,668 35.1 % 33.6 % 34.9 % :34.9 % 35.9 % 
Dist . to vertex: 272 0.3 % 0.:2 % 0.2 % 0.3 % 0.3 3 
RESC UE Failure: 50 0.053 0.0:3% 0.073 0.03% 0.03% 
Bad P_~~k: 1,575 1.5 % 1.3 % 1.4 % 1.5 % 1.5 3 
Hadron kinematics: 1,892 1.8 3 2.0 3 1.7 % 1.6 3 1.8 % 
fJp/ p > 103 : 397 0.4 3 0.3 3 0.4 3 0.3 3 0.4 3 
O utput hadrons: 62,912 58.6 % 60.0 3 59.0 3 59.1 % 57 .6 3 
Hadrons / event: 2.05 2.14 2.05 2.02 2.04 
h+ / (h+ + h- ) 51.6% 50.4% 51.8% 52.1% 51.7% 

Table 4.5: The effect of my private hadron cuts on my final D2 LAT Sample. 

• The track must not have been a muon. 

• The track must have been fitted to the primary vertex. 

• The track must not have failed the RESCUE. 

• If the RESCUE procedure was used, the tracks had to sat isfy P_~~k > 0.0005, 
otherwise the tracks had to sat isfy P_~~k > 0.005. 

• The track had to have fJp/p < 10%. 

• The t rack had to pass within 1 cm of the primary vertex. 

My analysis also imposed the follow ing kinematic cuts on the hadrons: 

• Zh < 1.1 , 

• 6 Ge V < Eh < 500 Ge V, 

e Xp > 0.0. 

The most substantial cut on the hadrons was the requirement that the hadrons 
be fitted to the primary vertex. Monte Carlo studies have shown that most of the 
non-fitted tracks don 't belong to the primary vertex. They are primarily due to t racks 
which belong to a secondary vertex, to halo muon tracks , and to ghosts. The other 
cuts clean up problem tracks without much cost to the statist ics. 
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4 .8 Calorimeter Cluster Cuts 

In this thesis, the Calorimeter was used to eliminate unwanted events. First, we 
removed all events which appeared to be due to photon bremsstrahlung. This cut is 
described in Section 4.6. This cut was active in all physics plots in this thesis. Second, 
we defined an event subsample where the most energetic charged particle, known as 
Rank 1, was unambiguously the most energetic particle in the event, both charged 
and uncharged. T he Calorimeter wa.s also used to define this subsample. This second 
cut is described in more detail in Section 5.3.l. 

The information that we needed from the Calorimeter for the Bremsstrahlung 
cut was the raw number of clusters wi th E > 5 GeV and their total energy. The 
information that we needed for the second cut was the total energy in the Calorimeter 
due to photons, the energy of the most energetic photon, and the energy of the most 
energetic 7ro candidate. 

In order to find the total photon energy and the highest energy photon in the 
event, we had to select clusters which were likely to be photons. Typically, a photon 
or an electron passing th rough 20 radiation lengths of material, such as we had in the 
Calorimeter, will deposit all of its energy, allowing us to measure the total photon 
energy. A hadron, however, will also deposit some energy; we want to avoid counting 
the hadron energy as a photon. In order to use the individual clusters as photons, 
it was necessary to choose cuts which removed clusters which were due to hadrons 
or noise. These cuts were made in three passes. The first pass was an energy and 
fiducial cut. Any clusters with an energy of less than 5 GeV were cut. Furthermore, 
any cluster whose position was within 10 cm of the edge of the Calorimeter was 
cut. The clusters were concentrated in the middle of the Calorimeter so this fiducial 
cut was not very severe. It's main purpose was to ensure that we captured all of the 
energy associated with a cluster. The second pass eliminated clusters which had tracks 
pointing to them and whose energy was significantly less than the track momentum. 
These clusters were generally due to hadrons. Finally, a group of cuts was made in 
order to constrain the shape of the shower. Photon (and electron) showers should 
start early and should deposit most of their energy in the front half of the calorimeter. 

The possibility of distinguishing hadrons from photons by shower shapes was 
discussed in Reference [32J. The main conclusion was that it is possible , but difficult , 
to distinguish the showers by shape alone. In fact , if we consider clusters with energies 
below 20 Ge V, the separation between hadrons and photons becomes even more 
difficult. The breadth parameter r was not useful in distinguishing electrons and 
hadrons as the shower breadths were not very different. It was, however , usefu l in 
removing noise clusters; those with very large or very small values of r were probably 
due to noise and could be discarded. We used a lower cutoff for breadth of 1 cm and 
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a position-dependent upper cutoff: 6 cm in the inner region of the Calorimeter, 8 cm 
in the inner annulus, and 10 cm in the outer annulus. The varying cutoffs were due 
to the varying pad sizes in the different regions. There was another shower shape 
para.meter. known as 77, which measured the mean energy per pad. This parameter 
wasn ' t very useful because it was a strong function of total shower energy and of 
cluster position (clue to the varying pad sizes). 

A more promising approach for discriminating between hadron clusters and pho
ton clusters was to examine the longitudinal information. A photon tended to deposit 
most of its energy in the front half of the Calorimeter while a hadron deposited en
ergy throughout the Calorimeter. The longitudinal center-of-gravity parameter A, 
therefore, provided some hadron /photon discrimination. Photon clusters had center
of-gravities in the forward half of the spectrometer while hadron clusters were dis
tributed throughout the Calorimeter. We used a lower cutoff of 0 .2 for A and an 
upper cutoff of 0.5. The lower cutoff reflected t he fact that any cluster which was 
too far forward was probably due to noise. Similarly we expected the B/F parameter 
to be less than 1 for most photons. We eliminated clusters with B/F > 1.5. The 
first plane parameter N0.05 is yet another measure of longitudinal shower shape. We 
expect the first 5% of the shower energy to appear somewhere in the front half of the 
detector; we demand that No.05 :::; 7. 

Clusters with nearby t racks were much easier to diagnose. When the cluster energy 
was significantly less than the t rack energy, we could assume that the cluster and the 
track were both due to a hadron (or muon). In such cases, we removed the cluster 
even if its shape was electromagnetic in appearance. If the cluster and track energies 
were nearly identical, we could assume that the cluster and track were both clue to an 
electron. If the cluster energy was sign ificantly larger then the t rack energy, we could 
assume that their proximity was coincidental. The cluster was probably due to a 
photon and the t rack was probably an unrelated hadron. In practice, we ignored the 
possibility that the track was an electron because there was no evidence of a peak near 
unity in the Ec1-u3/Ptrk distribution. If a cluster was near a track and Ec1us/Ptrk < 1.5 
then we assumed that the cluster was due to a hadron and removed it. If, on the other 

hand, Ec1us/Ptrk > 1.5 the cluster was kept or rejected based on its shower shape as 
if the track were not there6 . 

Since we treated clusters differently depending on how close they were to the 
nearest track, we need to define this cut first. Figure 4-4 shows the distance to the 
nearest track for the entire calorimeter and for each of the three calorimeter regions 
(central region , inner annulus, outer annulus) separately. Since the pad sizes get 
larger as you move farther from the center , and the track densities get smaller, it is 
natural for our cut value to be different in the different regions. The cut values for 

6This case is fairly rare. Usually clusters associated with tracks are less energetic than the tracks . 
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deciding whether a cluster is "near" a track are also shown on Figures 4-4b-d. The 
cuts are at 4 cm, 8 cm, and 12 cm for the central, inner , and outer regions respectively. 

To summarize the procedure, we div ided the cluster sample into charged and neu
tral clusters according to the following algorithm. Clusters which were near tracks and 
which had Ec/Ptrk < 1.5 were declared charged clusters and were eliminated. Clusters 
which were isolated or which had Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 were declared neutral. Neutral clus
ters were further examined to ensure that they had an a ppropriate electromagnetic 
shower shape. 

The following cuts must all be sat isfied in order for a cluster to be considered to 
be due to a photon: 

• E > 5 GeV 

• I Ytocad < 1.4 m 

• I Z1ocad < 1.4 m 

• Reasonable breadth: 

* 1 cm < r < 6 cm for the central region 

* 1 cm < r < 8 cm for the inner an nulus 

* 1 cm < r < 10 cm for the outer ann ulus 

• The cluster must be neu t ral: 

* dirk > 4 cm .OR. Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 for the cent ral region 

* dtrk > 8 cm .OR. Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 for the inner annulus 

* dtrk > 12 cm .OR. Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 for the outer annulus 

• 0.2 <A < 0.5 

• Bf F < 1.5 

• No.os ~ 7 

There was a small class of events in which there was an error in one cluster of the 
calorimeter. Due to a logical flaw, such a n error caused the shape information to be 
lost for all clusters in that event. For this reason, a modified set of cuts was app lied 
to such events. The energy cut was raised to 10 GeV and the shape cuts were no 
longer applied. About 7% of the events had this problem. The cuts for these events 
are summarized below: 
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Figure 4-4: The Calorimeter Distance-to-nearest-track Cut. 
The distance from the center of each cluster to the closes t track is plotted in meters for 
clusters a ) throughout the Calorimeter, b) in the centritl region only, c) in the inner annulus, 
and d) in the outer annulus. Only clusters with energy of at least 5 GeV are included. Plots 
b- d show the cut value that defines whether a cluster is "near" a track or not. The data in 
this plot are uncorrected. [ o cluster quality cuts have been made on the clusters in these 
plots. 
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• E > 10 GeY 

• IYiocciil < 1.4 m 

• I Ztoccid < 1.4 m 

• Neutral cluster: 

* dt1·k > 4 cm .OR. Ec/Pirk > 1.5 for the central region 

* dirk > 8 cm .OR. Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 for the inner annulus 

* dtrk > 12 cm .OR. Ec/Ptrk > 1.5 for the outer annulus 

4.9 Correction Philosophy 

Given the data and a set of cuts on events and tracks , we can generate a collection of 
raw data plots. In some cases, however, these raw data plots contain effects from the 
E665 apparatus as well as the physics in which we are interested. T hus, it wou ld be 
difficult to compare our raw data directly to other experiments. By comparing the 
raw data to results from a Monte Carlo which includes many of the apparatus effects, 
we can draw some useful conclusions. lt would, however, be difficult to compare our 
data to theories other than the one built into our Monte Carlo. It would be preferable 
if the data stood by itself so that other theories and experiments can be tested against 
it in the future. Therefore, in order for the analysis results to be broadly applicable, 
we m ust attempt to eliminate any apparatus-specific effects. 

There are two approaches to this goal, and both wi ll be employed in this thesis. 
The first approach involves choosing a restrictive set of cuts so that we consider a 
region of event and hadron kinematics where the apparatus effects are know n to be 
small. The second approach invol ves correcting for the known apparatus effects and 
presenting results as they wou ld appear in an "ideal detector". 

In order to define an ideal detector , we must define the "truth" quantities that 
we would expect to be able to measure with such a detector. The processes that are 
thought to occur during an event are: 

1. A relat ively hard interaction occurs. involving fundamental particles, such as 
muons. quarks, and gluons. 

2. A collection of soft processes occur, including fragmentation and possible final 
state interactions. 

3. Strong resonance decays occur for particles such as neutral rhos. 

-
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4. Other fast decays occur, such as that of the neutral pion (cT = 25 nm). 

5. Semi-stable particles may decay with CT values ranging from a few microns to 
kilometers. 

6. Produced particles may undergo a secondary interaction in the target or t he 
apparatus material. 

7. The detector records particles, but with an imperfect acceptance and efficiency. 

8. The software reconstructs particle momenta, but with some inefficiencv. 

There is no obvious place to draw the line between the interaction and the appa
ratus effects. Clearly processes 1 and 2 are part of the physics while processes 6-8 are 
detector-specific and have no place in an ideal detector. There are two main ambigui
ties involved in defining our ideal detector. The first question is what particles should 
be considered "detectable" . For instance. a neutrino is detectable in principle, but 
not by our apparatus. We could take the point of view that this is an apparatus ineffi
ciency. However, in this thesis, I will handle such cases by defining the "tru th" physics 
distributions so as to exclude neu t rinos. The second question involves whether our 
ideal detector should detect the primary particles before they decay. This question 
is actually quite difficult since unstable particles have a broad range of decay times. 
Clearly a muon with a CT of nearly a kilometer should be treated as a stable particle. 
Any rare decay that does occur would be considered an apparatus inefficiency. On 
the other extreme are resonances such as the rho-zero. One could take the point of 
view that a rho-zero is reconstructible from its decay mode into charged pions and 
that an ideal detector would be able to reconstruct them with 100% efficiency. In 
this thesis , however, we will treat such resonance decays as part of the physics of the 
event, like fragmentation. Thus, a rho-zero is not considered a detectable particle, 
but the pions from its decay are considered detectable. 

To summarize , "truth,, charged particles consist of stable charged hadrons which 
were produced directly by the "interaction", where the interaction is understood to 
include the nearly instantaneous decays of unstable particles. A stable particle is 
any particle with a CT > 1 cm, whereas an unstable particle is any particle that has 
CT < 1 cm. The stable particles thus include 1T±, µ±, e±, !{±, p, and E± as well as 
the neutral particles: /, ](

5
0 , A0 , and n. The unstable particles are resonances and 

,L 

short-lived particles such as: E0 , D±, n;(F±). These definitions of stable versus 
unstable particles are the standard ones used in the E665 Monte Carlo. The ?ro is a 
special case. It is short- lived (CT,....., 25 nm), but we will treat it as a "truth" par ticle 
since it is so common and corresponds directly with the very common 7!'± particle. 
Primary muons are not counted as truth particles since they are not used. 
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Truth charged hadrons must also satisfy the following additional cuts: 

6 GeV < E~rne < 500 GeV. 

The motivation behind these cuts is that the reconstructed hadrons in the data had 
to satisfy similar cuts. We are limiting the "truth" distributions to those particles 
which are most easily measured in our detector. This wi ll allow other experiments to 
be compared to ours within those ranges. 

4.10 Summary 

The data sample used in this thesis came from t he 1987 Fixed Target run of Fer
mi lab Experiment #665. The beam energy ranged from 300- 700 GeV and averaged 
490 GeV. The events used were taken with the Large Angle Trigger (LAT) and were 
from the Deuterium (D2 ) target. The main cuts that were employed in this data 
sample were: 

• One and only one beam, 

• Vertex position in target, 

• Calorimeter operational 

* ( 1940 < Run # < 2640) .OR. (Run # > 2670) 

* LGLB bank exists 

• x 81 > 0.003, 

• Q2 > 2 GeV2
, 

• v >.100 GeV, 

• YsJ < 0.9, 

• Bremsstrahlung-li ke events removed using the Calorimeter. 

Additional quality cuts were imposed on the events as well as the requirement that 
the event be successfully reconstructed. 30.7 x 103 events surv ived the cuts. 

The main cuts that were used for selecting charged hadrons were: 

.... 

-

-
-
-
-
-
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• ::h < 1. 1, 

• 6 Ge V < Eh < 500 Ge V, 

• :t p > 0.0. 

Various additional quality cuts were also imposed on the tracks. The average number 
of charged hadrons per event was 2.05. 

The clusters in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter were used to eliminate photon 
bremsstrahlung events. The energies of the highest energy neutral cluster and the 
highest energy 7ro candidate were saved for use in the "unambiguous Rank 1 cut" 
defined in Section 5.3.1. 
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Chapter 5 

Physics Results 

This chapter contains the main results of my physics analysis. Section 5.1 establishes 
some definitions of physics quantities. Section 5.2 contains a brief di scussion of some 
of the previous results which are relevant to this analysis. Section 5.3 contains the 
results on the hadronic phi asymmetry in DIS. Section 5.4 contains the results on the 
hadron ic transverse momentum in DIS. Sect ion 5.5 describes some of the systematic 
errors that might be expected. Section 5.6 summarizes the results of this chapter. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the entire thesis. 

5.1 Some Definitions 

We will define the event kinematics in ways that are experimentally measurable. In 
Chapter 2 many of these quantities were defined as Lorentz invariant expressions. 
The experimental and theoretical definitions will coincide as Jong as the nucleon is at 
rest in the lab frame. 

The beam and scattered muon energies are denoted E and £ '. T he energy trans
ferred from muon to the nucleon during the scatter is known as v: v = E - E'. The 
fractional energy transfer is known as y 

81
: y 

81 
= v / E . The fou r momenta of the beam 

muon, scattered muon, and the "virtual photon" are known as lµ, l'µ, and qµ = lµ -!'µ. 
As was ment ioned in Chap ter 2, we choose to think of the four-momentum transfer 
as being carried by a virtual photon. This is really only true in leading order QED, 
but we will call the four-momentum-transfer qµ in any case. The vir tuality of the ex
changed photon is given by Q2 = - q2

. After having absorbed the virtual photon, the 
hadron ic final state has an invariant mass-squared given by vV2 = 2/vl v - Q2 + i\r/2

. 

Finally, the Bjorken scaling variable is given by x 
81 

= 2~;,, . In the Na'ive QPM this 
scal ing variable is equivalent to C the struck parton 's longitudinal momentum frac-

135 
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tion (with respect to the nucleon) in the infinite momentum frame. 

One of the unique features of muon scaUering is that, we know the direction 
taken by the virtual photon. Since the initial nucleon was at rest, the virtual photon 
direction should determine the direction that the outgoing hadrons will take in the 
lab. Any deviations from this direction will be due to the internal dynamics of the 
nucleon, the interactions of the partons, or the hadronization process. We will use q 
to denote the virtual photon three-momentum direction unit vector; this will also be 
known as the virtual photon axis. 

In addition to measuring the basic event kinematics, we are also concerned with 
measuring the behavior of the hadrons produced in deep inelastic scattering events. 
E1i is the hadron energy in the lab frame. z1i = E1i/ v is the fraction of the virtual 
photon energy that the hadron takes in the lab frame. p~1 > is the transverse mo
mentum of the hadron in the lab frame with respect to the virtual photon axis. ip11 

is the azimuthal angle that the hadron makes about the virtual photon axis defined 
with respect to the scattered muon direction. 'Ph = 0 when the hadron lies in the 
scattering plane on the side of the scattered muon (see Figure 2-8 on page 49). 

By boosting along the virtual photon axis, we can transform the event into the 
center-of-mass frame of the hadronic final state. This transformation will not· change 
p~h) or tf>h since they are transverse variables. In contrast , the longitudinal momentum 
and energy of the hadron will change. We can define a new variable in this cm frame: 
x F' = P11 !Pfimax) or xF' = 2p11/W. The values taken on by the variable xF' range from 
-1 to 1. The x F < 0 particles lie in the backward hemisphere and generally are 
considered to belong to the target remnant or spectator jet. The x F' > 0 particles , 
known as forward hadrons, are the only ones considered in this thesis. For high values 
of z (z,(,0.2), z ~ x F'' 

Another quantity that can be defined for each particle is its rank. In this thesis, 
rank will be defined according to the zh of each particle. The most energetic particle 
will be called the Rank 1 or leading particle, the particle with the next largest zh will 
be called the Rank 2 particle , and so forth. The z h and 'Ph of the Rank 1 particle will 
be denoted Zht and <p1i1 respectively. 

This experimentally defined quantity of rank (in z11) should not be confused with 
the theoretical concept of the rank of a particle in a hadronization chain such as that 
used in the Lund program. Insofar as the Lund string fragmentation model is valid 
there will be a correlation between the hadronization rank and the zh rank , but they 
will not be identical. 

The term rank will be used in two slightly different senses in this thesis. The uses 
will be distinguished by the ''universe" of particles which we are ordering: 

-

-

-
-

-
-
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1. All stable charged particles from the DlS interaction. 

2. All measurable particles from the interaction: stable charged particles plus 7r0s, 
I<0s and so forth. 

In general, we will be using the first definition of Rank 1: the leading charged 
particle. The reason for this is that the neutral particles (mostly ?r

0s) have a very dif
ferent character in our detector than the charged particles (most ly rr±s). The neutral 
pions decay almost instantaneously into photons, each of which is reconstructed with 
an energy resolution of 10- 20%. It is difficult to reconstruct these neutral pions on 
an event-by-event basis. Furthermore, there is no way to tell whether a photon came 
from the primary vertex or from some other downstream process such as a brems
st rahlung in the detector material, a decay, or a secondary interaction. [n contrast, 
the charged pions are measured more precisely, with a momentum resolution of less 
than 10%. Furthermore, s ince charged particles leave tracks in the detector, we can 
tell which ones came from the primary vertex and which ones did not. 

Physically, however , the second definition of rank makes the most sense and is the 
most interest ing. For th is reason, many of the plots will have cuts that allow us to 
use this definition . We will look at the leading particle only in events where we have 
detected it unambiguously. O ther plots will be corrected to represent a measurement 
according to the second definition under the assumption that neutral and charged 
pions behave identically. 

Some of the plots in this chapter will be corrected for acceptance. There are really 
two types of correction possible. The main effect of imperfect acceptance is that some 
particles a re lost. A simple acceptance correction would take into account the fact that 
we are not 100% efficient at detecting particles. This type of correction would involve 
measuring the efficiency of particle detection and weighting the particles accordingly 
to account for the inefficiency. Another effect of imperfect acceptance is that we tend 
to mismeasure the rank. If we miss the Rank 1 particle then we will mislabel the 
Rank 2 particle as Rank 1. We will call this rank mixing. It is only important for 
low values of Zh. A rank mixing correction would modify Rank 1 distributions based 
on the distributions for Rank 2 and Rank 3 particles, given the efficiency. It is the 
rank mixing correction that will be applied in this thesis, while the simple acceptance 
effects will be treated as a small systemat ic error. 
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5.2 History 

5.2.1 Transverse Momentum History 

In 1980, the transverse momentum of the hadrons produced in DIS was believed to 
arise from three sources: 

l. Intrinsic or primordial transverse momentum of the partons, 

2. Perturbative QCD effects, 

3. Non-perturbative hadronization. 

All three of these sources are manifestations of the strong interactions. If we under
stood the strong interactions completely, the transverse momentum distribution could 
be predicted unambiguously. Despite their common origin in the strong interact ion, 
these sources can be considered as physically distinct because they arise from different 
dynamics and have different experimental signatures. The primordial kl. of the struck 
parton a rises because it was originally bound in the struck nucleon. The perturbative 
QCD effects are part of the hard interaction between the muon and quasi-free quarks 
and gluons. The hadronization involves the recombination of quarks and gluons into 
hadrons. The differences between these processes should show up in the way that the 
transverse momenta of the hadrons in the event are correlated. 

The intrinsic transverse momentum (kl.) is clue to the motion of the partons inside 
the nucleon. Instead of being free, as assumed in the Nai·ve QPM, the struck parton 
had been interacting with other partons, normally thought of as spectators in the in
teraction , giving it a kl. . When the quark is struck , it retains this kl. with respect to 
the virtual photon axis. In order to conserve momentum, the target remnant will have 
to have an equal and opposite kl.. If we view this process in the center-of-mass frame, 
the struck quark and the target remnant will still be traveling back-Lo-back, but the 
overall axis wi ll be rotated away from the virtual photon axis . Expe rimentally, then , 
the intrinsic transverse momentum should show up as an increase in the hadrons ' Pr 
at large Ix FI in both hemispheres (p~ ,...., x~ k}..). Furthermore, the additional Pr con
tributed to the hadrons in the forward hemisphere (x F > O) should be compensated 
by a nearly equal and opposite Pr contribution in the backward hemisphere (xF < 0). 

Perturba.tive QCD also cont ributes to the hadron Pr . For example, a quark that 
initially bas no Pr with respect to the virtual photon direction can acquire Pr by 
radiating a gluon. Both the quark and the gluon will acquire Pr in this fashion. They 
will then share this Pr among the hadrons in the forward hemisphere. Alternatively, 
a gluon from the nucleon can fuse with the virtual photon to generate a qq-pa.ir 

-
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each of which will have Pr . The main distinguishing feature of the perturbative 
QCD contribution is that the generated transverse momentum will primarily occur 
in the forward hemisphere. In the ca.se of gluon bremsstrahlung, for instance, the 
gluon radiation is due to the fact that the struck quark has been accelerated by 
its interaction with the muon. The target remnant object (a diquark or perhaps a 
more complicated object) is a spectator and should not be accelerated. A similar 
argument for the case of photon-gluon fusion s hows that the Pr should be generated 
in the forward hemisphere for that process as well. In general, QCD will cause any 
transverse momentum in the very forward direction to be compensated in the forward 
hemisphere. 

The hadronization process itself will generate Pr in the produced hadrons. Even 
if the partons in the event all had Pr = 0, the hadrons would have some Pr. This Pr 
induced by hadronization is expected to be independent of the event kinematics. The 
argument is that the hadronization process is basically independent of underlying 
partonic process. If we assume that some sort of string-like fragmentation scheme is 
valid , then when a string breaks at a g iven point the q and q will acquire equal and 
opposite Pr with respect to the string. This will tend to cause neighboring particles 
in Zh or xF to have compensating Pr · 

In 1980, EMC examined the transverse momentum of forward charged hadrons in 
DIS [43J. The amount of Pr due to hadronization was set by comparison with e+ e
experiments and the Pr due to QCD was calculated numerically in the Monte Carlo. 
They found that they need to set (kl) ,...., (0 .8 GeV)2 in their Monte Carlo in order to 
explain the large amount of Pr for the very forward particles (zh > 0.3). 

Due to the high value of ki. indicated by the EMC data, a fourth source of trans
verse momentum was considered (44]. The basic idea behind this new source was 
that it is possible for the struck quark to undergo multiple "soft" gluon radiation 
in addition to the perturbative "hard,, gluon radiation that we can calculate. This 
('soft g luon radiation" would take place in the forward hemisphere only. This idea 
was attractive because the value of (ki) implied by the EMC data was considered 
to be too high. If we consider a quark to be confined within a nucleon with a ra
dius of about 1 fm , then the uncertainty principle implies a value for (ki) of roughly 
(O. l-0.2 GeV)2. The soft gluons allowed one to fit the forward hemisphere data with
out such large values of ki. . The disadvantage of this main source is that it adds 
yet another parameter to the models , decreasing their predictive power. lndeed, this 
new parameter was implemented in the Lund Monte Carlo in a rather ad hoc fashion. 
It basically just added some random Pr to each hadron in the forward hemisphere. 
With so many sources of t ransverse momentum and so many different parameters it 
is difficult to understand the experiments unambiguously. 
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Figure 5-1: EMC Seagull Plot. 
This plot, taken from Reference [46j, shows the (P~) as a function of x F . It is compared 
with predictions of the Lund (Lepto 4.3) model. The data favors curve A: Hard QCD on, 
Soft Gluons on, (ki) = (0.44 GeV)2

, and aq = 0.44 GeV. The other curves are described 
in the text. 

In 1984 and 1987, EMC examined the hadrons in the backward hemisphere [45, 46] 
as well as those in the forward hemisphere. Figure 5-1, taken from Reference [46], 
shows the result. The data are compared to the predictions of the Lund Monte 
Carlo (Lepto 4.3) with four different settings for the parameters. These settings are: 

A Hard QCD active, Soft gluons active, (ki) = (0.44 GeY)2 

B Hard ~CD OFF, Soft gluons active, (ki} = (0.44 GeV) 2 

c Hard QCD active, Soft gluons OFF, (kl)= (0.44 GeV)2 

D Hard QCD active, Soft gluons OFF, (ki) = (0.88 GeV)2 

In a ll four cases the fragmentation Pr parameter was given by O'q = 0.44 GeV. 

Curves A and D both fit the data in the forward hemisphere. It was this fact 
which led to a debate as to whether the forward seagull plot should be attributed 
to a large amount of primordial kL or to the effect of soft gluons. The new data 
showed that the seagull plot was asymmetric. There is more transverse momentum 
in the far forward direction than in the far backward direction. This result favors the 
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soft gluon interpretat ion (curve A) since increased primordial /;;J. (curve D) leads to 
a symmetric seagull plot . Of the sources that we have discussed, only QCD (soft or 
hard) contributes asymmetrical ly to the forward and backward hemisphere. Hence, 
only soft or hard QCD can explain this effect . One important caveat should be 
included. The forward-backward asymmetry in the data is primarily due to comparing 
backward protons with fo rward 7l'+s. If one examines only the negat ive particles, 
which are primarily 1!' - s, then no conclusion can be drawn [45] . Despite this caveat, 
it seems clear that we need an explanat ion for this forward-backward asymmet ry. 
Soft QCD serves this purpose, at the cost of an additional arbitrary parameter. 

An additional piece of evidence in favor of the soft-gluon model is the fact that it 
does a much better job of describing the transverse momentum balance plots. In th is 
case, only events which contained a very energetic hadron (.:h > 0.5) were examined. 
Define the direction vector of the leading hadron pT as p~l). We are interested in the 

quantity p~1 = (PT · rVl) for the remaining particles in the event . This tells us where 

the leading particle's pT is balanced. If the dominant source of pT is the primordial 
kJ., then the pT should be balanced primarily in the backward hemisphere. On the 
other hand, QCD effects (soft or hard) should show up in the forward hemisphere. 
Figure 5-2 (also from Reference [46]) shows the result of p~at plotted versus rapidity: 

• = ~ l (£ + Pll) y - ? n E . 
~ - Pu 

The data strongly disagree with the large kJ. model (curve D) and again favor the 
soft gluon model (curve A). 

5.2.2 Phi Asymmetry History 

A phi asymmetry in the hadrons was expected [18, 19] due to the effects of QCD 
and primordial kJ. . An early muon result from Fermilab [47] found very little phi 
asymmetry ((cos i.p) ,....., -0.03). The statistical precision of the data was not very good, 
however, and they drew no fi rm conclusion. They used a beam energy of 219 GeV. 
Their result ranged from 2- 30 GeV2 in Q2 and showed no significant dependence on 
Q2. 

In 1983, the EMC Collaborat ion measured the phi asymmetry with better statis
tical precision [48]. They chose to plot it in terms of (cosi.p)/f,(y), 1 where fi(Y) is 
defined as (2-y)Jl=Y/[1 + (1 - y) 2] (See Equation 2.53 on page 51 of this thesis). 

1 Actually, it is unclear from the EMC paper whether Lhey are plotting (cos<p/ft (y)} . 
(cos<p}/(!1(y))i or (coscp} / ft( (y}). 
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Figure 5-2: EMC Transverse Momentum Balance Plot. 
This plot, taken from Refere nce [46], shows the p~1 as a function of the rapidity y* . It is 
compared wi th predictions of the Lund (Lepta 4.3) model. The data favors curve A: Hard 
QCD on, Soft Gluons on, (kl)= (0.44 GeV)2 , and O'q = 0.44 GeV. The other curves are 
described in the text. 
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F igure 5-3: EMC IPh versus Q2
. 

This plot, taken from Reference [48], shows (cos cp) /Ji (y) as a function of Q2 for a beam 
energy of 280 GeV. The data a re shown in two different ranges of W2 : a} 160 < W 2 < 
260 GeV2 and b) 260 < W 2 < 460 GeV2 . 

This choice was due to the fact that the calculated value for (cos c.p}po.rton is propor
tional to / 1 (y ). They found a ph i asymmetry in the data which was nonzero and 
they showed that it was nearly independent of Q2. They compared their results to 

the model by Konig and K roll [17] with a large value of the primordial transverse 

momentum parameter ( k;) = 0.7 GeV. This parameter is meant to be equivalent to 
average kL, but must be understood in the context of Kon ig and Kroll's theory. In 

their theory, the kl. distribution is cut off at high values of kl.. Furthermore, this kL 
cutoff depends on the kinematics of the interaction. The cutoff becomes more severe 
at low values of Q2

, going to 0 as Q2 ~ 0. In their theory, there~ore, the effective 
value of (kL) depends on Q2 and x

81
• Based on this, they predict that the phi 

asymmetry will vanish at low values of Q2 , reach a maximum at moderately high 

values of Q2 
:::::: 50 GeV2 and then decrease to zero for large values of Q2

. In con
t rast , Cahn's model predicts a large asymmetry fo r low values of Q2 and a vanishing 
asymmetry at large values of Q2

. The EMC data, shown in Figure 5-3, do not favor 
the phi asymmetry vanishing at low or high Q2

, causing problems for both models. 
T he EMC data show little dependence of the phi asymmetry on Q2

• The statistical 
precision of the high energy data, however, make it difficult to tell whether the phi 
asymmetry is getting more pronounced at low Q2 , as predicted by Cahn. 

In 1987, EMC compared the behavior of the phi asymmetry of the hadrons in the 
backward hemisphere and the forward hemisphere [49]. Theoretical results [17, 19] 
indicated that the the phi asymmetry of the forward hadrons should be dominated 
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Figure 5-4: EMC <(Jh versus x F . 

This plot , taken from Reference [49], shows (cos<p) / ft(y) as a function of xF for charged 
hadrons with Pr > 0.2 GeV. The curves show the predictions from Reference [17]. 

by the effects of primordial k.L at the values of Q2 probed by EMC. This implied 
that the phi asymmetry in the backward hemisphere should ·be nearly equal and 
opposite to that in the forward hemisphere. The EMC data are shown in Figure 5-
4. The prediction is from Konig and Kroll [17]. This model didn't include any 
kind of soft gluon effect. The forward hemisphere data showed a more pronounced 
phi asymmetry than predicted. This suggested that there should be more k.i or a 
stronger effect from the QCD. The EMC Collaborat ion pointed out that even a value 
of (kl) = (0.88 GeV)2 wasn't quite enough to match the data. The data in the 
backward hemisphere suffered from a lack of statistical precision. Nevertheless , it 
seems clear that the backward hemisphere phi asymmetry is not equal and opposite 
to the forward hemisphere phi asymmetry. 

We will now turn to the analysis of the data from Experiment #665 at Fermi
lab. Using the post-December 1 data from the 1987 run , Ryan [25] examined the phi 
asymmetry and raised some intriguing points. First he showed that the phi asym
metry appears to depend upon the rank of the hadron independently of the zh of 
the hadron. Second, he conjectured that the Zh-dependence of the phi asymmetry 
may actually just be an artifact of the dependence on rank . Unfortunately, no firm 
conclusions could be drawn regarding this conjecture, due to the lack of statistical 
precision. Using all of the data from the 1987 run, Jansen [50] also examined the phi 
asymmetry as a function of several variables. 
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Figure 5-5: Raw Hadronic Phi Distribution. 
Uncorrected phi distribution with arbitrary normalization. 
constructed hadrons with zh > 0.2 and Pr > 0.2 GeV. 
Pl(l + P2 cos cp1i + P3 cos 2cph) · 

3rr/2 
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2n 
rp, 

This plot shows aU re
The fit is of the form 

It would be nice if we could present a consistent picture of the phi asymmetry and 
the transverse momentum distributions and correlations. Unfortunately, the results 
seem inconclusive. It doesn't really seem possible to fit the Pr and 'Ph distributions 
simultaneously. The phi asymmetry and Pr seem to be large in the fo rward hemi
sphere, suggesting that (ki_) is larger than (0.44 GeV)2 . The phi asymmetry, the 
overall P·ri and the Pr-balance in the backward hemisphere seem to be too small to 
allow for more kl.. 

5.3 Phi Asymmetry 

Since the existence of a phi asymmetry in the hadrons produced in deep inelastic 
scattering is well established, the major objective of this analysis is to examine the 
phi asymmetry in detail in order to see whether it can be explained in terms of known 
effects. We will pay particular attention to the rank and z1i dependence of the phi 
asymmetry as well as the Q2 dependence. 

The hadronic phi asymmetry is easily seen in our raw data. Figure 5-.5 shows the 
uncorrected phi distribution for hadrons with ;;h > 0.2 and Pr > 0.2 GeV. The cut 
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values for z h and Pr were chosen in order to compare with previous results. The cut 
on zh also enhances the effect. The curve is a fit to the functional form: 

dN 
-d = A+ B cos '-Ph+ C cos 2'-Ph· 

'-Ph 

More explicitly, the fit parameters Pl- P3 are given by: 

dN 
- = P l ( 1 + P2 cos '-Ph + P3 cos 2r_ph)· 
d<ph 

The parameters have the following meanings: 

Pl: This parameter is proportional to the multiplicity: P l = Nµ.ifY1t/27r, 

( 5. 1) 

(5.2) 

P2: This parameter cha.racterizes the strength of the cos t.ph term: P2 = B /A = 

2 ( COS<ph), 

P3: This parameter characterizes the strength of the cos 2<ph term: P3 = C /A = 
2 (cos 2<ph) . 

Since we aren 't interested in multiplicity in this analysis, we can ignore Pl. We are 
only interested in the parameters which characterize the phi asymmet ry: P2 = B /A 
and P3 =Cf A. We can see from Figure 5-5 that the Bf A term is quite significant. 
This is the quantity that we want to study in more detail. If the parent dist ribu tion 
is of the form given in Equation 5.1, then the fit parameters will be equivalent to the 
moments: 

where 

Bf A 

Cf A 

= 2 (cos<ph), 

2 (cos 2<ph) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

In fact , since the functions 1, cos '-Phi and cos 2<ph are orthogonal, the fit parameters 
and moments will be nearly equivalent even if the parent distribution is different from 
Equation 5.1. To be more specific, Equation 5.1 doesn't contain a term proportional 
to sin <p. This is because previous results have shown this quantity to be negligible. 
We have neglected it so as to simplify the presentation of the data. Since cos <p and 
sin <p are orthogonal functions Uci1f sin <p cos <p = 0), any small sin <p term in the true 
distribution won't affect our measurement of the coefficient of cos <p. 

Broadly speaking, there are two main thrustf to this analysis. The first is to 
investigate the behavior of the phi asymmetry with respect to other hadron variables 
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such as Zh and p7 . The second is to investigate the behavior of the phi asymmetry with 
respect to event kinematics. This is interesting because the theory (see Chapter 2) 
makes very specific predictions for the behavior of the parton-level phi asymmetry as 
a function of Q2 and y 

81
. 

Some previous analyses have assumed that the parton- level theory for the y 
81 

-

dependence was correct and also valid for hadrons. For this reason, they plotted 
quantities such as (coscp) / (f1(y 8 J). Even if the theory is correct regarding the un
derlying parton dynamics, we expect that the process of fragmentation will tend to 
wash out the phi asymmetry that is seen in the hadrons. This means that the phi 
asymmet ry in the hadrons nee9 not be proportional to f 1 (y) even if the underlying 
partonic theory is correct. Furthermore, even if we expected (coscph) to be propor
t ional to f 1 (y ), we would want to compare our data to our theoretical expectations 
rather than assume that the the theory is true. 

5.3.1 Phi Asymmetry versus zh and Rank 

In order to investigate the rank dependence of the phi asymmetry meaningfu lly we 
must simul taneously examine the zh dependence of the phi asymmetry. This is be
cause the rank and Zh are directly correlated; the rank is defined as the order in zh. 

We want to compare the behavior of part icles of different rank at the same value of 
zh (from different events) in order to separate out the effects. 

For instance, we would like to investigate the zh-dependence of the phi asymmetry 
of the leading charged particle. In order to do this we break the data up into several 
subsamples according to the value of Zhi (the Zh of the leading hadron). We then plot 
and fit the dN/dcph1 distribution for each subsample. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the 
results of this operation. In order to emphasize the zh-dependence, the next step is to 
extract the fit quantities: P2 = 8/A and P3 =Cf A for each individual range of zhi· 

We can then make a plot of B /A and Z/ A versus zh1. Figure 5-8 shows the result. 
As we noticed before, there is a strong cos 'Ph moment and only marginal evidence for 
the existence of a cos 2cph moment. 

In a simi lar fashion we can plot the zh-dependence of the non-leading particles. 
Figure 5-9 shows the Zh-dependence plots for Rank 11 Rank 2, and Rank > 2 overlaid. 
It is clear that there is a strong Rank dependence of the phi asymmetry, in particular 
the Bf A term, in the data. The leading particle (Rank 1) behaves differently than 
the other part icles. This result has not been predicted by any of the models in the 
literature. There is no significant difference seen here between particles of Rank 2 and 
those of Rank> 2. At high z h, the phi asymmetry seems to be nearly independent of 
zh. At low zh, however, the phi asymmetry of the leading particle seems to depend 
on Zh. ft is possible that this apparent zh-dependence is actually an artifact of the 
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Phi asymmetry plots for various z" ranges - Ronk 1 particle 
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Figure 5-6: Raw Phi Distributions for Various Zht Ranges ( 1 ). 
Uncorrected phi distributions with arbitrary normalizations. These plots include aJl leading 
charged hadrons. The different plots correspond to different ranges of the variable Zhi. The 
fits are of the form: Pl( 1 + P2 cos 'Ph + P3 cos 2iph) · 
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Phi asymmetry plots for various z" ranges - Rank 1 particle 
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Figure 5-7: Raw Phi Distributions for Various ZhJ Ranges (2) . 
Uncorrected phi dis tributions with arbitrary normalizations. These plots include all leading 
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Phi asymmetry versus z, 
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Figure 5-8: The zh-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry for Rank 1 Hadrons. 
Fit parameters B/A:::::: 2(cos<p) and C/A ~2(cos2<p} versus Zhi for the leading charged 
particle. These data are not corrected for acceptance. 

rank mixing (see Section 5.1). At low zh, some of the particles which we measure as 
Rank 1 could actually be Rank 2 particles. At high zh, the Rank 1 sample is fairly 
pure. 

Two questions immediately arise. F irst , is the rank-dependence already "under
stood" and present in our Monte Carlo? Second, what are the effects of acceptance 
on the zh- and rank-dependence of the phi asymmetry? 

In order to address the first ques t ion, we note that there are several complicated 
effects modeled in the Monte Carlo which could contribute to the difference between 
particles of differing ranks. These include the physics of fragmentation , the fact that 
the leading hadron is more likely to come from the leading parton in QCD events, 
and the detector acceptance. The Monte Carlo contains a simple fragmentation model 
and contains all of the understood detector effects, so we should be able to address 
this question. Figure 5-10 shows that the Monte Carlo predicts little dependence on 
rank , but it does predict a dependence on zh · 

The conclusion that we should draw from these plots is that there is a significant 
difference in the phi asymmetry in the data between leading and non-leading charged 
particles in an event, even at the same value of zh · Furthermore, this rank dependence 
is larger than expected, based on the Monte Carlo. 
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Phi asymmetry versus z, 
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Figure 5-9: The zh-dependeoce of the Phi Asymmetry by Hadron Rank. 
Fit parameters B /A ~ 2(cos cp) and C /A:::::: 2(cos 2cp) versus zh for different particle ranks. 
These data are not corrected for acceptance. 
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Figure 5-10: The Zh-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry by Hadron Rank (MC). 
Fit parameters B / A :::::: 2( cos cp) and C /A ~ 2( cos 2cp) versus Zh for different part icle ranks 
in Monte Carlo. These Monte Carlo results include the full apparatus and reconstruction 
code simulation and should be compared to uncorrected data. 
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The second question from above, concerning the effect of acceptance, is a much 
trickier one to address. First, we should note that the effect of a simple acceptance 
correction to Figure 5-9 will be small, except in the first bin (0.0 < zh < 0.1). A larger 
effect will come from the rank mixing. In general, the effect of the rank mixing should 
be to contaminate the Rank l sample with Rank 2 particles. This will tend to make 
the ranks less distinctive, weakening the measured rank dependence. For this reason 
the corrected data should show a bigger difference between leading and non-leading 
particles. 

There are two approaches that we can take in order to try and get at the more 
fundamental distribution. We can attempt to find a cut on the data that will explicitly 
minimize the effect of the rank mixing, hopefully without losing all of the statistical 
precision. Alternatively, we can attempt to correct for the rank mixing (defined on 
page 137) by using Monte Carlo est imates of the hadron reconstruction efficiency. 
Both of these approaches will be employed. 

Selecting Events with Good Reconstruction Efficiency 

In th is section, we will try to find a fairly pure sample of Rank l hadrons. Let's 
define a quantity Echz. E chz is the sum of measured z values for all charged particles. 
If the z of the leading particle (zh1 ) is large enough, zh 1 > 1 - E chz, then we know 
that the leading charged particle is really the leading particle (charged or otherwise). 
This is because any missing particle must have zh < 1 - Echz < zh1 . Unfortunately, 
th is cut is quite extreme. It has the effect of throwing away almost all of the leading 
part icles except those with z > 0.3. Since there are very few Rank 2 particles with 
z > 0.3, there is no longer any overlap for us to be able to compare the different ranks. 
Furthermore, we already know that there is no z-dependence of the phi asymmetry 
for zh1 > 0.3 anyway and we won 't learn anything new. 

A more practical cut can be chosen if we define the quantity Ea11z : 

L:a11z [( L E'hhgd.) + (L EcAr,) ]/v 

= L z h + [ ( 2: Ee Ar,)/ v] , (5.5) 
ch 

where t Ee Ai is the sum of the electromagnetic energy in the Calorimeter. See 
Section 4.8 for a description of the cuts that go into defining this sum. Now, if 
Zhi > l - Eauz, then we know that there is no missing charged particle with zh > Zh t · 

This cut picks out the most energetic of the charged particle. It leaves open the 
possibility that there was a ?ro or other neutral particle with even more energy than 
our leading charged particle. In order to get at the sample of charged particles which 
are the leading particles in the entire event, we must also remove any events which 
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appear to have a leadjng 7!"0 . A n° decays almost instantaneously into a pair of 
photons, which can show up in the Calorimeter in several different forms: 

• Two isolated clusters with a combined invariant mass near m iro . In this case, 

E"o = £7 1 + £72· 

• A single cluster due to two merged photons. In this case, E ... o = Ec1uste1" 

• A single cluster due to the loss of one (usually low energy) photon. In t his case, 

Erro J::.,Ec1uster · 

In order for the Rank l charged particle to be unambiguously Rank 1, it must be more 
energetic than every Calorimeter cluster. Furthermore, the Rank 1 charged particle 
must be more energetic than any n° candidates2

. This set of cuts defines a relatively 
pure sample of charged hadrons that are Rank l in the most restrictive sense. 

Figure 5-11 illustrates the effects of the various cuts on the raw data sample. The 
effect of the cuts on the Rank 1 particle can be seen in the three curves in Figure 5-1 la. 
The highest curve shows the uncut distribution, while the second highest curve shows 
the distribution of particles sat isfy ing z1i.1 3 z1i. 1 > max{(l- Eauz ) ,z7 ,z"o }, and the 
lowest curve shows the distribution of particles satisfying z1i.1 3 z1i.1 > 1 - Ec1i.Z. Fig
ure 5-llb shows the Rank 2 particle distributions for events in which the Rank 1 
particle satisfies the cuts described above. The main point of this plot is to show 
that the z1i. 1 3 z1i.1 > 1 - Ec1i.z cut is too severe. After such a cut is made, the Rank L 
particles which remain have z1i. > 0.3. This is not very useful for comparison with 
Rank 2. The cut using the Calorimeter also hurts the statistical precision, but some 
overlap between Rank 1 and Rank 2 remains. Furthermore, we can now investigate 
the behavior of the Rank 1 particle when it is in the range 0.2 < zh < 0.3. 

The Rank 1 particles that su rvive the cut: 

will be known as unambiguoits Rank 1 particles. These are particles that we believe 
are the leading particle in the ent ire event, including neutrals. 

Figure 5-12 shows the result of keeping only the events where we know the Rank 1 
charged hadron is actually the leading particle. From these plots we can conclude that 
the leading charged particle behaves differently than the non-leading charged particles 
even if they have the same value of z h (for zh > 0.2). We can also conclude that the 
z-dependence for a particle of a. given rank is very weak. The dominant effect is the 

'.! A 71'0 candidate is any photon-pair with a combined invariant mass in the tange 100-l80 MeV . 
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Figure 5-11: The Effect of Rank Purity Cuts on the Raw zh dist ributions. 
The raw zh distribution is shown for a) The Rank 1 particle and b) the Rank 2 particle. 
The curve with the most data in each plot is the distribution before purity cuts . The next 
most populated distribution includes the cut Zht > max{( 1 - Eauz), z,.,, z71o }. The least 
populated distribution contains the cut zh1 > 1 - E chZ· These data are not corrected for 
acceptance. 

rank dependence. Thus the data are in direct opposition to the assumptions that are 
usually built into our theories . 

Correcting for the Rank Mixing 

Another approach to the problem of rank mixing is to understand the effect and 
correct for it. Let 's define the Overall Efficiency as the total probability of detecting 
and reconstructing a hadron which was generated in a DIS interaction somewhere 
in the physics target. The measured distribution of hadrons in Zh and "Ph is then a 
function of the Overall Efficiency and the true distribution. In order to correct the 
data, we must model the effect of the inefficiency on the measured distribution and 
then try to ext ract the true d istribution. 

These corrections are quite important when we are trying to measure a distri
bution which is absolutely normalized such as -N

1 dd'': or -N1 ddN. The normalization 
µ' ~ µ' <p 

constant Nµ' denotes the number of scattered muons. These distributions are differ-
ential probabilities normalized as number of hadrons per scattered muon. Similarly 
when we fit to a form such as: 

dN 
dt.p = A + B cos c.p + C cos 2c.p, 

the fit parameters A, B , and Care sensitive to this absolute acceptance. Fortunately, 
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Phi asymmetry versus z, 
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Figure 5-12: Phi Asymmetry versus Zh - Unambiguous Rank 1. 
Fit parameters B /A and C /A versus zh for different particle ranks in Data for events with 
an unambiguous Rank 1 charged particle. These data are not corrected for acceptance. 

however , the parameters that we are interested in , B/A and C/A, are not strongly 
affected by the acceptance. The most s ignificant effect due to acceptance will be 
the rank mixing. What we measure as a Rank l particle may actually be a Rank 2 

particle if we have missed the true Rank 1 particle. It is th is effect that we must 
consider. 

Appendix C contains a description of a method to correct for the rank m1x10g 

effect. The. assumptions behind this correction are: 

• the neutral particles behave as the charged particles do, and const itute 1/3 of 
the generated forward particles; 

• the overall efficiency can be treated a.s a weak ly varying function of Zh for 
Zh > 0.1; 

• the efficiency is not dependent on the variable Cf>h · 

T hese assumptions are discussed further in Appendix C . In addition to t he above 
assumptions, we will need three things : 

1. The efficiency for finding a charged particle. 
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2. The ratio of observed z-distri but ions for charged particles of ra.nks 1-3. 

3. The measured distributions of B /A for each rank: 1- 3. 

The first item is discussed in Appendix C. The second item we will get di
rectly from the data. Figure 5-13a-b shows the uncorrected measured z-distributions 
for Rank 1, Rank 2, Rank 3, and Rank > 3 (denoted D~(z)) charged particles. 

F. 5 13 f h th t' D;'(z) DJ'(z) d D;;'(z) h. h · d d f 1gures - . c- s ow e ra 10s Df'(z), Dj(z), an ~· w 1c are nee e to per orm 

the correction, as well as ~~((:: , which justifies our ignoring particles with Rank> :3. 
The third item in the above list, the measured dependence of B /A on Zh and rank 
can be found in Figure 5-9 on page 151. 

Figure 5-14 shows the result of performing the correction. This result shows that 
there is no discernible z-dependence to the phi asymmetry of the leading particle 
for z > 0.1. In previous experiments which showed a zh dependence to the (cos cp) 
moment for all hadrons, the Zh dependence was actually due to the rank depen
dence (above Zh > 0.1). In fact, the rank dependence of the phi asymmetry may 
help explain the EMC result (see Figure 5-4 on page 144 of this thesis). The EMC 
data show that the phi asymmetry falls off very rapidly as one approaches x F = 0 
from above. Existing models can't really explain this effect in the EMC data. The 
effect may be due to the fact that the percentage of particles that are Rank l falls off 
rapidly as one approaches .r F = 0. Since the phi asymmetry is predominantly carried 
by the Rank 1 particles, the effect vanishes rapidly as well. 
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Figure 5-13: The Measured z-distributions by Hadron Rank. 
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Phi asymmetry versus z. (CORRECTED) 
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Figure 5-14: Corrected zh-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry by Hadron Rank. 
Fit parameter B /A ~ 2( cos cp) versus Zh for the leadjng particle. This should correspond 
to the leadjng particle in the event, whether charged or neutral, assuming that there is no 
difference. These data are corrected for acceptance, including Rank Mixing. 
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5.3 .2 Transverse Momentum Dependence of the Phi Asym
metry 

We can find the Pr-dependence of the phi asymmetry in the same way that we found 
the zh-dependence. We can fit the dN/d<.ph distributions for various ranges of Pr· 
Figure 5-15a-b shows the results for a ll events. There is a strong Pr-dependence of the 
phi asymmetry for the leading particle; the phi asymmetry becomes more pronounced 
for increasing pT. Figure 5-15c-d shows the same results when we restrict ourselves 
to events where the Rank l charged particle was the unambiguous Rank l particle. 

Figure 5-16 shows the distribution for reconstructed Monte Carlo. The Monte 
Carlo results have a small rank dependence. From F igure 5-10, we know that this 
rank dependence is actually due to the different Zh values of the various ranks. The 
Monte Carlo shows a very weak dependence of Bf A on the hadron Pr, while the data 
show a strong dependence on Pr for the Rank 1 charged particles and also for the 
Rank > 2 sample. The unambiguous leading particles also show a pT dependence. 
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Phi llisymmetry versus Pr 
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Figure 5-15: The Pr-depender,ice of the Phi Asymmetry by Hadron Rank. 
a) B/A raw distribution , b) C/A raw distribution, c) B/A for events with unambiguous 
Rank 1, d) C /A for events with unambiguous Rank 1. These data are not corrected for 
acceptance. 
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Phi asymmetry versus o, ( MOl'l~C:: CARLO) 
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Figure 5-16: The Pr -dependence of the Phi Asymmetry by Hadron Rank (MC). 
a) B f A distribution, b) C/A distribution. These .Monte Carlo results were run through the 
entire reconstruction chain and shou ld correspond to uncorrected data. 
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5.3.3 Phi A symmetry versus Eve nt Kinematics 

In this section , we examine the dependence of the phi asymmetry on event kinematics. 
Theoretical models such as the one explored in Section 2.3.3 make explicit predictions 
for the behavior of the parton- level phi asymmetry as a function of Q2 and y 

81
• If 

the phi asymmetry is dominated by the leading order diagram, then we should find 
the following dependence: 

ki. 
(cos<p)partons ex -Q fi(Yo1) (5.6) 

Since the phi asymmetry for charged hadrons is primari ly carried by the leading 
charged hadron, it makes sense to examine just these leadi ng charged hadrons. If 
there is an underlying partonic phi asymmetry, these leading particles apparently 
reflect it in the least diluted fashio n. For this reason, we will examine the Q ( == /Q2) 
and y 

8 1 
dependences of B /A and C /A for these particles. In practice, of course, this 

is very similar to the cut on Zh > 0.2 which has been used in previous experiments 
and analyses. Since we now know, however, that the z1i. dependence is incidental, it 
makes more sense to use the leading particle1 whatever its value of z1i.. 

F igure 5-17 shows the Q dependence of the B /A and C /A fit coefficients for 
the leading charged particle and for the unambiguously leading charged particle in 
data. The effect seems to be nearly independent of Q over a broad range. The data 
correspond to a Q 2 range from roughly 2 GeV2 to 90 GeV2

. Restricting the sam ple 
to include only the unambiguous Rank 1 hadrons increases the overall magnitude of 
the phi asymmetry whi le leaving it nearly independent of Q. 

Figure 5-18 shows the corresponding results for reconstructed Monte Carlo events. 
The theory predicts that the Bf A effect will disappear at high values of Q. Qualita
tive ly, .th is is easy to understand. The phi asymmetry is dominated at our energies by 
the effects of primordial ki. [13]. Since we have assumed that the ki. is independent of 
Q, the phi asymmetry in the partons should be roughly proportional to l/Q, causing 
the hadronic phi asymmetry to vanish at high Q. Clearly, the phi asymmetry in the 
data persists to higher values of Q2 than was expected. There are several possibilities 
for why this might occur. They include: 

• The hadron phi asymmetry may not reflect the behavior of the partons very 
well. 

• The partons may not behave in the way that we expect them to from our 
theoretical bias. 

• The primordial kl. distribution of the partons may be dependent on Q. We 
might speculate that the effective (kl.) is roughly proportional to Q. 
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Figure 5-17: The Q-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry. 
The coefficients B/ A and C/ A are plotted versus Q for the sample of all leading charged 
particles and for the sample of unambiguously leading charged particles . The plots are 
organized as follows: a) B/A for Rank 1, b) C/A for Rank 1, c) B/A for unambiguous 
Rank 1. d) C/A for unambiguous Rank 1. These data are not corrected fo r acceptance. 
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<p asymmetry vs. Q 
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Figure 5-18: The Q-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry (Monte Carlo). 
The coefficients B /A and C /A are plotted versus Q for the sample of alJ leading charged 
particles and for the sample of unambiguously leading charged particles. The plots are 
organized as follows: a) B / A for Measured Rank 1, b) C /A for Measured Rank 1. These 
Monte Carlo results were run t hrough the entire reconstruction chain and should correspond 
to uncorrected data. 
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The measured y 
81 

-dependence of the phi asymmetry for the leading charged par
ticle is shown in Figure 5-19. This d istribution is inconsistent with the form fi(y), 
shown in Figure 2-12 on page 53. The same distr ibutions for Monte Carlo are shown 
in F igure 5-20. It should be noted that the Monte Carlo is also inconsistent with the 
form fi ( !J) even though that dependence is bui It in at the parton level. A possible 
explanation for this discrepancy is that haclronization may tend to wash out the phi 
asymmetry in the hadrons . The effects of hadronization should be more important 
for low values of y 81 where W 2 is smaller and the Pr due to hadronization is thought 
to be constant. This means that a "jet" of hadrons coming from a quark should be 
better collimated for higher values of y

81
, enhancing the phi asymmetry. 
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cp asymmetry vs. y 
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Figure 5-19: The y 
81 

-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry. 
The coefficients B/r1 and C/A a re plotted versus y8 for the sample of all leading charged 

J • 

par ticles and for the sample of unambiguously leading charged particles. The plots a.re 
organized as follows: a) B / A for Rank 1, b) C/A for Rank 1, c) B/A for unambiguous 
Rank 1, d) C/A for unambiguous Rank l. These data are not corrected fo r acceptance. 
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cp osymmelry vs. y (MONTE CARLO) 
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Figure 5-20: The y 
8 1 

-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry (Monte Carlo). 
The coefficients B /A and C / A are plotted versus y 

81 
for the sample of all leading charged 

particles and for the sample of unambiguously leading charged parti cles. The plots are 
organized as follows: a) B/ A for Measured Rank 1, b) C/A for Measured Rank l. These 
Monte Carlo results were run through the en tire reconstruction chain and should correspond 
to uncorrected data. 
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Ip asymmetry vs. p, for high and low Q regions 
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Figure 5-21: The PT-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry for Two Regions in Q. 
The coefficient B /A is plotted versus Pr for the leading charged particle in each 
event. The event sample has been broken into two regions of nearly equal size: 
1.414 GeV < Q < 2.4 GeV and Q > 2.4 GeV. These data have not been corrected for ac
ceptance. 

5.3.4 Further Phi A symmetry Studies 

Two of the results that we have considered surprising are the lack of Q dependence 
in the phi asymmetry and the existence of a Pr dependence. It is interesting to 
attempt to find a connection by plotting the Pr dependence of the phi asymmetry 
in two different regions of Q2

: high and low. If> for instance, the PT of the hadron 
were highly correlated with the kJ... of the parton , then we would expect that the Pr 
dependence would be different for different regions of Q. This is because the theory 
predicts that the phi asymmetry goes like kJ.../Q. 

Figure 5-21 shows the quantity B /A plotted versus the hadron p7 for two different 
regions of Q: Q < 2.4 GeV and Q > 2.4 GeV . The average values of Q for the two 
samples are 1.9 GeVand 3.8 GeV. The high and low Q samples are indistinguishable 
in the data . There is no evidence for any Q2 dependence of the phi asymmetry, even 
for fixed values of hadron PT. 

Figure 5-22 shows the same plot for the reconstructed Monte Carlo. The average 
values of Q for the two samples are 1.8 GeVand 3.8 GeV. There are two qualitative 
features in the Monte Carlo that are different from the data. First> the Pr dependence 
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<p asymm. vs. p, by regions of 0 (MONT=: CARLO) 
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Figure 5-22: The PT-dependence of the Phi Asymmetry for Two Regions in Q (MC).] 
T he coefficient B / A is plotted versus pT for the leading charged particle in each 
event. The event sample has been broken into two regions of nearly equal size: 
1.414 GeV < Q < 2.4 GeV and Q > 2.4 GeV. T hese Monte Carlo results were run th rough 
the entire reconstruction chain and should correspond to uncorrected data. 

is not very strong, as was noted before. Second, the high Q sample is systematically 
lower than the low Q sample, as expected from the theory built into the Monte-Carlo. 

We must conclude from this that our na·ive picture sketched above is inadequate. 
Either the hadronic pT is not well corre lated with the partonic kl. or something other 
than the leading order partonic process is behind the phi asymmetry. 
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5.4 Transverse Momentum Distributions 

In order to further characterize the physics, it is useful to consider the actual trans
verse momentum distributions of the particles. These distributions are even trickier 
to interpret than the phi asymmet ry dist ributions because the transverse momentum 
of the hadrons is believed to come from several different sources: 1) the primordial 
/.,; J_ of the parton with in the nucleus; 2) bard QCD processes - bard gluon radiation 
from the struck quark or the process of photon-gluon fusion; 3) soft gluon radiation 
from the struck quark; and 4) badronization. 

It is common to consider the hadron p; as ar ising from a sum in quadrature of 
these four independent sources: 

2 - _2 k2 2 2 . 2 
PT(hadron) - "'h i (parton) + PT(hard QC O) + PT(soft Q C' D) + PT(hadron1::ati on) (5.7) 

Equations simi lar to Equation 5.7 have inspired a class of plots, loosely called 
seagull plots , in which one plots the average p; in bins of a longitudinal variable such 
as :r:p. Usually these seagull plots are averaged over all available hadrons and are not 
broken down in terms of particle rank. 

Figure 5-23 contains seagull plots for various ranks in the two different regions of 
Q for data. The most striking effect is that the high Q data has a larger (P; ) than 
the low Q data, especially in the high z region. Figure 5-24 contains similar plots for 
reconstructed Monte Carlo. The difference between the high and low Q plots in the 
Monte Carlo is much smaller than the difference in the data. 

Figure 5-25 contains the same information as Figure 5-23, but the information is 
organized somewhat differently. The rank dependence is emphasized here rather than 
the Q dependence. Figure 5-26 is the Monte Carlo version of the same plot. The 
data show a larger amount of pT than exists in t he Monte Carlo at high Q and high 
::;h · Furthermore, the data show a bit more rank dependence than the Monte Carlo 
results do. 

Figure 5-27 shows the effect of restricting our sample to events with an unambigu
ous Rank l hadron. The results are not very different from Figure 5-23 without the 
cut . This means that the corrections for rank mixing aren 't very important above zh 

of 0.2. 
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Figure 5-23: Seagull Distributions for Different Regions of Q. 
The seagull distributions ( (P;.) versus zh) are compared for the low and liigh Q regions. 

This comparison is made for a) Rank 1 charged particles, b) Rank 2 charged particles, and 
c) Rank> 2 charged particles . The distributions have not been corrected for acceptance. 
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<p/> vs. z by hadron rank and Q (MONTE CARLO) 
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Figure 5-24: Seagull Distribu tions fo r Different Regions of Q (Monte Carlo). 

The seagull distributions ( (P~) versus zh) are compared for the low and high Q regions 

in the Monte Carlo. This comparison is made for a) Rank 1 charged particles, b) Rank 2 
charged particles, and c) Rank> 2 charged par ticles. These Monte Carlo results include the 
full apparatus and reconstruction code simulation and should be compared to uncorrected 
data. 
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Figure 5-25: Seagull Distributions by Hadron Rank. 
This figure compares the seagull distributions for hadrons of different ranks. This compari
son is made for a) low and b) high Q 2 regions . These data. are not corrected for acceptance. 
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F igure 5-26: Seagull Distributions by Hadron Rank (Monte Ca.do). 
This figure compares the seagull distributions for hadrons of different ranks for the Monte 
Carlo. This comparison is made for a) low and b) high Q2 regions. These Monte Carlo re
sults include the full apparatus and reconstruction code sim ulation and should be compared 
to uncorrected data.. 
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<p/> vs. z by rank (Unambiguous Ronk 1) 
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Figure 5-27: Seagull Distributions versus Q2 . Unambiguous Rank 1 Hadron. 
This figure compares the seaguU distributions for the low and high Q regions for events with 
an unambiguous Rank 1 particle. This comparison is made for a) Rank 1 charged particles, 
b) Rank 2 charged particles, and c) Rank> 2 charged particles. The dist ributions have not 
been corrected for acceptance. 
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5.5 Cross-checks and Systematics 

There are several potential sources of systematic error that need to be considered. 
We will consider the following in this section: 

1. Detector inefficiencies , 

2. LAT trigger inefficiency, 

3. Detector a lignment errors, 

4. T ime-dependent detector effects , 

5. Radiative corrections (internal and external bremsstrahlung). 

5.5 .1 Detector Inefficiencies 

As was discussed in Sect ion 2.4.5, we made detailed maps of the efficiencies of the 
various detector components. These efficiency maps have been included in the Monte 
Carlo. Any plot which is labeled "reconstructed Monte Carlo" will include these 
effects. Furthermore any plot which is labeled "corrected'' wi ll have been corrected 
for these known inefficiencies. 

Using a Monte Carlo with no phi asymmetry, Jansen [50] showed that any fake phi 
asymmetry generated by the £665 apparatus was small (±0.03) . The only exception 
to this was that he saw some evidence for a fake positive phi asymmetry at high Q2 

values (bcoscp = +0.05 for Q22:,20 GeV2
). 

5.5.2 LAT Trigger Inefficiency 

The LAT Trigger had some t iming problems during the 1987 run wh ich resulted in 
an inefficiency in triggering on scattered muons [34]. The dominant effect was an 
up-down asymmetry in the scattered muons. F igure 5-28 shows the azimuthal angle 
of the scattered muon about the beam muon in the laboratory frame in both data 
and Monte Carlo. </>~ab) = 0 is along the E665 Y-axis and <i>~1ab) = ~ is along the £665 
Z-axis. 

There is no physics reason for there to be any phi asymmetry in this plot. All of 
the asymmet ry should be attributed to the LAT inefficiency. By itself, this problem 
should not make a big difference to our results. This is because the physics of the event 
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Figure 5-28: LAT Triggering Inefficiency. 
This figure shows the phi distribution of the scattered muon in the lab frame in a) data and 
b) Monte Carlo. A clear up-down asymmetry is evident in the data. These data are not 
corrected for acceptance. 

should not care about the orientation of the E665 Y-axis. In practice, this triggering 
asymmetry will couple with any asymmetries in our detector efficiency/ acceptance to 
generate small effects. Figure 5-29 shows the dependence of B /A and C / A on the 
muon phi. Any variation is due to statistics or to an apparatus effect since the physics 
should be independent of the orientation of the E665 Y-axis. Figure 5-29a compares 
the Bf A for Rank 1 and Rank 2 particles in the "low z" range: 0.1 < zh < 0.3. It is 
clear from this plot that the phi asymmetry isn' t manufactured by a simple hole in 
one part of the apparatus since there is a significant phi asymmetry independent of 
</>~ab). Furthermore, the Rank I sample lies below the Rank 2 sample at every point, 
making it unlikely that a hole in the apparatus manufactures the rank dependence. 
F igure 5-29b shows that the C /A term is not significantly affected by </>~ab) . Figure 5-
29c-d show the result for the "high z" range: zh > 0.3. Figure 5-30 shows the same 
plots for Monte Carlo, which has no LAT t riggering inefficiency. 

Fortunately, most of our asymmetries in the detector are due to the magnetic field 
and are East-West (not ice the small East-West variations in Figu re 5-29a,c) while the 
LAT asymmetry is an Up-Down asymmetry. For this reason, any acceptance effects 
tend to cancel out; after integrating over </>~ab), the overall effect should be negligible. 

An additional problem caused by the trigger inefficiencies is that the kinematic 
distributions will be slightly distorted. This effect should not be very important for 
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Figure 5-29: Hadronic Phi Asymmetry versus Lab Phi of the Scattered Muon. 
This figure shows the dependence of B / A and C / A on the laboratory phi of the scattered 
muon: a) B / A for Rank 1 and 2 part icles with 0.1< z<0.3, b) C/A for Rank 1and2 
particles with 0.1 < z < 0.3, c) B / A for Rank 1 particles wi th z > 0.3, and d) C/A for 
Ranl 1 particles with z > 0.3. These data a re not corrected for acceptance. 
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Figure 5-30: Hadronic Phi Asymmetry versus Lab Phi of the Scattered Muon (MC). 
This figure shows the dependence of B f A and Cf A on the laboratory phi of the scattered 
muon in the Monte Carlo: a) Bf A for Rank 1 and 2 part icles with 0. 1 < z < 0.3. b) Cf A 
fo r Rank l and 2 particles with 0.1 < z < 0.3, c) Bf A for Rank l particles with z > 0.3, 
a.nd d ) C/A for Rank l particles wi th z > 0.3. T hese Monte Carlo results include the full 
apparat us and reconstruc tion code simulation and should be compared to uncorrected data. 
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this thesis. 

5.5.3 Detector Alignment and Calibration Errors 

Small errors in the alignment can cause systematic shifts in the data. There is evidence 
that the Reconstruct ion Code used in analyzing the E665 data from the 1987 Run 
had errors in the alignment and calibration at the level of ~O'. The clearest signal for 
this problem is in the sample of events from the RBEAM trigger. This trigger selects 
events which are mostly straight-through beams which don't interact anywhere in the 
detector. If we measure the 11 of these beams, the result should be centered on zero 
with some spread due to resolution. In fact, the mean value of 11 is about 7 GeV 
which corresponds to a shift of about ~u. This problem is known as the "Nu offset". 
The evidence to date indicates that th is error arose from 3 sources: 

l. A small error in the measmement of the Pr-kick of the NMRE magnet in the 
beam spectrometer , 

2. A small misalignment of the beam spectrometer due to the assumption that the 
wire orientation ( o) values of the PBT chambers were known from the survey, 

3. A small misalignment of the forward spectrometer due to the misalignment of 
the beam spectrometer. The beam spectrometer position was used as input to 
the forward spectrometer alignment. 

Rather than trying to make some assumptions about the error and correcting for 
it , we will instead treat the effect as a systematic error on the resu lts for Pr and tf>h· 

We will assume that there is an e rror of ~O' on the vertex position, all of the beam track 
parameters, all of the scattered muon track parameters, and all of the hadron track 
parameters. We will then propagate these errors as if they were normally distributed 
and use this as an estimate of the systematic shift in the value of the physics variables. 
The us for the vertex position and the track parameters will come from the Vertex 
Processor. This error propagation will also tell us the magnitude of our resolution on 
Pr and 'Ph· The details are described in Appendix C. 

Figure -5-31 shows the measurement errors on Pr and p~ calculated for the data. 
Figure 5-31a shows the error on Pr as a function of Pr by Rank; the error is a weak 
function of Pr. Figure 5-31 b shows the error on p;_ , the physics variab le that we 
used in the seagull plots, as a function of Pr for all particles. Figure 5-31c shows 
the error on p~ as a function of zh by Rank . This plot shows that most of the rank 
dependence in the error is due to the Zh dependence. Figures 5-31d-f show the error 
on p;. as a function of 'Ph. Q, and y

81
. Note that the error is not a very strong 
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function of Q. These plots yield a quantitative measure of the resolution that we 
have on p~ . This resolution is best at low zh, high y

81
, and low Pr · 'vVe can estimate 

the systematic error on p~ and on the seagull plot due to misalignment by taking ta-. 
These systematic errors are smaller than the statistical errors and are independent of 
Q. Clearly these errors don 't cause the Q dependence of the seagu ll plot. 

F'igure 5-32 shows the measurement errors on 'Ph and cos 'Ph calculated for the 
data. F'igure 5-32a shows the error on 'Ph as a function of <ph; Figure 5-32b shows 
the error on the more relevant quantity cos 'Ph as a function of <p1i. The error er"' 

varies weakly with <ph; the error <7cos <P therefore is proportional to sin r.p, as is readily 
seen. The average error on <p is about 0.06, while the average error on cos r.p is 0.04. 
F'igure 5-32c shows the error on cos r.p as a function of ::h by Rank. This plot shows 
that the error is independent of rank and increases with increasing zh . Figures 5-32d-f 
show the error on cos<p as a function of Pr, Q, and y 81 . Note that the error is nearly 
independent of Q. The resolution is best at low Zh, high y

8 1
, and high Pr · We can 

estimate the systematic e rror on cosr.p due to misalignment by taking ~J. 

5.5.4 Time-dependent Detector Effects 

The t ime dependence of the chamber efficiencies was measured for two different pe
riods in the post-December 1 data sample. The difference between these two periods 
amounted to a 2% shift in the full acceptance for finding a charged particle [25]. The 
details of the pre-December 1 time dependence have not been examined. Certain run 
blocks were removed due to bad Calorimeter performance, but no serious differences 
were found with the data. 

In this thesis, I have t reated all of the data using the values for the early post
December 1 period and assume that the error due to time dependence is small . Since 
I am not trying to measure absolute normalization (number of hadrons per scattered 
muons) any small time-dependence should have a negligible effect. 

5.5.5 Radiative Corrections 

The Calorimeter cut described in Section 4.6 should remove most of the effects of 
hard QED bremsstrahlung. Nevertheless, we may be affected slightly by soft brems
strahlung. We can estimate the overall effects of radiative corrections on the hadron 
variables and show that they are fairly small [51]. Since we have removed some of 
the bremsstrahlung our effect will be smaller sti ll. 

-
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5.6. CONCLUSTONS 

As described in Reference [50]: 

(8µ;) ex (1 - z~) ziQ2 . 

Taking a fairly extreme case, Zh = 0.5 and Q2 = l5 GeV2
, we find that (µ~) = 

0.01 GeV2
, which is negligible. Since this error is so small compared to our typical 

value of p; of 0.5 GeV2
, the error on cos<ph is also small. 

5.6 Conclusions 

To summarize, the data on the phi asymmetry a re somewhat surprising. They are 
consistent with previous data and previous analyses, but are inconsistent with naive 
theoretical expectat ions and with more detailed Monte Carlo simulations which in
clude the fragmentation process and known detector effects. 

The first big effect is that the phi asymmetry of the hadrons is almost exclusively 
carried by the most energetic hadron in each event. Furthermore, this leading hadron 
phi asymmetry seems to be independent of zh for zh > 0.1. In contrast, most the
oretical treatments which assume a conventional fragmentation scheme predict that 
the phi asymmetry should increase with increasing z and be nearly independent of 
the hadron rank. It would appear that the leading particle in the event retains more 
of the original parton direction than the other particles regardless of the values of z . 
The zh dependence (for zh > 0.1) measured in previous experiments is seen to be a 
consequence of the rank dependence and not fundamental in its own right. Further
more, there is a marked Pr dependence of the (cos i.p) moment in the data for the 
leading charged particle that is not found in the Monte Carlo. F inally, the overall 
magnitude of the phi asymmetry is somewhat larger everywhere in the data than in 
the Monte Carlo. 

The difficulty in describing the dependence of the phi asymmetry on the hadron 
variables suggests that there may be a problem with the conventional fragmentation 
scheme. Alternatively, the partonic level theory of the phi asymmetry may be wrong; 
the phi asymmetry may be due to some other mechanism than kl. and hard QCD. 
In any case, it seems clear that our current theoretical description of how a phi 
asymmetry arises in the hadrons is incomplete. It also seems clear that the particle 
rank should be considered as an important variable in discussing the phi asymmetry 
in the hadrons in future measurements and models. 

The second big effect was that the phi asymmetry was independent of Q = JQ'L. 
If we assume that the kl. is truly independent of the kinematics, then we expect the 
phi asymmetry due to k.J.. to vanish at large values of Q. If, however, the effective 
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kl. in a given event were proportional to Q, then the data could be explained. The 
question of whether the kl. is dependent on Q2 or x Bi is unresolved in the li terature. 
It has generally been assumed to be independent for convenience and simplicity. 
Again, if the kl. is the main cause of the phi asymmetry, then the hypothesis of kl. 
being independent of event kinematics must be abandoned. Another small problem 
is that the y BJ -dependence of the partonic phi asymmetry does not carry through 
to the hadronic level. This may be due to the effects of fragmentation being more 
pronounced at low W 2 and low Y BJ. 

Additional support for the idea of the higher values of kl. at higher values of 
Q is found in the seagull plots. We see that the high zh particles have more Pr 
for the high Q events than for the low Q events. Unfortunately. this conclusion is 
somewhat ambiguous since we only observe forward hadrons; there are several sources 
of forward hadron Pr. The increase in Pr being predominantly at high z suggests kl. 
as the source. However, EMC showed that it is possible to mimic /.,;l. in the forward 
hemisphere with "soft gluons''. 

Finally, we also note that , in general, the data prefer more phi asymmetry and 
more Pr overall than are provided by the Lepto 5.2(ME) Monte Carlo. This could 
be due to an increase in overall effective kJ., to the effect of soft gluons , or to some 
unknown process. 

An interesting measurement that would add quite a bit of information to this whole 
discussion would be to examine the target remnant jet in the backward hemisphere. 
In particular, we could reconstruct the backward jet direction separately from the 
forward jet(s). This would allow us to measure the transverse momenta of the leading 
forward hadron and the non-leading forward hadrons with respect to the backward jet 
direction. This might help clarify why the leading hadron behaves differently from the 
other hadrons in the event. Furthermore, if the phi asymmetry is primarily due to the 
effect of kl., then it should be equal and opposite in the backward hemisphere. There is 
already some evidence from the EMC results (see Figure 5-4 on page 144) that the phi 
asymmetry in the backward hemisphere is not strong enough to compensate the phi 
asymmetry in the forward hemisphere. Unfortunately thei r lack of statistical precision 
make it difficult to tell what is going on. F inally, by comparing the forward and 
backward· hemisphere, it might be possible to determine whether the Q dependence 
of the seagull plot really arises from kJ. or from some other source. 

Another interesting measurement that could be performed in the future would be 
to examine the behavior of the <p asymmetry at even higher values of Q2 , such as 
those accessible at HERA, to see whether any Q2 dependence of the <p asymmetry 
shows up . 

-
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, we have examined the hadronic final state of Deep Inelastic Scattering 
events in order to improve our understanding of the structure of the proton and of 
the dynamics of the partons within the nucleon. In particular, we were concerned 
with the manifestations of the primordial k.t of partons within the nucleon. 

First we examined the theory of Deep Inelastic Scattering in some detail, start
ing with a Model Independent Framework based on well-established physics, moving 
through the quark-par ton model which contains some further assumptions, and even 
discussed the implementation of the primordial k.t of the partons within the frame
work of the QPM. The theoretical treatment of k.t started from the assumption that 
we could use the Quark Parton Model and treat the k.t as primari ly a kinematic 
effect. Existing theoretical results in the literature for this type of approach were 
improved upon and then incorporated into a Monte Carlo which modeled the effects 
of the fragmentation process and the detector. 

One of the clearest handles on t he primordial k.t was found to be the azimuthal 
asymmetry of partons about the virtual photon direction. The main effect of k.t is 
that the partons prefer to end up at <p = 1r. This is in the scattering plane, but 
opposite the scattered muon. The phi asymmetry in the hadrons was expected to be 
primarily due to this effect with some QCD effects mixed in as well. 

Several effects were found in the data which could not be accounted for in t he 
theory. The firmest conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that the phi 
asymmetry has not really been understood. We found more phi asymmetry in the 
hadrons than expected. We found that this haclronic phi asymmetry depends on 
the rank of the hadrons and not directly on zh, contrary to our expectations. We 
also found that the phi asymmetry is nearly independent of Q2 . This contradicts 
expectations if we assume that the k.t is independent of the event kinematics. Finally, 

185 
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we found that the high zh particles have a larger value of (P~) for the higher Q2 events . 

On a more speculative note, the data suggest that the conventional fragmentation 
model is inadequate and that the leading particle carries more of the underlying 
parton 's direction than expected. The data also suggest that the effective primordial 
ki. of the parton in the nucleon may be dependent on event kinematics (Q2 or 11). 

Alternatively, it is possible that soft QCD , fragmentation effects, or some other 
unknown effect causes the phi asymmetry and our ki. model is just wrong. 

The current picture could be somewhat clarified in the'future by a careful mul
t ivariate examination of the phi asymmetry in DIS. Examining the backward hemi
sphere, reconstructing jets, having higher stat istics, and having a larger range in Q2 

would all be helpful. Both E665 at Fermilab and the detectors at HERA should be 
able to examine these questions in the future. 

-
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Appendix A 

Theoretical Calculations 

Although it is not always made explicit, most discussions of the pa.rton model involve 
the assumption that the primordial transverse momentum of the parton inside the 
quark is small when compared to the Q2 scale of the virtual photon. In E665, the 
assumption of large Q2 is not valid for some of our data. A typical scale for kl is 
0.2 GeY2 while data down to Q2 = 2 GeY2 are used in this thesis. Some E665 hadron 
analyses have even used data down to Q2 = 0.1 Ge V2

. 

It can be argued that many aspects of the parton model break down at such low 
values of Q2

, so that there is no point in considering the effect of kl. beyond the leading 
order terms in kL/Q. However, the data in the low Q2 region are quite well-behaved 
and smoothly varying, with no evidence of singularit ies other than the Q-4 behavior 
of the cross-section. Furthe rmore, many of the problems with the na'ive parton model 
at low Q2 are simply due to kinematic approximations. It is useful, therefore, to 
recast the parton model in kinematically exact terms, cavalierly bypassing some of 
the more subtle theoretical problems that such a treatment entails. 

To this end, this appendix contains some new calculations which don't appear in 
the literature. They are referenced in the body of the thesis, but details which might 
have been distracting are relegated here. 

Section A.1 contains a general calculation of~, the longitudinal momentum fraction 
of the parton in the nucleon. This calculation is valid even when k1 /Q2 and 
Q2 

/ v2 aren't negligible. Many of the usual results, such as~= x 
81

, are shown 
to be special cases. 

Section A.2 contains a calculation of the leading order parton phi asymmetry that 
is valid even when kl and m~ aren' t negligible with respect to Q 2

• We do still 
demand that Q2 ~ v2. The results by Cahn [19] are shown to be a special 

187 
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case. 

Section A.3 contains a calculation of the 0 (as) parton phi asymmetry when both 
the QCD and kl- effects are in place. This result is also avai lable in Refer
ence [21] . but that paper contains some errors. 

A.1 An exact calculation of ~( Q2, v, kJ_) . 

We seek an expression for the longitudinal momentum fraction , ~, of the struck parton 
in the infinite momentum frame. The only approximation that we need is that the 
scattering cross-section is dominated by elas t ic single-photon scattering off of quasi
free quarks. Essentially we adopt the framework of the parton model, but without 
neglecting kl.. We do, however, neglect QCD effects. 

The usual Na'ive QPM result is that 

(A.l ) 

This formula has the nice feature that it expresses ~ strictly in terms the virtual 
photon 4-momentum which is directly measurable: qµ = lµ - /~. Unfortunately, the 
usual derivation of this result relies, either implicitly or explicitly, on two additional 
assumpt ions. These are that the parton has a negligible transverse momentum with 
respect to the virtual photon axis, and that Q2 is negligible when compared to v 2 . 

More explicitly, we must assume that k} « Q2 « v2
. It is possib le to calculate e 

without using these assumptions, but then, as we shall soon see, ~ is also a function 
of kl-, spoiling its status as an easily measured variable. 

This calculation is performed below, and a general expression for~ is found. Some 
standard expressions for ~ are shown to be special cases. 

A .1.1 Explicit Derivation of the Exact Result 

In the lab frame , with z defined along the direction of the virtual photon 3-momentum, 
the 4-momenta of the proton (Pi') and of the virtual photon (qµ) are given by: 

{J\11; 0, 0, O}, (A.2) 

{ v; 0, 0, J Q2 + v2} . 

-

-

-
-
-
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We can perform a Lorentz boost along -z into a frame where the proton has very 
large momentum P = -Pz. We can then relate~ to our other quantities in this frame. 
In order for our formalism to make sense. the explicit value of P must drop out of 
our final answer when P ~ oo. In this frame, which we call the infinite-momentum 
frame (S00 ), the proton 4-momentum is: 

pµ = { JP2 + M2 ; 0, 0, -P} ; 

the boost parameters are given by: 

and the virtual photon 4-momentum is: 

p 
1/3 = - ; 

/VJ 

( A.3) 

(A..! ) 

We define the kinematics of the parton in the infinite momentum frame as follows: 
~ is t he fraction of the proton 's longitudinal momentum carried by the interacting par
ton ( ~ = ~ ); kl. is the primordial transverse momentum of the parton with respect 
to the virt~al photon axis; and mq is the parton mass. The parton 's 4-momentum in 
S00 is then , by definition: 

(A.6) 

where m~ = ki + m~. 

Now, for elastic scattering off of a single quark , we have one important constraint 
on the 4-vectors pll and qll : 

(p + q)2 = m~ q2 + 2p. q = 0 Q2 = 2p. q. (A. 7) 

Combining Equations A.5, A.6, and A.7 yields the following equation: 

which we can rewrite as: 

_ Q_2 + /3 -/1 + _Q2 = (1 -/3 jl + _Q2 ) 
211 P-1~ 112 • 112 

m2 
i + e)2· (A.9 ) 
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We have implicitly assumed here that 

( > 0. (A.10) 

This assumption is justified for the following reasons. If ( = 0, then Equation A.7 
has no solution unless Q2 = m~ =Pi = 0. If ( < 0, then energy cannot be conserved 
since the parton energy, when boosted back to the lab frame, diverges. 

Proceeding with the calculation, we square both sides of Equation A.9, yielding: 

(A. 11) 

Collect ing terms, we find that : 

We can simplify s lightly, noting that: 

(A.13) 

Multiplying Equation A.12 by (2 and using Equations A.10 and A.13 we find a qua-

-
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A.1 . AN EXACT CALCULATION OF~(Q2 ,v, J(J.)· 

dratic equation in ~: 

0 

a 

b 

ae + b~ + C, 

1 Q2 
,2~' 

Q2 ( K2) - {3- l+- . 
II P1 112 

We can solve the quadratic equation as fo llows, noting that a> 0: 

~ = - b ± Jb
2 

- 4ac = _}!__ ± J b2 _ _: 
2a 2a 4a2 a 

~ = ;; (Ji +~: -P) ± 

{ ~;: (a -Ji + ~:)'- [ 4~, - (HJi + ~:)' m},~~, Jr 
Substituting~, = t.~{J and simplifying yields: 

< = 2~/ ({3-1 J1 + ~: -1) ± 

{ 4~:a2 (a -Ji +~:)'- [ 4~, - (HJi + ~:)' M~~~~' Jr 
Now, taking P-+ oo (and therefore {3 -+ l) yields: 

v (r.w ) ( = 2M V l + 7i - l ± 

{ 
v'.l ( r.Q2) 2 

( r.Q2) 2 

m1_v2 }! 
4M2 1 - VI +-:Ji + l - V l + 7i i\tf2Q2 

191 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A. 17) 

(A.18) 
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Equation A.10 requires that we use the positive root. Collect ing terms, we arrive aL 
our final answer: 

(A.19) 

A.1.2 Some Interesting Limiting Cases 

Now that we have the exact result, we can consider various limits. If Q2 « 112 (or 
equivalently 11 ~ J\tl), we can perform the binomial expansion: 

(A.20) 

This yields: 

Q2 ( Q2) (1 l~m2) ~ ~ -- 1 - - -+- 1+-.L . 
2M II 4112 2 2 Q2 

(A.21 ) 

If we additionally assume that mi« Q2
, then: 

(A.22) 

where x = x BJ = 2i;,,. Dropping the term of order 0 ("·£~';121 ) yields: 

( 
m2 - x2M2 ) 

~ ~ x 1 + .L Q2 . (A.23) 

This result also appears in Reference [52] (Equation 14.2.16). It is a special case of 
the exact formula given above in Equation A.19. It assumes that the approximation 
kl « Q2 « 11

2 is valid. 

For E665 kinematics, we know that 11 ~ lvf is a very safe aprroximation and we 
can drop the "target mass correction" term which is of order 0 l :c3J'J2), yielding: 

Qz + mz Q2 + m2 
~,...., .L,...., .L 

- 21\t/11 - wz . (A.24) 

.... 

-

-

-
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If we assume that mi = 0, along with Q2 « 112
1 t hen we recover the l a'ive Parton 

Model result: 
Q2 

f: ,....., - l' 
'> ,...., 2 j'vf II = . B; . ( A.25) 

Again , the Na'ive Parton lVIodel result is seen to be a special case of the exact formula 
given in Equation A.19. 

Given the kinematic range used in this thesis, it is usefu l to derive a form which 
includes the assumption that Q2 « 112 , but wh ich makes no assumption at all about 

ki . Starting with Equation A.19 and expanding J1 + ~; ~ 1 + ~~ yields: 

_{£_ ( 1 1 V 4m
2 

) ~ ~ 2J\fr 2 + 2 1 + v . (A.26) 

A.1.3 Summary 

In conclusion, we note that Equation A.19 is an exact kinematic result and that 
many of the usual resul ts are approximations which are useful in certain circum
stances. Equation A.23, which can also be found in Reference [52], is useful when 
~ and ~ are small, but not completely negligible. When we take the extreme limit 

of k} « Q2 « 112 , we recover the usual Na'ive Parton Model result given by Equa
t ion A.25. For the kinematic range of this experiment, the most useful theoretica l 
form is that contained in Equation A.26 above. This is the form that will be used 
in Appendix Section A.2 and which is therefore incorporated into my version of the 
Lund Monte Carlo for the leading order process. 

A.2 Leading Order Phi Asymmetry due to k1-

Cahn [19, 20] calculated the leading order parton-level phi asymmetry under the 
assumption that kl « Q2 and mq = 0. In this section, we extend this calculation 
by removing the assumption that kj_ is small: kl « Q2

. We also consider the case 
mq fc 0. We continue to assume that the leading DfS nai·ve parton model diagram 
(Figure 2-2 ) dominates and that Q2 « 11

2
. 
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A .2.1 The Calculation 

We define x, C and f,' as follows: 

x = 
q2 Q2 

- 2P · q = 2!vf v = x 81 ' 

p~ 

poo ' 
z 

~i: 

(A.27) 

We will perform this calculation in the same Seo frame defined in Section A.l. 
From Equation A.26 we know that f,' can be written: 

(A .28) 

The incoming parton 's 4-momentum in Seo is given by equation A.6, while the in
coming and outgoing muon momenta are: 

{ E1(l - {3 cos a:); 

{E'1(l - {3coso:'); 

Esina:, 0, 

E' sin a:' , 0, 

EI (cos a: - ,B)} 
E'1( cos a:' - ,8)} . 

(A.29) 

The variable a: refers to the angle that the beam momentum vector makes with the 
virtual photon direction in the lab frame. Similarly, c/ refers to the angle that the 
scattered muon momentum vector makes with the virtual photon direction in the lab 
frame. These angles are given by the following expressions: 

~ Q2 E' ~ 9.~ COSQ 1 - 2v2 s ~ 1, sin a: 
v E' 

cos a:' ~ 
Q2 E 

1 - 2v2 E' '.::= 1, sine/ ~ ~n,, ( A.30) 

~1 ~ 
p ,B ~ 1 - 2~2 ' M' 

where we have assumed that the mass of the muon is negligible. 

Now, leading order QED yields the following result [19]: 

(A.31) 

-
-

-
-
-

-

-
-
-

-
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wheres= (l + p)2 and u = (l' - p) 2
. From Equations A.6 and A.29, we have: 

(A.32 ) 

Expanding the square root binomially and regrouping terms y ields: 

-
21 · p :E 2 £ 1 Pf, [ ( 1 - ,6)( 1 + cos a) + 2~~2 { l - .L3 cos a )] - 2k.L E sin o: cos <p. (A .33 ) 

Using Equation A.30 y ields: 

~ . [ l (· Q 
2 E') mi ( Q 

2 E' , ( 1 ) ) l 2l. p 2£1 PE, 2,2 2 - 2112 E + 2f,2 p2 2112 E + 0 ,2 

- 2k.L Q JEE' cos 'P · 
II 

(A.34) 

-
Taking /--+ :; and keeping only the leading order terms in l'vf / P yields: 

21 ·p:E21vl EE, 1 - - - + _ .L _ ___ - 2k.L-JEE!cosi.p. 
[ 

Q2 E' m2 Q2 £'] Q 
4112 E f,2 M 2 4112 E II 

( A.35) 

Recalling that Q2 
<:{::'. 11

2
, we can drop the 0 (Q2/v2 ) term: 

21 · p ~ 2M E~ 1 + _ .L ___ _ - 2k.L -VW cos 1". [ 
m2 Q2 E'] Q 

eNJ24112 E II r 
( A.:36) 

A similar calculation yields: 

Equation A.37 is the same as Equation A.36 wit h the interchange { E +-+ E'}. 

We are now in a position to calculate the quantity s by using Equation A.36. 
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substituting~= :c/e, and simplifying: 

s = 21 · p + m; 

[ 
l . Q

2 E'] 2k ff' 
'::::! 2!V!Ex f+(mi 41vf 2v2 x2 E -2lv!Ex Qi.Vecos<p+m; 

[
l ,ml 2ki. r;---:-, l 2 

~ 21V/Ex f +~ Q2 (1-y) -Qvl - ycos<p +mq, 

where y :: f; = 8 £F. Similarly1 we can construct: 

- u = 21' · p - m~ 

I [ l I 2 Q
2 El . E' 21.:i. fE 2 

'::::! 2M Ex "f +~mi. <lM2v2x2 E' - 2/vl xQ V £i cos<p - mq 

[ 
l e m 1 2k l. 1 l 2 

~ 2MEx(l - y) f + l-y Q2 - Q y"f'='ycos<p - mq. 

Neglecting m~ and assembling, we have: 

where: 

a = 1 /kl ( ) 
-+~- l - y 
~I Q2 

a' 
1 k2 

- (1 -y) + e__!_ 
~' Q2 

b = ki.h 2Q l -y. 

Using Equation A.40 and the identity cos2 <p =H J + cos2<p), we see that: 

a ex (a2 + a'2 + b2
) - 2(a + a')b cos <p + b2 cos 2<p. 

Assembling the results, we have: 

a ex A + B cos <p + C cos 2<p. 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 

(A .40) 

(A.41) 

(A.42) 

(A.4:3) 

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
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with 

A 

B 

c 

and where ( = ( l + l J 1 + * r 

197 

(A.44) 

Equation A.44 is the result for the partonic cross-section at leading order in as 
assuming massless quarks and · assuming that Q2 «:: v2 . We can easily generalize to 
arbitrary quark mass mq at the expense of making the result for A somewhat messier. 

Equations A.38 and A.:39 still bold, since they were derived for arbitrary quark 
mass. Therefore, Equations A.40 and A.42 st ill hold as long as we modify Equa
tion A.41 as follows: 

( A.45) 

The fully general case, for arbitrary kl. and arbitrary mq is therefore: 

(J ex A + B cos c.p + C cos 2c.p, ( A.46) 

with 

A = 
( 1 4 ) k2 + 1 m2 

[1+(l-y)2] f2 +(2~~ +8(1-y) .L Q22 q 

m2y2 ( 1 m2 m'2) 
+2 Q2 ~I - ( Q~ + Qi 

( A.4 7) 

( '2 ) B 
k.L 1 ,ml. = - 40 ~/ + ~ Q2 (2 - y)jl=y 

k2 c = 4Q;(l - y) 
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A.2.2 Some Interesting Limiting Cases 

Several interesting facts can be pointed out regarding the results in Equation A.44, 
where we are again neglecting mq. If we keep only the leading terms in~ ' we recover 
Cahn 's results [19, 20] : 

A ,...., ,...., [1+(l-y)2
] 

B ,...., ,...., kl_ 0 -4-(2 - y) 1 - y 
Q 

( A.48) 

k2 
c - 4Q~(l-y) . 

Fur thermore, if we integrate over phi, we find that : 

( 
1 k

4 
) k

2 

(J ex A = ( 1 + ( 1 - y) 2] C2 + ( 2 Q~ + 8( 1 - y) Q~ . ( A.49) 

Since (Jex [1 + (1 - y) 2
] (JT + 2(1 -y)(JL , we can extract a prediction for R =;;-due 

to the effect of primordia l k1- : 

If we again keep only the leading terms in ~ , we are left with the result: 

R == 4 kl 
Q?. 

which is a standard result in the literature [11] . 

( A.50) 

(A.51) 

When Q2 is small or k'i large , the approximation given by Equation A.48 is very 
poorly behaved. The cross-section even becomes negative in places. In contrast, 
the exact result given in Equat ion A.44 is quite well-behaved, even in the limit that 

.... 

-

-
-

-

-

-
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~ ~ oo where we have: 

( 
Q 
kl_ (-,Q), 

A --+ ~\ {2 [1+(1 - y2
)] +8(1- y)}, 

B -8~\(2 - y)Jl"=Y, (A .52) 

c = 
k2 

4Q~(l-y}, 

(J __,, {2 [1 + (1 - ;1;2)] + 8(1 - y)}- 8(2 - y)Jl"=Ycos<p+ 4{1-y)cos2<p. 

The maximal violation of phi symmetry occurs for this limit of Q ~ 0 with y = 0. 
In this case. we have: 

4 1 
<7 CX 1 - - COS t!'l + - COS 2u'l 3 r 3 r 

(A.53) 

2 4 2 
- - - cos l.'"J + - cos 1.'"J

2 

3 3 ' 3 ' 

- ~(l - coscp)2 

3 

which is sti ll a pos it ive definite cross-section. It is sometimes claimed (see, for in
stance, Reference [48]) that the magnitude of the moment (coscp) = 2~ must not 
exceed ~ for a physical cross-section or hadron d istribution of the general fo rm: 
A+ B cos<p + C cos 2cp + D sincp. Equation A.53 consists of a refutat ion of th is claim. 
The only true constraint is that the cross-section or hadron d istribut ion must remain 
positive definite. 

A.2 .3 Summary 

A calculation was presented of the phi asymmetry caused at leading order by the pres
ence of primordial transverse momentum. The cases of negligible and non-negligible 
quark mass (mq) were both considered. This calculation made no assumptions about 
the size of ki, but only assumed that Q2 « v2 . The main result, Equation A.44, 
reduces to Cahn's results (19] in the limit of small .ki , but is better behaved when k.J.. 
is large. 
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A .3 Phi Asymmetry to 0 ( a 5 ) with k1-

This section contains a calculation of the parton-level phi asymmetry to 0 (as) in 
QCD in the presence of primordial kJ... Many calculations exist which describe the 
0 (as) parton-level cross-section under the assumption that the primordial transverse 
momentum is exactly zero [18, 22, 23]. When the primordial kl. is non-negligible 
with respect to either Q2 or the PJ.. of the two forward jets, then matters become 
considerably more complicated . The complete calculation is described in detail in 
Reference [21], which unfortunately, contains several errors. Their basic method is 
sound and is outlined below with the correct resu lts included. The importance of 
primordial kl. in the context of phi asymmetry was also noted by Konig and Kroll [l 7], 
but the details of their work are not available in the refereed li terature. 

A.3.1 General D efinitions and Results 

t,, t I' t"' 

• pt + 
µ µ Pt 

p" pt 
pl' pl' 

N N 
& t·channel & P1<-->p2 

Figure A-1: 0 (a 5 ) Diagrams in DIS. 
Feynman diagrams corresponding to a) s-channel gluon bremsstrahlung and b) photon-gluon 
fusion. Note: t-channel gluon bremsstrahlung and the photon-gluon fusion qq-exchanged 
diagrams are not shown. 

We will consider two first order processes: gluon bremsstrahlung and photon-gluon 
fusion (See Figure A-1). Each process can be viewed at the purely partonic level, or 
at the level of the photon-nucleon interaction. The various possibilities are tabulated 
below. 

Process 
Gluon Bremsstrahlung 
Photon-G luon Fusion 

Partonic description Nucleonic description 
1(q) + q(p) _, q(p1) + g(p2) 1(q) + N(P) _, q(p1) + g(p2) + T(p3) 
1(q) + g(p) _, q(p1) + q(pz) 1(q) + N(P) _. q(pt) + q(pz) + T(p3) 

-
.... 

-
-

-
-

-

-
-
-

-
-
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The quantity in parentheses by a given particle is the particle's four-momentum. The 
symbol T refers to the target remnant which consists of the target minus the struck 
quark or gluon. One can relate the partonic description to the nucleonic description 
by noting that pµ = p µ - p~. 

In order to calculate expl ici t results, it is necessary to define some explicit coor
dinate systems. In this append ix section we will use the coordinate systems defined 
by Joshipura and Kramer [21]. It should be noted that these frames differ slightly 
from those used in the Lund Monte Carlo and in the bulk of th is thesis. The details 
of how to relate these theoretical quantities to the variables in the LUND program 
are contained in Appendix B. 

The S(.i: , y , z) coordinate s~stem is defined as the photon-nucleon-cm frame with 

the z-axis in the direction of P, and the x-axis such that the muon scattering plane 
is the r-z plane with a positive 1:-component for the muon momenta. The variables 
tp, <p1, <p3 refer to the azimuthal angles of p. Pi, and p3 in this frame. The variables 
PT (PIT ), PL (p1i), Po (P10), are the transverse momentum, longitudinal momentum, 
and energy corresponding to p (pi). The virtual photon 4-momentum is given by: 
qµ = (qo; 0, 0, -Jql). It should be noted that the variables <p3 and <.p obey the following 
relation: <.p3 = <.p + rr. This coordinate system S is related quite simply to the normal 
hadronic-cm frame that is used throughout the bulk of this thesis. The relationship 
is given by x ---+ x , y---+ - y, and z--+ -z, which corresponds to a rotation of 7r about 
the x-axis. Furthermore, the variable PT corresponds to the primordial t ransverse 
momentum of the struck parton, referred to in this thesis as k.L. 

Continuing to follow Joshipura and Kramer , we define an additional coordinate 
system S'(X, Y, Z) with the Z-axis along the target remnant direction. We de
note the S-frame momenta Pi in this new frame S as Pi· By definition, we have 
p3= lp3 J(O,O,1 ), and more generally we can write: Pi = Ry(03)Rz(<.p3) pj , where 03 
and <p3 are just the polar and azimuthal angles of p3 in the original S system. 

Armed with these definitions , we can proceed with our calculation. Let's consider 
a DIS collision of a virtual photon of fixed kinematics (v, Q2

) with a parton inside 
a proton (or nucleus). We can assemble the cross sect ion given in the Joshipura and 
Kramer paper [21] from their Equations 2.3 and 2.25. The result is 

da 2rrfF(p ) x (A.M) 
32(211" )577x3( W 2 + Q2

) 
= d:t1 dx 2d<.p3 d<f> 1 dp} 

( 
2(1 - y ) (2 - y )JI='Y ) 

Tu + 1 + ( 1 - y) 2 (TL + TT) + 1 + { 1 - y) 2 T1 , 
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where r, the equivalent virtual photon flux, is given in their notation 1 as: 

(A.55) 

T/ is given by ·ry =PL/ P, Xi = 2pio/W are the usual normalized <'jet" energies, and 
F (p) is a general ized structure function for the struck parton. The structure funct ion 
is generalized in the sense that it depends upon the transverse component of the 
momentum as well as the longitudinal. 

Clearly, the essence of Equation A.54 is contained in the quantities Tx, where 
X E { U, L, T, I}. These Tx are the projections of the hadronic tensor Tµ.,, for various 
virtual photon polarizations: 

1 
Tu - 2(T++ + T __ ) 

TL = Too (A .56) 
1 

TT - - -(T+- + T_+) 
2 

Tr 
1 

J2(T-o +To- - T+o - To+) 

with 

s E {+,0,-} . 

e('±) =t=-72(0; 1, ±i, 0). 
(A.57) 

In order to present explicit answers, we will calculate the results in the form: 

Tu ~Ti( a1 u + aw cos 2!.f; 1 + a3U cos <P1) 

TL Ti( Q1L + Q2l COS 2cp1 + 0'3L COS cp1) 

TT ~T1[ COS 2<p3 ( 0'1 T + l\''lT COS 2$1 + l\'3T COS cp1 ) 
(A .58) 

+sin 2cp3(.B2T sin 2if>1 + ,83y sin <P1 )] 
T1 = -~T1[ cos cp3( a11 + au cos 2<P1 + a31 cos <Pd 

+sin cp3(,821 sin 2cp1 + ,831 sin <P1 )], 

which is identical to Reference [21] Equation 2.22. 

In addition to considering the various spin projections of the Tµ.v , we will also find 
it useful to decompose Tµ v in terms of the particle four-momenta as in Reference [21] 

1The definition o f r used by Joshipura and Kramer is different from the one used in this thesis (see 
Equation 2.7 on page 33) . We will use Joshipura and Kramer 's definition in this appendix section. 

-
-

-

-

-
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Equation 2.8: 

with 

T1A1,A11 + T2A~A~ t T3(A~A11 + AµA~) 

+T .. (A~Av - AµA~) + Ts(9µ 11 + qµ,q 11 /Q2), 

- ( p·q) Aµ, = p + Q2 q µ, , Al - ( P1 ·q) 
µ = Pit (j2q µ 

203 

( A.59) 

( A.60) 

Noting that i: · q = 0 and that a.II of our Tx's involve contractions with i:'s, we can 
·use Aµ ~ pµ and Aj ~ p~'. We can also use the fact that the tensor is symmetric 
when calculated up to first order in a s to drop the T4 term. This yields the fo llowing 
expression for the hadronic tensor: 

(A.61) 

Before calculating these hadronic tensor projections Tri expl icitly, we will collect 
some useful general expressions from Ref. [21] for later use. 

P1T cos <p1 = f>1r( cos 83 cos <p3 cos i.f> 1 - sin <p3 sin ij> 1 ) + P1 L sin 03 cos <p3 

P1T sin<p1 P1r(cos 83 sin <p3 cos<,?1 +cos <p3 sinij>i) + P1isin 83 sin<p3 (A.62) 

P1L -'f>1r sin 83 cos <P1 + P1L cos 03 

P = lql (W2 + Q2)/2W 

qo = (W2 - Q2)/2W 

PT = IP31sin83 

PL - p - IP31cos03 

Po VPi + Pt 

s W2 (1 - X3) (A .63) 

t to + t I COS i.f>1 

u = Uo - t l COS i.f>1 

to - - xi W qo - 2Pp1 l cos ()3 - Q2 

t i 2P-fhT sin 83 

·uo -.S - to - Q2 

In contrast to Reference [21], we are denoting the partonic Mandelstam variables as 
.S, i , and ·u. They used the symbols s, t, and u instead , which we reserve for the 
muon-nucleon Mandelstam variables (see, for instance, Section A.2). More explicitly, 
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the defin itions are: 

s - (p1 + P2)2 = (p + q)2 

i - (q - P1 )2 (A.64) 

Ll - (q - p2)2. 

Now that we have established the general framework for attacking the problem, 
we are in a position to calculate explicit results. There is no disagreement with 
Reference [21 J to this point. 

A.3 .2 Explicit Results for Gluon Bremsstrahlung 

t" t" t'" 

Pi" • µ µ 

P" 
I' p 

P" 

N N 

F igure A-2: Gluon Bremsstrahlung. 
Feynman diagrams corresponding to gluon bremsstrahlung: a) s-channel and b) t-channel 

We can calculate the explicit contribution to the cross-section from the Feynman 
diagrams in F igure A-2. We start from Ref. [21] Equation 2.9: 

T1 = T2 2 2 2Q24Q2 
= - e C29 f st 

T3 = T~ = 0 (A .65) 

Ts 2 2 2Q2 s - u c2 + ·2 2·Q2 ) 
= + e c2g f si 

where Q f is the struck parton charge and c2 = 1 is the QCD color factor appropriate 
to th is class of diagrams. Using Equations A.56, A.57, A.61, and A.65 we can confirm 

-

-

-

-

-
-
-
-
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Ref. [21] Equation 2.11: 

Tiu ~T (P2 + P2 + 2(p . q)2 + 2(p1. q)2) 
2 1 T IT Q2 Q2 

Ti T1 (p} + PiT) (A.66) 

1 2 2 
TT 2 T, (PT cos 2<.p + P1 T cos 2<.pi) 

·) 

T1 = - QT1[PT(lq lpo + qopi) cos<p + P1T(lqlP10 + qop1i) cost.pi). 

Substituting expressions from Equations A.62 and A.63 into Equation A.66, and 
writing the results in the form of Equation A.58 yields: 

a1L = - 2 ( -2 1 - 2 I 
1
2) . 2 0 P1T + P1L - 2P1T + P3 sin 3 

0'.2L = 1 · 2 . 2 0 -2p1y s1n 3 

0:3[., = P1TP1L sin 203 

aw = ti 1 . 2 2 2 2 
et1L+ 

4
Q2 + 2Q2 [(s+Q) +(to+Q)] 

a2u = 
ti 

an+ 4Q2 

Cl3U = 
t1(to + Q2

) 
0t3L + Q2 

Cl'lT = (I 12 -2 1 -2 ) . 2 0 P3 + P1L - 2P1T sin 3 ( = Q I [., - Pi T) 

a2T = · 2 ( 1 1 . 2 0 ) P1T - 2 sin 3 (=an+ f>iT) (A.67) 

Cl3T = P1TP1 L sin 203 ( = 0'3[.,) 

f32T = · 2 0 -P1yCOS 3 

f33T = -2P1TP1L sin 03 

O:t / = sin 03(- IP3 l( lq lpo + QoPL) + lq lP10P1l + Qo(Pic, - ~f>~r) cos 03 ] 

0'.2/ = 1 ·2 . 20 --qoP1T sin· 3 
4 

Q3/ = lq lP10P1T cos 03 + qoP1cP1T cos 203 

(321 = 1 ·2 . 0 2qop17sm 3 

(331 = - lqlP10P1T - qo'f>1LP1Tcos03. 
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The step from Equation A.66 to Equation A.67 is straightforward, but involves 
a lot of algebraic manipulation. This step was checked using a computer algebraic 
manipulation package2 . The resu lts for the gluon bremsstrahlung case in the appendix 
of Ref [21] are all correct except for a:2u. Equation A.67 above contains the correct 

expression for <:x2u. 

A .3.3 Explicit Results for Photon-Gluon Fusion 

+ µ 

N 

Figure A-3: Photon-Gluon Fusion. 
Feynman diagram corresponding to photon-gluon fusion. 

We can calculate the explicit contr ibution to the cross-section from the diagram in 
Figure A-3. 

We start with the expression for Tµv in the note at the bottom of page 216 in 
Ref. (21]: 

(A.68) 

where: 

(A.69) 

2Mathematica7 M 

-
-
-

-

.... 

-
-

-
-
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where Q f is the outgoing quark charge and c3 = ~ is the color factor for the photon
gluon fusion diagram as defined in Ref. [.53]. 

Expanding this result and comparing with Equation A.61 yields: 

(A.70) 

which agrees with Reference (21] Equation 2.33, and: 

Tg. =_yo (.s2 + Q4 - 2iu) 
5 I 4Q2 ( A.71) 

which does not. Reference [21] is in error. 

Using Equations A.56 , A.61, A.70, and A.71 , we obtain the following expressions 
fo r the TJ 's: 

Tl = Tf (Pir + P~r) = Tf (p} + 2Pir + 2p1rPrcos(<p3 - <p1)) 

~Tg ~Tg (.s2 + Q4 - 2tu) 
2 L + 2 l 2Q2 

~ Tf (P} cos 2<p3 + 2p~ T cos 2<p1 + 2pirPT cos( <p3 + <p1)) 

Tf 
2 . 

- QTf[pr(l q lpo + qopL) cos <p - Pr(lq lP10 + C/0P1d cos <p 

+2p1r(lq lp10 + qop1L) cos<p1 - P1r(lq lpo + qopr.,) cos<pi] . 

(A.72) 

Substituting the values of the various momenta from Equat ions A.62 and A.63 into 
Equation A.72 , and writing the results in the form of Equation A.58 yields : 

9 
O'll = J3ir(l + cos2 fJ3) + [(IP3I + P1L)2 + Piil sin2 

fJ3 
9 an = ·2 . 2 () 

- P1T sin 3 

Qg 
3L = P1T(2P1L + lp31) sin 203 

9 
0:1u = g 1 ( 2 · 2 Q" 2 ) all, + 2Q2 t1 + s + - touo 

g 
ec2u = g ti 

o.2L + 2Q2 

g 
0:3u = 9 tt(to - uo) 

0:3L + Q2 

9 
Ct1T = [(. I l)2 -2 -2 l . 2 0 PIL + P3 + P1L - P1T Sin 3 

( g 2 ·2 ) = 0:1L - P1T 
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9 C\'2T = Pir( 1 + cos2 83) ( = C\'~L + 2ph) (A.73) 
9 0'37 = P1T(2P1L + IP3I) sin 203 ( = O'~L) 

13h = - 2pi7 cos 83 

.l35r - 2p17(2p1i+ IP3 l)sin83 

9 
al/ = - sin 83[q0Pir cos 83 - (2P1L + lp31)( lq lp10 + qoPtL cos 83) + (P1L + IP3 I )(Ppo + qopi)] 

9 
CX21 

1 · 2 . 2B -2P1yqoslll. 3 

9 Ct31 = 'f>1r[- cos83(Ppo + qoPL - 2Pp10 ) + 2qofJIL cos 203 - qol P3 I sin2 83] 

J3~1 = qo'Pir sin ('3 
1Jg1 = fJ1r(Ppo + qoPL- 2Pp10 - 2p11.,qocos f'3). 

As was the case for the gluon-bremsstrahlung calculation , the last step in the 
derivation of the coefficients involved a lot of algebra and was checked using a com
puter program. The above results for the photon-gluon fus ion case agree with those 
in the appendix of Ref [21] except for o~L, o~u, o~u· {3~y , o§1, and /351. Equation A.73 
above is correct , while the corresponding resu lts in Ref [21] are incorrect . 

A .3.4 Summary 

In th is section I presented a calculation of the pa.rton- level phi asymmetry to 0 (as) 
in the presence of primordial kJ. for massless quarks. The results were formulated 
in terms of the coefficients onx and f3nx as defined in Reference [21]. Some of their 
explicit results were found to be in error, and the correct answers were derived. 

-

-
-

-
.... 

-
-

-
-
-



Appendix B 

Implementing the Phi Asymmetry 
in LEPTO 

This Appendix, along with Appendix A, is intended to serve as documentation for 
the changes that have been made to the LEPTO 5.2 code (Matrix Element formula
tion) used in this thesis. The new code was designed to include the parton-level phi 
asymmetry due to the presence of primordial transverse momentum of the partons. 
The new code was designed to be modular and should be transportable to any future 
releases of LEPTO that use a matrix element formulat ion with a minimal amount 
of work . In fact, it was developed for LEPTO 4.3 and easily converted for use with 
LEPTO 5.2 (ME). Within the E665 software structure, this phi asymmetry code can 
be switched on and off using the PATCHY switch: PHIASYMM. 

The first step in this process of modeling the phi asymmetry in the LUND was to 
improve the theory fo r the phi asymmetry at zeroth order so that it d id not demand 
that ki ~ Q2 and to correct mistakes that exist in the literature concerning the 
theory of phi asymmetry at first order. Such theoretical detai ls can be found in 
Appendix A. The next step in the process was to express the theory in a form that 
fit nicely in the LUND structure. This is outlined in Sections B.3 and B.4. 

This Appendix is divided into Sections as follows: 

Sect ion B .1 contains an overview of the normal logical flow of the LEPTO code as 
well as my modifications. 

Section B.2 contains an explicit description of the LEPTO subroutines that have 
been modified or added, and E665-specific details concerning the use of the 
code. 

Section B .3 contains a discussion of the internal LUND coordinate system and how 

209 
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it relates to the coordinate system of Joshipura and Kramer which is used in 
Appendix A. 

Section B.4 contains explicit expressions for the azimuthal angular distribution as 
used in my code. 

Section B .5 contains an explicit description of the algorithm used to generate the 
azimuthal angular distribution. 

B.1 Overview of the LEPTO Algorithm 

In this section we discuss the logical flow of the LEPTO code before and after the 
phi asymmetry is implemented. The variables used here have been defined elsewhere, 
primarily in Chapter 2 and Appendix A. The defin itions of the variables can also be 
found in the Glossary (Appendix E). 

The normal way that the LEPTO code runs in the Matrix Element formulation 
is as fo llows: 

1. Given F2 (x, Q2
), calculate the cross-section as a function of :i: and Q2 . Roll a 

random x and Q2 according to this distribution. 

2. Again based on x and Q2 cross-sections, decide which process (simple quark 
scattering, gluon bremsstrahlung, or photon-gluon fusion) has occurred. 

3. If a QCD process is indicated , choose energy fractions x 1 and x 2 , for the forward 
partons according to the cross-section for that particular QCD process. 

4. Pick a kl. according to an arbitrary distribution which is totally independent of 
the previous steps. 

5. In the case of a QCD process, pick a <j;1 according to the approximate 0 ( a 3 ) 

QCD cross-section with ki. = 0, given x, Q2
, x" and x2. 

6. Pick a <p3 (ki. direction) according to a flat distribution. 

7. Proceed to hadronize and perform detector modeling. 

The main problem with the above method is that ignores the effect on the phi 
asymmetry due to ki.. For the zeroth order process, there should be a strong <.p3 

dependence, at least for Q2 less than about 8 GeV2
. For the QCD process, there 

should be a complicated dependence on both <.p3 and rp1 . 

.... 

.... 

-

-

-

-
-
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The above method also ignores two other effects: 1) the total cross-section for a 
given Q2 x .1: 

81 
bin should depend on the k1 of the struck partons; and 2) for QCD 

events, the cross-section as a function of :i: 1 and x2 should also depend upon k1 . 

These last two effects are not very important, especially since we don't really know 
the exact kl distribution of the partons in the nucleon anyway. 

A proper handling of the primordial k1 at 0 (as) would entail a complete rewrite 
of the LEPTO code. We should implement the fu ll cross-section: 

form the very beginning. Fortunately, the primary effect that we are interested in can 
be handled with only a slight modification of the existing code. We will assume that 
the kl -dependence can be factored out and will only affect the phi distribution of the 
partons. We will continue to use the kl = 0 approximations for d2a/(dQ2dx 8 ,) and 
d2 a/(dx1 dx2 ). These approximations should be harmless. 

Given a fixed Q2
, vV'l, .t1 , x 2 , and k.L, we can find the remaining azimuthal de

pendence d dud • . Ao explicit expression for this quantity can be found in Section B.4. 
'P3 'P l 

Armed with this distribution, we can then modify the LUND code, changing only 
steps 5 and 6 in the normal sequence described above. The new code behaves as 
follows, with the changes underlined. 

1. Given F2 (x, Q2
), calculate the cross-section as a function of x and Q2

. Roll a 
random :r and Q2 according to this distribution. 

2. Again based on x and Q2 cross-sections, decide which process (simple quark 
scattering, gluon bremsstrahlung, or photon-gluon fusion) has occurred. 

3. If a QCD process is indicated, choose energy fractions x 1 and x2 , for the forward 
partons according to the cross-sect ion for that particular QCD process. 

4. Pick a k.L according to an arbitrary distribution which is totally independent of 
the previous steps. 

5. In the case of a QCD process, pick a <{;1 and a <.p3 according to the full 0 (as) 
QCD cross-section given x, Q2, x 1, x2, and k1 . 

6. In the case of a zeroth order process (simple quark or antiquark scattering), pick 

a <.p3 (k.L direction) according to the cross-section given x, Q2
, and k.L· 

7. Proceed to had ronize and perform detector modeling. 
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B .2 Code Organization 

In order to understand the changes that have been made to the code, it's necessary 
to know the organization of the code in a bit more detail. Lund Subroutine LEPTO is 
the top- level subroutine of the LEPTO package. Subroutine LEPTO normally behaves 
as follows (in the ME formulation): 

1. Choose x 81 , Q2
, a.nd decide which process has occurred. 

2. Define the parton kinematics more precisely, ignoring k.i: 

• For a leading order event, CALL LQEV. 

• For a gluon bremsstrahlung event, CALL LQGEV, which chooses the x1 , x2 , 

and tPl. 
• For a photon-gluon fusion event, CALL LQQBEV, which chooses the x 1, x 2, 

and tP1 · 

3. For all events, CALL LPRIKT, which picks a k.i according to an exponential in 
kt and isotropically in c.p3 . Note : This will tend to wash out any phi asymmetry 
generated in LQGEV or LQQBEV. 

4. Proceed to hadronize and perform detector modeling. 

My version of the phi asymmetry changes the subroutines LEPTO, LQGEV, and 
LQQBEV. It also includes two new subroutines: PHIQCD and LPHIKT. The new version 
of S/R LEPTO behaves as follows: 

1. Choose x 
81

, Q2 , and decide which process has occurred. 

2. Define the parton kinematics more precisely: 

• For a leading order event , CALL LQEV. 

e For a gluon bremsstrahlung event, CALL LQGEV. 

* S/R LQGEV chooses xi and x2 as usual. 

* S/R LQGEV calls the new S/R PHIQCD 

* S/R PHIQCD chooses a k.i magnitude according to the usual LUND 
S/R LPRIKT. 

* S /R PHIQCD chooses the c.p3 and <Pi according to the full 0 (O's) 
d2 N / d<{; 1 dc.p3 distri bu ti on. 

• For a photon-gluon fusion event, CALL LQQBEV. 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-
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* S/R LQQBEV chooses x1 and x2 as usual. 

* S/R LQQBEV calls the new S/R PHIQCD 

213 

* S/R PHIQCD chooses a kl. magnitude according to the usual LUND 
S/R LPRIKT. 

* S/R PHIQCD chooses the <.p3 and ij;1 according to the full 0 (a:s) 
d2 N / drp 1 d<.p3 distribution. 

:3. For lowest order events only, CALL LPHIKT to generate kl. and <.p3 according to 
the Cahn-like phi a.symmetry as described in Section A.2 rather than the LU ND 
default of a flat phi distribution. Note: For QCD events, the kl. has already 
been chosen. 

·L Proceed to ha.dronize and perform detector modeling. 

The calling sequences to the new subroutines PHIQCD and LPHIKT are shown on 
the following pages: 
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SUBROUTINE PHIQCD(PROC, RW2, RQ2, RY, RX1 , RX2, RP1THT, RP1LHT, 
> RP2LHT, RSIGPT, RPHI1H, RTHET3, RPHI3) 

+SELF,IF=DOCL1. 

************************************************************************ 

* * 
* S/R PHIQCD Hark D. Baker * 
* * 
* Given the parton kinematics, choose a primordial Kt and find the * 
* azimuthal angles according to the O(alpha- s) + O(alpha-s•Kt) * 
* cross-section . * 

* * 
* References: H. Baker - PhD Thesis (HIT) - (1992) * 
* Joshipura and Kramer - J. Phys. G 8 (1982) 209 * 

* * 
* N.B. There are typos in the equations in Joshipura and Kramer. * 
* These are corrected in my thesis (HOB). * 

* * 
* This subroutine assumes that RW2, RQ2, RX1, RX2, RP1THT, RP1LHT have * 
* already been chosen by the Lund. It generates a Theta_3 (RTHET3) by * 
* using a standard Lund- type exponential dist. in primordial Pt••2: * 
* dN/dPt••2 - exp(-Pt••2/sigpt••2). It then generates the azimuthal * 
* angles RPHilH and RPHI3 according to the cross section. * 

* * 
*This subroutine is meant to be used with LEPTO 4.3 or 5.2 (HE). * 

* * 
* Inputs: 
* PROC (C•4) = 
* RW2, RQ2, RY 
* RX1, RX2 are 
* RP1THT is 

* 
'QQB' or 'QG' defines the process * 
are the usual DIS kinematic variables (W2,Q2,Y). * 
the energy fractions of the forward jets (Xi = 2•Ei/W) * 
p-hat_1T, the Pt of jet 1 WRT the target jet. * 

* RP1LHT 
* RP2LHT 
* RSIGPT 

is p-hat_1L, the Pl of jet 1 WRT the target jet (p_1L <O). * 
is p-hat_2L, the Pl of jet 2 WRT the target jet (p_2L <O). * 
is the RMS primordial Pt desired. * 

* * 
* NOTE: The following angles are defined ala Joshipura and Kramer's * 
* paper. They can be implemented in the LUND S/R's LQQBEV * 
* or LQGEV by applying the following active rotations in the * 
* Lorentz frames as defined by LUND. * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

LQGEV: R_z(-Phi3) * R_y (-Theta3) * R_z(-Phi1-hat) 
LQQBEV: R_z(-Phi3) * R_y(-Theta3) * R_z(Pi-Phil-hat) 

* Outputs: 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* RPHI1H is the Phi of jet 1 with respect to the target jet defined in * 

-

-

-

.... 

-

-
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* Joshipura and Kramer's (X,Y,Z) frame. * 

* * 
* RTHET3 is the theta of jet 3 about the incoming proton axis. * 
* * 
* RPHI3 is the Phi of jet 3 about the incoming proton axis in the * 
* hadronic cm with x defined so that Px(sc.) > 0, Py(sc.) = 0 * 
* i.e . Joshipura and Kramer's (x ,y,z) frame. * 

* * 
************************************************************************ 

215 
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SUBROUTINE LPHI KT (S ,PT,PHI ) 

************************************************************************ 
* 
* 
* 

S/R LPHIKT Mark D. Baker 
* 
* 
* * Generate size (PT) and azimuthal angle (Phi ) of primordial Kt, * 

* using a Cahn-type phi- dependence with an improved cutoff. * 
* This asymmetry only makes sense for single quark-jet events . * 
* This routine is meant to be used with LEPTO 4.3 or LEPTO 5.2 (HE). * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 

This is a modification of Lepto 4.3 S/R LPRIKT which was flat in 
phi. S/R LPRIKT is still needed to generate other Pt dists. 

The Lund doc. claims that this generation is gaussian in KT: 
dN/dKt - exp (- Kt••2/K0••2). 

Actually, the distribution is exponential in KT••2: 
dN/dKt••2 - exp (-Kt••2/K0••2). 
When Phi is flat, this corresponds to gaussian Kx and Ky ... 

Refs.: Baker, M. 
Cahn , R. 
Cahn, R. 

- PhD Thesis, HIT, (1992) 
- Phys. Rev. D 40 (1989) 3107 
- Phys . Lett. 78B (1978) 269 

The improved method is due to repeating Cahn's original analysis 
without the assumption that Kt << Q. This provides a natural 
kinematic cutoff in the cross section. The following approxima
tions remain: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
• 
* 
* 
* 

1) The quark mass is neglected. * 
2) The target remnant mass is neglected. * 
3) The cross- section as a function of Q~2, x is assumed to be * 

i ndependent of Kt. Only the Phi distribution is affected. * 
* 

************************************************************************ 

-
-

-

-

-

-

-
.... 
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The new code was pre-released into the E665 MPAM version 36.05 and fully re
leased in MPAM version 38 and later. One needs to use the correction PAM LlC0102 
or later for Lepto 4.3 or L3C0102 for Lep to 5.2. Additionally, several lines must be 
included in your cradle: 

P lace the line 

+USE,PHIASYMM. Enable Phi Asymmetry 

somewhere near the top of the cradle. 

On IBM i'vlachines ( including the Amdahl), you need the following lines: 

+PAM,LUN=27, IF= IBM, 
+PAM,LUN=28, IF=IBM, 
+PAM,LUN=29, IF=IBM, 
+PAM,LUN=42, IF= IBM, 

IF=LUND52. 
IF=LUND52 . 
IF=LUND43. 
IF=LUND43. 

L3CPAM 
L3PAM01 
L1CPAM 
L1PAM01 

placed just before the +PAM of the MPAM. 

On the Vax, you need the following lines: 

+PAM, LUN=11,T=ATTACH, IF= VAX, IF=LUND52. "L3CPAM" 
+PAM, LUN=11,T=ATTACH, IF= VAX, IF=LUND52. "L3PAM" 
+PAM, LUN=11,T=ATTACH, IF= VAX, IF=LUND43. "L1CPAM" 
+PAM, LUN=11,T=ATTACH, IF= VAX, IF=LUND43. "L1PAM" 

placed just before the +PAM of the MPAM. 

Place the Jines 

+USE,P=L1COR,T=EXE,IF=LUND43 ........ LEPTO 4.3 CORRECTION SET 
+USE,P=L3COR,T=EXE,IF=LUND52 ........ LEPTO 5.2 CORRECTION SET 

somewhere before the +PAM of the L3CPAM and L1CPAM. 

B .3 Coordinate Systems 

The coordinate system used in Appendix Section A.3 differs from the coordinate 
system used to define the FORTRAN variables in the LUND Monte Carlo. Both 
coordinate systems a.re defined below as well as the transformation between them. 
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Probably the most confusing aspect of this whole business is how to apply the 
selected values for 03 , i.p3 and $ 1 to the LUND event. 

B .3.1 LQGEV Coordinate System 

Figure B-1: Coordinate System for Lund Routine LQGEV. 
This drawing shows the three jets as they are first generated by LQGEV. The jets later 
undergo an active rotation into the normal Lund CM frame depending on the value of t.p3, 

fh, and <p1 • If <p3 = 83 = <p1 = 0, then the initial and final frames are equivalent and no 
rotation is necessary. 

In subroutine LQGEV, which handles the gluon bremsstrahlung case, we generate 4-
momenta for our jets in the initial LQGEV Lorentz frame: 

Pt - P( J1,µ ), 

P2 = P( J 2,µ), 

p3 = P( J3,µ ) + P(J4,J'.t). 

It should be noted that in the LUND code µ ranges from 1-4, with their µ = 4 
corresponding to our usual µ = 0. The initial LQGEV frame is defined so that p3 

points along - z iQosv and so that p1 is in the ( +i: LQoE1,, +ziQG.sv) quadrant. This is 
shown in Figure B-1. It should be noted the target remnant jet in LQGEV is sometimes 
broken up into two pieces: Jet 3 and "Jet,, 4. In such cases , pj will be the sum of the 
two backward jets. We want to rotate all of the jets into the LEPTO frame where the 

-
j 

-

-

-
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virtual photon momentum points along the +zlEPro axis and the scattered muon is 
in the ( +:t lEPTo, + z lEPro ) quadrant. If i.p3 = 03 = tPi = 0 then the LEPTO and LQGEV 
frames are equ ivalen t. 

Subrouti ne LQGEV chooses values for 03 , i.p3 , and tPt according to the kl.. distribution 
and the cross sect ion. Once thi s is done, it must rotate t he jet momentum vectors to 
their correct positions. This means that it uses an active rotation. The coordinate 

axes, which we will call :i:l, i;l , and zl, remain fixed. Beforl:' the rotation zl = zlQCEV 

and after the rotation Zl = ZlEPTO (and similarly for Xl aud yl). 

Now, let us proceed with our rotations. First we want p1 to have t.p = tPi about 
the ,03 -axis. In order to accomplish this , we rotate the whole event by -tP1 about the 
zl -axis. The rotation of -tP1 is due to the fact that ini tially ,03 = - zl. Next , we wa.nt 
to rotate p3 so that it makes angles: (03 ,i.p3 ) with the -zl -axis. This is equivalent to 
a rotation which sends a. vector pointing along the zl -axis to a new vector with polar 
coordinates: ( - 03 , - i.p3 ). This entire series ·can be written as the following active 
rotation: 

R zl (-~3)Ryl (-fJ3)R zl (- tP1) 
The code to accomplish t hese rotations in Lepto 4.3 is: 

CALL LUROBO( 0., - PHI1HT, 0., 0., 0.) 
CALL LUROBO( -THETA3, -PHI3, 0., 0., 0.). 

The code to accomplish these rotations in Lepto 5.2 is: 

CALL DUROBO( 0., -PHI1HT, 0., 0., 0.) 

CALL DUROBO( -THETA3, -PHI3, 0., 0., 0 . ). 

B .3.2 LQQBEV Coordinate System 

(B.1) 

Subroutine LQQBEV, which handles the photon-gluon fusion case, generates 4-momenta 
for the jets in the initial LQQBEV frame: 

P1 P( J1 ,µ ), 

P2 P(J3,µL 
p3 P( J2,µ) t P( J4,p). 

Note that the meaning of J2 and J3 are different here than they were in subroutine 
LQGEV. We define our initial LQQBEV frame so that p3 points along - z lQQsEv and foi is 
in the (+xlQQaEv•+zu~QaEv ) quadrant. This is shown in F'igure B-2. This initial jet 
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ZLOOBEV 

XLOOBEV 

Figure B-2: Coordinate System for Lund Routine LQQBEV. 
This drawing shows the three jets as they are first generated by LQQBEV. The jets later 
undergo an active rotation into the normal Lund CM frame depending on the value of r.p3 , 

83, and tPi· If t.p3 = 83 = 0 and <P1 = 7r then the initial and final frames are equivalent and 
no rotation is necessary. 

-

-

-

-
-
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configuration is different from the LQGEV case where it was Pt that pointed into the 
positive quadrant. As before, the target remnan t jet in LQQBEV is sometimes broken 
up into two pieces. Also as before, µ = 4 corresponds to the µ = 0 in our usual 
convention. 

We must again choose values for 03 , <p3 , and rp 1 from the kl. distribution and from 
the cross-section. We must again perform an active rotation on the jet momentum 
vectors so that the jets are correct ly described in the standard LEPTO reference frame. 
No rotation is necessary if tp3 = 03 = 0 and <P1 = 7r because the LQQBEV and LEPTO 
frames are then equivalent. 

We again want Pt to have an azimuthal angle of rp 1 about the p3-axis. In order to 
accomplish this, we rotate the whole event by rr - <P t about the zL -axis. The extra 
rotation of 7r is due to the fact that the p1 starts out pointing away from x L ( tp = rr) 
instead of toward it. The rotation of - rp 1 is again due to the fact that p3 = - zL 
initially. Next, we again want to rotate f3 so that. it makes angles: (03,;,p3 ) with -zL. 

This again corresponds to a rotation of (-03 , -ip3 ) with respect to +z1,. This can be 
written: 

n il (-tp3)'Rvt ( - 03)Rz1, ( 7r - r.p ,) 
The code to accomplish these rotations in Lepto 4.3 is: 

CALL LUROBO( 0 . , 3.141529- PHilHT, 0., 0., 0.) 
CALL LUROBO( - THETA3, -PHI3, 0., 0., 0.). 

The code to accomplish these rotations in Lepto 5.2 is: 

CALL DUROBO( 0., 3 . 141529- PHilHT, 0., 0., 0.) 
CALL DUROBO( -THETA3, -PHI3, 0., 0., 0.). 

(B.2) 

B.4 E x plicit E x pressions for the Distributions 

We need to express the theory of phi asymmetry in a form that fits nicely in the 
LUND structure. T his is outlined below. We will start with the expression for the 
full QCD cross-section at fixed Q2

, W 2
, x 1, x 2 and kl., as given by equations A.54 

and A.58 in Appendix A. Given fixed values for Q2, W2
, .t 1, x 2 and J.:.J., we know that 

the following variables are also fixed: X3, 17, y, r , IP3I, fh, s, to, t., Uo , p = lql, qo. It 
should be noted that T1 and Tf are functions of t and ·u which are in turn functions 
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of cos cp 1 . Assembling, we have: 

with: 

d2 
d ;. oc T1(<Pi) x { (A1 + A2cos2cp1 + A3coscpt) + 

<p3< 'Pt 

(B1 + B2 cos 2<P1 + B3 cos cp 1 ) cos <p3 + 
( C1 + C2 cos 2<P1 + C3 cos <P1) cos 2<p3 + 

( D2 sin2<P1 +D3sincpi)sin<p3 + 

( £2 sin 2<P1 + £3 sincpt) sin 2<p3 }, 

1 2( 1 - y) 
2l'rnU + [l + (l _ y)Z]O'nl 

2 (2 -y)Jf"=Y 
B n = - Q [l + (l _ y)2] Ctn / 

1 2( 1 - y) 
Cn = 2l+ (l-y)2 CtnT 

2 (2 - y)Jl=Y 
Dn = - Q [l + (l _ y)'2] f3nl 

1 2(1-y) 
2 (1 + (1 - y)2] /1nr, 

(8.3) 

( B.4) 

and with the coefficients Ctnx and i9nx as given in equation A.67 or A.73 depending 
upon the process. For gluon bremsstrahlung, we should note that: 

(B.5) 

while for photon-gluon fusion, we have: 

(B.6) 

The results contained in section A.3 assume that all masses are negligible. Ac
tually, the mass of the nucleon NJ and of the target remnant (which we will denote 
as Nh) aren't negligible with respect to JQ'i. Additionally, the up and down quark 
masses aren ' t quite zero in the Lund. Because of these nonzero masses, it is important 
to be careful in choosing the exact definitions of various quantities in our calculations. 
Definitions that are equivalent for mq = i'vf3 = 0 may differ for non-zero mq and lv/3. 
Therefore, some of the expressions that we use in the LEPTO code are not identical to 
the theoretical express ions from Section A.3 except in the limit mq ---+ 0 and !vh ---+ 0. 

-

-
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An additional concern is the fact that we are allowing the struck parton (whether 
it is a quark or a g luon) to go off mass shell. The reason for this is that we are following 
the conventional choice by LEPTO of choosing kl. completely independently of ivh 
and x3 . In order to keep the parton exact ly on mass shell , lvh, x3 , and k J. must be 
constrained. This constrain t is due to the following equations: 

pµ. = pµ - pj, (B.7) 
p2 = m2 = 0, (B.8) 
p2 lv/2 

' (B.9) 

p~ Mi. (B.10) 

These equations cannot be simultaneously satisfied unless .r3 is a specific function of 
M3 and kJ.. I have chosen to ignore this p roblem and to let p1' go s lightly off mass 
shell as the standard default version of LEPT O does. 

The various parton quantities are defined below in terms of the partonic energies 
and momenta: Pio= E1, Pir, P1L, E2, P2L, and PT· 

qo 
w2 _ Q2 _ J\1!2 

= 
2W 

1 

p ( ( W' + Q' + M' )' _ 2 r "' W' + Q' - M' 
2W M 2W 

lq l - p 

2£i 
x · = I w 

IP3 1 
• A 

-PiL - P2L 

()3 = . - 1 PT 
sin IPa l (B.11) 

PL P - fp3 jcosB3 

Po = 
w Q2 + j\1/2 
2 (:c1 + X2 - 1) + 

2
W (# VPL + p}) 

s 
w2 2 . 2 
4(x1 + X2) - (l p3 1) 

to -Q2 - x1 W qo - 2P'f>1L cos ()3 

Uo = - Q2 - x2 W qo - 2Ppn cos 03 

t I 2p1 T P sin 03 

The O-nx and f3nx coefficients are then defined in the code as they are in Appendix 
section A.3. 
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B.5 Methodology: Generating a Distribution 

In order to implement the phi asymmetry in the LUND Monte Carlo, we must be 
able to generate random numbers according to a distribution (such as dN/dkl or 
d2 N/dc.p3 dcp 1 ) . The specific fo rm for the distribution may be chosen by guessing, 
fitting a phenomenological d ist ribution to data, or by tak ing the result of a theoretical 
calculation. 

We start with a normalized d istribution dN / dx in some variable x. From this 
we want to generate a sample of quantit ies {xi} randomly distributed according to 
dN/dx. Broadly speaking, there are two methods for accomplishing this task. In both 
cases, we assume that are a re able to generate a random number r between 0.0 and 
1.0 according to a flat dist ri bution dN /dr = 1. The first method involves finding a 
one-to-one map from r -t x such that x is distributed as desired. The second method 
relies on brute force. There are other less general tricks available for specific cases 
(such as a one-dimensional gaussian), but these wi ll not be covered here. 

B .5 .1 Finding a One-to-One Map 

The one-to-one map method is out lined below. This is the method used to generate 
the kJ.. distribution in LEPTO. 

Since we know that dN /dr = 1, we can easily find a funct ion r(x) which will cause 
x to be distributed as desired. First we note that 

dr(x) dN dr dN 
d;- = dr dx = dx · (B.12) 

Then we perform an integral to find r(x) as follows: 

jx dN 
r(x) = dx' -d , · 

-00 x 
(B.13) 

1f this function is one-to-one and invertible, then we can· find x(r). Once one has 
this map x(r), one simply generates a set of random numbers {r1 } according to a flat 
distribution, and plugs them into the formula X i = x(ri) · 

Unfortunately, not all distributions can be integrated and inverted this way even 
in principle, let alone in practice. This method tends to work well for simple one
dimensional functions such as polynomials and ex-ponentials. Section 2.4.2 contains 
an explicit example of how kJ.. is generated in the Lund using this method. 

-
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B.5.2 Brute Force Method 

When a one-to-one map is not available, one must either rely on clever tricks or brute 
force. The brute force method works well when one has a distribution dN / dx which 
is nonzero over a limited range in x . Angular distributions, which are limited to the 
range -rr < r.p S rr, can often be generated this way. 

In order to generate a distribution according to dN/dx = f(x), where x E [a ,b], 
perform the fo llowing steps: 

l. Define P(:i.:) == f(x)/F wnere Fis any constant such that F ~ max.cE[a.bjf(x) . 

2. Roll a number r 1 E [O, l} according to a. A.at distribution. 

3. Set .r, = r1 · ( b - a) + a. 

4. RoH a number r 2 E [O, l] according to a Aat distribution. 

5. IF r2 s P(x,) THEN Keep x; ELSE Goto Step 2. 

This method will generate the desired distribution of xi's, but it is not guaranteed 
to ever converge. H the area under t he curve P(x) is small compared to b-a, t hen this 

method can be quite inefficient. On the other hand, If the area under the curve P(:r) 
is large, than the method is quite well-behaved. For s imple trigonometric functions 
such as cos x and cos 2x, this method is adequate. In any case, we want to choose the 
smallest value for F that we can find which is consis tent with F ~ max f(x ). 

B.5.3 Implementing the Phi Asymmetry Cross Section by 
Brute Force 

Implementing the 0(1) Term 

In order to implement a phi dependence of the form: 

dN 
dr.p oc A + B cos r.p + C cos 2r.p, (B.14) 

we need only note that this expression will never exceed IAI + IBI + ICJ. We can then 
use the brute force method. We roll a r.p according to a flat distribution and then 
keep it with the following probability: 

1 
p ( <p) = I A I + I B I + I c I (A + B cos <p + c cos 2r.p). (B.15) 
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This is the method used in subrout ine LPHIKT to generate the phi asymmetry for 
leading order events . 

Implementing the O(as) Term 

As stated in section B.4, we want to generate a two-dimensional distribution of the 
form: 

where 

and 

B2 cos 2<P1 + B 3 cos <P1) cos i.p3 + 
C2 cos 2<P1 + C3 cos <P1) cos 2cp3 + 
D2 sin 201 + D3 sin <P1) sin <.p3 + 
E2 sin 2<P1 + £3 sin 01) sin 2cp3 } 

for GB, 
for PGF. 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 

( 8.18) 

In order to do this, we will use a brute force probability distrib ution of the form: 

(8.19) 

In order to complete this prescription, we must find values for 6 0 and Nm such that: 

0 < 6 0 ::; rri)n 6 ( <P1 ), 
'Pl 

and 

-
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In order to make this choice more evident, let us rewrite N in a useful form: 

( A I + Ai cos 2<P I + A3 cos <P 1 ) + 

(B1 coscp3 + C1cos2cp3) + 

( 
B3 + D3 A B3 - D3 A ) 

2 
cos(cp1 - cp3)+ 

2 
cos(cp1+cp3 ) + 
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(B.20) 

This quant ity is difficult to formally maximize, but it can be maximized in a piecewise 
fashion, yielding a number Nm which is larger than the maximum: 

(B.21) 

It should be noted that this choice of definition of N was made with the knowledge 
that many terms, such as C2 and £ 2 , are very nearly equal and opposite. The funct ion 
~(cp 1 ) can be written in a more general form: 

(B.22) 

with o1 > 0 and o3 ~ 0. It is possible to find the mathematical minimum of such a 
funct ion rigorously. We can recast the problem in term of x = cos cp1: 

(B.23) 

Since 83 ~ 0, the curvature is everywhere non-positive and this function has no actual 
minimum over the real numbers. It is either a parabola that opens downward or a 
straight line. The minimum over our range of interest x E [-1, l ] must occur at one 
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of the end points: x E { - 1, 1}. Therefore: 

min { 61 - 63 + 62x + 263x2
} 

.rE{-1,1) 

min{ 61 ± 62 + 03} 
61 - 16-21+ 63. 

( 8 .24) 

This is the basic method that is used in subroutine PHIQCD to generate the appro
priate distribution in <p3 and ~1 . 

B.6 Summary 

The existing Monte Carlo for Leptoproduction: Lepto version 5.2 (Matrix Element) 
neglects an important theoretical effect: the phi asymmetry due to the primordial 
transverse momentum (k.L) of the st ruck parton. A related theoretical effect, the phi 
asymmetry due to gluon radiation and photon-gluon fusion, is implemented in Lepto 
5.2, but only under the approximation that k.l = 0. 

This Appendix sect ion described how the Lepto 5.2 (ME) Monte Carlo used by 
E665 was modified to incorporate the effect of k.l on the phi asymmetry. The effect 
of k.l was incorporated both at leading order and for hard QCD processes. The phi 
asymmetry calculations that were used were based on modifications of previous work 
by Cahn [19, 20} and by Joshipura and Kramer [21]. The theoretical details are 
contained in Appendix A. 
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Appendix C 

Analysis Details 

This Appendix contains a detailed description of two analysis procedures. Section C.l 
describes the Rank Mixing Acceptance Correction which was applied in Section 5.3.1. 
Section C.2 describes the propagation of er rors which allows us to estimate the error 
on Pr and IPh· The error propagation was used in Section 5.5.3. 

C.1 Rank Mixing Acceptance Correction 

The Overall Efficiency for detecting and reconstruct ing a particle is the product of 
several factors. The first factor is the Target Transmission Probability which is the 
probability that a produced hadron makes it out of the target without undergoing 
a secondary interaction. The second factor is the Chamber Acceptance, which is the 
probability that a charged hadron makes it into the detector and generates e~ough 
hits in the chambers to allow the track to be found, at least in principle. The Chamber 
Acceptance includes both the geometric acceptance of the detector and the individual 
chamber efficiencies. The last factor in the Overall Efficiency is the Reconstruction 
Efficiency. This is the probability that a track is properly reconstructed given that 
it generated enough hits in the detector. We will also define the Full Acceptance as 
the product of the Chamber Acceptance and Reconstruction Efficiency1 ignoring the 
Target Transmission. 

In order to correct for rank mixing from measured charged particles to true parti 
cles (charged and uncharged), we must also make some assumptions about the neutral 
particles. We wi ll assume that the neutral particles make up 1/ 3 of the total produced 

229 
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hadrons a.nd are distributed in ;;h and 'Ph as follows: 

This assumption is reasonable, but unproven. 

Let us define a measured d istr ibution for hadrons of a given rank: 

D;;1 (.i, <p) = _l_ d
2 
Nn j 

Nµ' dzd<p meas. 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

where n E {l, 2, 3, . .. } refers to the rank and m denotes that it is a measured distri
bution and not a true distribution. Similarly, let us define the true distributions: 

(C.3) 

Let us also define: 

1 dN j [2
1' 

D;:1(z) - N' dzn =lo dipD';:(z,<p), 
tt meas. 

( C.4) 

1 dNnj [2
1' 

Dn(z) - JV, dz = lo dcpDn(z,<p). 
µ tr·ue 

(C.5) 

Let us write the overall efficiency funct ion as l; in general, this is a detailed func
tion l( z, Pr, 'Ph, Q2, v). In practice, the functionality is dominated by the spectrometer 
acceptance which is primarily a function of the hadron momentum. We wi ll assume 
that the efficiency doesn't depend upon 'Ph and that it can be described as a function 
of zh. 1 Thus we will use the description l(z). For the purpose of our rank mixing 
correction, we can make an even simpler assumption. Let's assume that the efficiency 
is a constant, independent of Zh· This is a good assumption for zh > 0.2 and will 
introduce a small systematic error for 0.1 < zh < 0.2. 

The measured Rank 1 distribution can be written as a function of the true distri
butions: 

D1t ( z, <p )dzd<p = lD1 (z, <p )dzd<p + ( 1 - l)lD2( z, cp)dzd<p + (1 - €)2 lD3( z, <p )dzd<p + ... 
(C .6) 

The first term is the probability that we found the leading hadron, €, times the prob
abi li ty that it was in a particular range of z and <p, D 1 (z,<p)dzd<p. The second term 

1 References [25] and [50] both showed that a <p asymmetry was not generated by the apparatus, 
justifying the assumption that the efficiency is independent of <p11 . 
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is the probability that we missed the true first hadron, (1 - 1:) , t imes the probability 
that we ide_ntified the true second hadron, c, times the probabi lity that the second 
hadron was in the right range of z and c. The third term is the probability of missing 
both the first and second hadron, (1 - 1:)2, times the probability that we found the 
third hadron , E, times the probability that it 's in t.he right range of z and <p. We will 
truncate the series after three terms. The number of measured particles for z > 0.1 
with Rank 4 is quite small compared to Rank 1 (see Figure 5-13e on page 157. We 

can write Equation C.6 as: 

In a similar fashion, we can write an expression for the measured Rank 2 distri

butions: 
(C.8) 

The first term requires that the both the first and second particles are found properly, 
hence the 1:2 . The second term is really the sum of two disjoint cases: 

I. Rank 1 Found. Rank 2 Mjssing. Rank 3 found. 

2. Rank 1 Missing. Rank 2 Found. Rank 3 found . 

Each case has probability t 2
( 1- t) . Since the two cases are disjoint , their probabi li ties 

can simply be added. 

Finally, we have: 

(C.9) 

Now, we can truncate all of these series and then we have three equations in three 
unknowns (the three true distributions). We can solve them one by one: 

(C.10) 

(C.11) 
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D1(z,ip) = ~{D~( z, ip)-(l-t)tD2( z,ip)-{l -t)2tD3 (z,ip)} 

~ { D;" ( z, 'I') - ( 
1 ~ ') [ D;" ( z, 'I') - 2 ( l ~ ') DJ ( z. 'I') l 

- (1 ~ f_r D;1(z,ip)} 

H D;"(z,'I') - (l ~ <) D;"( z,'I') + (1 ~ ')' D;'(z,'I') } (C.12) 

We a.re interested in the quantity 2 (cos ip) as a function of z1i. for a given rank . 
Let us define the measured and true values as b~(z) and bn( z) respectively. We can 
express th is as: 

2rr 

b (
-) = 9 Io cosipDn(z,ip)dip 

n "' - - 2n , Io Dn ( Z, <p )dip 
(C.1:3) 

or more succinc t ly as: 

2 [ 2" . 
bn(z) = Dn(z) Jo cos<pDn(z,ip)dip. (C.14) 

Similarly: 

(C.15) 

We can combine the above equations into an express ion for the TRUE Rank 1 phi 
asymmetry in terms of the MEAS URED phi asymmetries for Ranks 1- 3: 

~ { Di(z)bi(z) - ~Di(z)b';(z) + (7)2 

Dj(z)bj(z)} 

b1 (z) = { 2 } 
~ Di(z) - (l~c) Di(z) + (1;c) Dj(z) 

(C.16) 

This can be simplified: 

b1 (z) = { 2 } 1 _ (l - !) Df (z) + ( 1-c) Dj(z) 
c D;-"(z) c D;-"(z) 

(C.17) 

Similarly, we have: 

(C.18) 
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Note that the distributions D;i(z) only appear in ratios. This means that we need 
only measure these ratios. This is good news since any errors in normalization ( rJ-) 

µ' 

will cancel. In fact, since only ratios are needed, we need not normalize the distribu-
tions at all. We can fill the Rank 1 z-distribution for all events and fill the Rank 2 
z-distribution for the same events and just divide the two. The -if-- factors will cancel. 

I µ' 

ln addition to the above formalism , we will need three things: 

l. The overall efficiency for finding a charged particle. 

2. The ratios of observed z-distributions for charged particles of ranks 1-:J. 

3. The measured distributions of Bf A for each rank: 1-3. 

The first item can be assembled from existing information. The full acceptance 
can be found in Reference [25] (see especially Figures 5.17, 5.21 , and Table 5.5). This 
information applies to particles with E > 6 GeV and /1 > 100 GeV. We will take the 
fo llowing values for the fu ll acceptance for charged particles: c.ttA) = 0.80 for z > 0.2 

and c.ttA) = 0.74 for 0.1 < z < 0.2. Corrections will not be attempted for z < 0.1 
because the acceptance is both poor and strongly varying in this region. The small 
time-dependence of the efficiency will be ignored and treated as a systematic error 
along with the unmeasured time-dependence for the pre-December 1 data. We assume 
that the efficiency for detecting neutrals is exactly zero and that 5 of the particles 
are neutral. This yields an effective full acceptance of c.(FA) = 0.53 for z > 0.2 and 
f..(FA) = 0.49 for 0.1 < Z < 0.2. 

The effect of target rescattering can be estimated from the inelastic scattering 
cross-section for pions from deuterium. In Section :3.3, the number of nuclear interac
tion lengths in the 0 2 target was found to be 0.342. One nuclear interaction length is 
the mean "distance" (in g/ cm2

) that a pion will travel before undergoing an inelastic 
scatter from the deuterium. The target rescattering is roughly independent of the 
hadron energy and the particle type (among hadrons) and can be treated as an overall 
loss factor. 

If a hadron passes through a distance of ( interaction lengths, its transmission 
probability is : 

However, the DIS interaction vertices are uniformly distributed throughout the length 
of the target. The average transmission probability for a target of overall length (0 is 

(C.19) 
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For (0 = 0.342, this corresponds to T = 0.847. This means that our overall efficiency 
for a ll particles is c = 0.45 for ;; > 0.2 and c = 0.42 for 0.1 < z < 0.2. 

The second item in the above li st, the ratios of observed z distributions by rank, we 
will get directly from the data. See Figure 5-13 on page 157. It should be noted that 
D~( z ) ~ Dr;i( z ) for z > 0.1, justifying the truncat ion of the series in Equat ion C.6 
and following. 

The third item in the list , the measured dependence of B /A on zh and rank , can 
be found in Figure 5-9 on page 151. Figure 5-14 on page 158 shows the result of 
performing the correct ion described in this section. 

C.2 Propagation of Errors 

In this section we will discuss the propagation of e rrors from the track and vertex 
parameters to the physics variables p~h) and r.ph. We will use the term error matrix 
and covariance matrix interchangeably. As described in Bevington [2], an error ma
trix quantifies the spread of a set of measured values from the true values due to 
measurement error. For example, if we have a set of measured quantities x , and Yi 
with averages x and fj, we can construct a matrix 

with 

o-;Y = o-~:i: = ((x - .r)(y - y)) . 

An error matrix is defined in a given basis, such as the basis { x, y} used above. In 
other words , we must choose a set of independent variables to measure before the 
error matrix is well-defined. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to show how to transform an error matrix 
from the PTMV-parameter-basis used by our reconstruction program into the basis 
where the physics variables such as P·r and <pare defined. Part of this task has already 
been accompl ished [54]. The resu lts will be deriv t> .. d from scratch in th is sect ion, but 
they are consistent with the previous treatment. 

-
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PTMV Parameter s 

The PTMV reconstruction program provides us with a vertex position for the primary 
vertex: 

as well as a 3 x 3 symmetric covariance matrix describing the errors: 

,..2 -
v R. = 

(C.20) 

(C .21 ) 

The reconstruction program also provides us with the track parameters for the beam 
muon, the scattered muon, and the hadron: 

L = {:Virk1Ztrk,Y',Z' , l/pL,, 
]./ = {Virk,Ztrk,Y',Z',1/p}µ' ' 
p { Yirk1 Ztrki Y' , Z', l/p} h . 

(C.22) 

These track parameters are reported at the point on the track which is closest to the 
vertex position. Any two of the three parameters Xirki Yirk, and Zirk are independent. 
'We have chosen to use Y and Z. 'v\!e also have 5 x 5 covariance matrices for each 
track . We will treat the 19 parameters contained in R, L, L1

, and P as independent 
and uncorrelated . This assumpt ion is only approximately valid. The vertex position 
is determined from the track parameters of the muons and any hadrons that are fit 
to the primary vertex. This means that the vertex position and track parameters are 
not really independent. 

Under our assumptions, our initial covariance matrix is given by: 

(C.23) 

We will propagate this error matrix in three steps: 

- ~ - ~ --
l. R, L. l', P ~ l, l',P,1 

-- -2. l, L', Ph ~ q, L' ,'Ph 
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Transform ing from { R, L, l', P} ~ { ~ P, Ph} 

In order to tra.nsform our covariance matrix, we will need to use a Jacobian: 

o(~ P, iih) 

o(R, L, L1
, P) 

( C.24) 

We will use the following conventions when referring to Jacobians such as ~~: };j = 
a 
~. In other words: vv, 

(C.25) 

In this notation, our first transformat ion Jacobian is given by: 

ai aP ~ ~ 
_._,. 

oR oR oR 

_ fJ(~ I' , Ph) ar 0 0 8L J ( 0-1) = - - - - = aP o( R, L, L', P) 0 a;; 0 
( C.26) 

0 0 ~ oP 

and the transformation is given by: 

(C.27) 

with S{ being the 9 x 9 covariance matrix on ~ T', and °Ph· In discussing such large 
matrices, we will use a convenient notation for some of the sub-matrices. For instance, 
the matrix Si is composed of 9 distinct 3 x 3 submatrices including 

Due to the symmetry of the overall covariance matrix, we know that O'~u- = (O'~u)T. 

Using th is notation, we can write the transformation of the error matrix more 

-

-
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explicitly: 

( ' 2 

' ) [ (;~)' (*f) T 0 0 (1 ii or/' <1fph 

(j4~r (j~ - of; - = ( ;~)T 0 ( 8~) T 
0 l x /'/' Ph au 

2 (j~ -
(~)T (¥ft) T (j - r (j - ii Ph Ph 0 0 Ph Ph 

ar af' %i (C.28) 

Ct 
0 0 

JJ 
oR aR. ·aR. 

(j~ 0 
or 0 0 

L al 
0 2 al' (j i' 0 0 
0 0 -w 

0 0 14 
~) P 

Even more explicitly, we have: 

at 2 f)[ f)[ 2 81 
( 

- ) T ( - ) ( - ) T ( - ) al erL al + fJR er R a.R , (C.29) 

Ol' 811 Ol' ol' 
( -)T ( -) ( -)T ( -) 
ol' erI, al1 + a fl er~ a.R ' (C.30) 

2 
er PhPh (a~) r er~ (oii__h) + (a~) 

7 
er2- (8~) 

[)p p [)p fJR R [)R ' 
(C.31 ) 

[)L 2 81' 
( 

- ) T ( - ) 
oR erii 8R , (C.32) 

( [}~) T er2 ([}~ ) 
fJR R. 8R ' 

(C.33) 

( Of) T 2_ ( 0Ph) 
- crR - . 

oR 8R 
(C.34) 

The various derivatives in the Jacobian can be found as follows. Consider the 
behavior of a particle of momentum p and charge qp = ±1 in the CVM field. We can 
treat this as a uniform magnet ic fie ld along the negat ive z-axis. Let's define 77 = ± 1 
to be the sign of Px· If we define e = p, then we can wri te: 

77 e - --;:::===== 
I - j1 + y12 + z12 

1 ( C.35) 
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and 
-P= pe. 

Let's also define 

ei. = Je;+ ez = J1 - e;. 

The following derivatives are then straightforward: 

and 

~ - - 3y·1 
81" - pex 1 

§?h. -'- - 3 Z' oZ' - pex ' 

~ = pe3(1 + z12) oY' x , 

~ - -pe3 Y'Z' &Z' - x • 

~ - -pe3 Y'Z' oY' - x ' 

~ _ pe3(l + y12) 
&Z' - x ' 

(C.36) 

(C.37) 

(C.38) 

(C.39) 

V./e must also find the derivative of the measured 3-momentum of the particle with 
respect to a shift in the vertex posit ion. Even if we measure the track parameters 
perfectly, we depend on the vertex position to tell us the point of closest approach 
and therefore the momentum direction vector e. An error in the vertex position 
translates into an error in the point of closest approach and therefore into an error on 
the measured momentum vector. In considering these effects we will make use of the 
fact that the distance between the track and the vertex is much less than the radius 
of curvature for the t rack. This means that we can treat the vertex position as if it 
were initially on the track. 

A charged particle in a uniform magnetic field travels in a helix. According to 
Jackson [55) (Equation 12.42), the radius of curvature of a helical track is given by: 

p = 104 Pi. gauss cm --
3 B MeV /c 

10 Pi. Tm 

3B GeV/c
1 

where 3 is actually a shorthand for 2.99997925. We can write this as 

Pi. p=-, 
K, 

where K = ~0BG~~c . For the CVM field: B = -1.5131266 T Zsew Therefore 

"' = (1.5131266)(0.299997925) GeV /c 
m 

0.4539065 GeV /c 
m 

( C.40) 

(C.41) 

( C.42) 

-
-
-

-
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Now if the vertex position is moved, but the track parameters are held constant, 
we must move along the track to a new point-of-closest-approach. For instance, if 
R'ftx ~ R'f1x + o R 1 , we must travel a distance 

(C.43) 

along the helix. Let's parameterize the helical track using the azimuthal angle if.' 
about the zg

665 
axis. It is a property of a helix that: 

(C.H) 

Combining Equations C.43 and C.44 yields: 

Eh/; 841 os el.. K 
-- = - - - = -e1 = -ei fJRytx OS 8 R'(1x p p ( C.45) 

Since the B field in the CVM points along - zem and icx qpe x B, we know that 
a positively charged particle will travel in a counterclockwise path about the zem 

axis. This means that: 

~~ =0. ( C.46) 

Combining Equations C.36, C.45, and C.46 yields: 

(C.47) 

Finally, it is clear that holding the vertex position constant and moving the track 
by an amount i is equivalent to holding the track constant and moving the vertex 
position by an amount -i. Therefore: 

op fJp 
oYlrk - &Yvtx' 

&p a'fi 
- - =---
OZtrk fJZutx 

(C.48) 

Equations C.47 and C.48 hold for the momentum of any charged particle in a 
magnetic field. In particular it holds for p E { ~ P, Ph}. Equation C.28 along with the 
other formulae in this section allow us to transform both the particle momenta and 
the covariance matrix from the basis of measured track and vertex parameters in an 
event to the basis of particle three-momentum vectors. 
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Transforming from { ~ P, ph} ~ { q}, Ph} 

The transformation ~ f, Ph ~ ij, ?, fih is much simpler than the previous one. The 
Jacobian is given by: 

a(</}, Ph) 
o(~ F, Pit) 

where i denotes a :3 x 3 unit mat rix. Therefore the transformation is: 

( ' a2 - U'· ) (lqq 
cfl' qph 

(llq 
2 

alPh = (liiii 
2 

a - - a - ii a - -PhQ 'Ph Ph Ph 

n -I ( ' 2 2 

) ( I 0 n 0 CJ-- a iii (Ji-

I ~ ) ui\'.-
2 lh 

-i I air ii (J p-Ph 
0 2 a£ - 0 0 1 a_ i a - ii Ph Ph Ph Ph 

( C.49) 

(C.50) 

This t ransformation leaves the 2 x 2 subarray in the lower right hand corner 
invariant: 

while the following new elements arise: 

2 2 2 2 2 
(Jqq = (Jff- (Jiii - an+ <1pp 

2 2 2 
a q1; aiii - <1pp 

2 2 2 
a<iPh arp,, - apPh · 

Transforming from {q, l',fih} ~Pr 

(C.51) 

(C.52) 

(C.53) 

(C.54) 

In order to convert from {Pit, q, f} to Pr we must first set up some definitions and 
identities: 

fi,,. =Ph - q Ph · q, 
Pr =:PT/Pr, 

PL ==Ph. q, 
q =ii/I</ 1. 

2 2 ( - ')2 Pr = Ph - Ph · q , (C.55) 

j 
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Then we must perform some simple derivatives: 

( C.56) 

(C.57) 

(C.58) 

Now we can start assembling derivatives for the final Jacobian in the ca~e of Pr· 
First we note that Pr is a function of q and Ph alone and is independent of /'. 

(C.59) 

l ext, we can find the dependence on 'Ph by differentiating the expression for p; in 
Equation C.55: 

(C.60) 

Pr· (C.61) 

Similarly, we can find the dependence on ij: 

a 2 <r i Pr _ - ?p p ·_!jj_ _ - ?p p·-( r .. _ q"·q· ·)_-?PL (p- )· 
oqj - - L ) aqi - - L J 1<7 I u,1 , ) - ~ Ii I r , . 

( C.62) 

So, 

(C.63) 

( C.64) 

Finally, we can assemble the answer: · 

(C .65) 

where the derivatives are given by Equations C.61 and C.64 above. We also know 
that 

( C.66) 
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Transforming from {q, f ,ph} ~ 1Ph 

The variable <ph is a bit more complicated than Pr since it involves all three vectors: 
c{, I', and Ph· ~n addition to Equation C.5.5 above, we need _to define the transverse 
component of L1 as well as the unit vector corresponding to L'y: 

- - -ti 11 A LI A 

T = - q . q, LI L' A [., = . q, (C.67) 

Now, 5;1 and z1 = q form a cartesian coordinate system along with f/ = i 1 x .i 1
• 

We can express the vector Ph in this coordinate system as {p~, p~, p~} . In this same 
frame, but expressed in cylindrical coordinates, Ph is {pl , Pr, cph}. This means that 

We can also write: 
Pr 
<p 

;i cos 1Ph + i/ sin <ph, 

_;i sin 1Ph + y1 cos1Ph. 

(C.68) 

(C .69) 

From Equation C.69, we can derive the following identit ies which will be useful later: 

and 

5:1 
- Pr COS<ph = 

Pr - ;i coscph = 
- cpsm<ph, 

f/ sin <ph, 

• I A A A 0 
x · q =Pr · q = · 

Now, we will collect some useful derivatives. First we have: 

Next, we have: 

A Oqk OQj 
- qpk- - -p 1 oqi 8qi l 

= -I; I [qj(Pi - pJ11) + pl(Dij - QiQj)) 

- - ,; I [(Pr)iQj + Pl(Dij - qiQj)] . 

O(pT )j 
op.i 

(C.70) 

( c. 71) 

(C.72) 

(C.73) 
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and by analogy (Ph ~ P): 

EH •. :'. 1 
) (' . . •/ •/) ali = fy Uij - q;qj - X;Xj . (C.74) 

Next , we have: 

( C.75) 

and again by analogy ('ph ~ f): 

(C.76) 

With this collection of de:ivatives in hand, we a re ready to assemble the derivatives 
of cos <t?h with respect to q, I', and Ph · 

ocos<ph = . ,.o(-Pr )i = ., _ _!__ (f> · _ •.•. _ (' )·(· ) ·) 
!'.\ x1 :::i X 1 11 q,qJ Pr 1 Pr J ' 
vp; VPi Pr 

( c. 77) 

or 
0 COS t.p h 1 ( • I • ) Sin <{) h • _ = - x - Pr cosc.ph = ---c.p, 

oph Pr Pr 
(C .78) 

which means that 

(C.79) 

Similarly 

(C.80) 

or 

( C.81) 
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Finally, we come to the dependence on q: 

or 

fJ cos <.f>h 
oq, 

This means that: 

oxj (. ) + x' o(flr )i 
oqi Pr 1 1 oq, 

'~ ( ( • ) •I ) pl ( • I ( • ) ) = - -1, 1
_1 Pr i - x 1 cosc.ph - -,--, xi - Pr i cosc.ph , 

T q P1· q 

Now all that remains is to assemble the final expression for er!: 

(J2 - !!.:£. (J 2 2..!£.. + 02. 2 0£. + ~(J2 2:£.. - a1; a 1: 1; at} <p oq; q;qi oqi {)p; PiPi opi 

+ 2 0ea 2 I~ 
oq; q;lj a1i + 2 0£. (J 2 2:£.. 

oq; QiPi ()pi + 2~a~ 2:£.. 81; l ;Pi {)pi 

Note that 

( C.82) 

(C.83) 

(C.84) 

(C.85) 

(C.86) 
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Appendix E 

Glossary 

This Appendix contains a glossary o f terms and a list of symbols. The glossary of 
terms consists primarily of acronyms or terms that are specific to high-energy physics 
or to the E665 experiment at Fermilab. The list of symbols refers to the various 
physics variables that a re used in this thesis. Some symbols that are used only very 
locally are not included. 

E.1 Glossary of Terms 

Bay: A space between the absorbers in the Muon Identification system. This is 
where the PTM, SPM, and SMS chambers resided . 

Beam Spectrometer: The portion of the E665 Detector which measured the mo
menta of the incoming muons in the beam . See Section 3.2. 

Beam-hole module : A special PTM module through which the muon beam passed. 
These modules were deadened in the m iddle to p revent beam-loading of the 
PTMs and to allow the PTMs to be used as one of the inputs to the WAM2 
t rigger. 

BS: B eam Spectrometer. 

Bucket: An accelerator RF bucket. Muons arrived in the Muon lab at intervals of 
roughly 19 ns. A bucket refers to the roughly 1 ns wide time period during 
which a muon may be expected to arrive. 

CAL: The Electromagnetic Calorimeter used in E665. See Section 3.6. 

CERN: A pp collider in Geneva, Switzerland. 

247 
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CCM: The Chicago Cyclotron M agnet. This magnet, originally from the Cyclotron 
at the University of Chicago, provided the bending which allowed us to mea
sure particle momenta in the E665 apparatus . 

CVM: The CERN Vertex M agnet. This magnet , borrowed from CERN, served two 
purposes. It bent the trajectories of particles so that their momentum could 
be measured in the Streamer Chamber and also compensated for the bending 
in the CCM, yielding a. focusing condition which simplified triggering. 

CO: C erenkov Detector number 0. An E665 Detector Element. See Section 3.7. 

Cl: Cerenkov Detector number 1. An E665 Detector Element. See Section 3.7. 

DC: The D rift Chambers. This E665 detector element, which was split into two 
pieces, the DCA and DCB chambers, tracked particle trajectories downstream 
of the CCJ\1[ magnet, improving the momentum resolution. See Section 3.4. 

DCA: D rift Chamber group A . The upstream group of DCs. 

DCB: D rift Chamber group B . The downstream group of DCs. 

DESY: An accelerator facility in Hamburg, Germany. 

DIS: D eep Inelastic Scattering. This refers to inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering 
where, in general, the nucleon is broken up. Technically, Deep Inelastic Scat
tering refers to scattering where the 4-momentum and energy t ransfers are 
large: Q2 ~ J\!f2 and v ~ M. 

DR: D ata. R eduction program. A standard E665 computer program which ran 
on a sample of events that had al ready been reconstructed by the PTMV 
program. The DR program implemented a set of cuts in order to tri m down 
the sample to one that contained events of particular physics interest. See 
Section 4.4. 

El\IIC: The European Muon Collaboration. This group performed a series of muon 
scattering experiments in the North Area of the CERN Accelerator Facility. 

E665: Fermilab E xperiment # 665. The muon scattering experiment at Fermi 
National Accelerator Laboratory which is described in this thesis . 

FCAL: F ast C ALorimeter-based Physics Trigger. 

Fermilab: Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. The U.S. Department of Energy 
accelerator faci li ty in Batavia, Illinois. The experiment described in this thesis 
was performed there. 

-
-

-
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Filter: The Filter program. A standard E665 computer program which attempted 
to remove junk events from the raw data sample. The specific cuts imposed 
depended upon the trigger type, but the basic idea was to on ly keep events 
which resulted from some sort of scattering in the target . See Section 4.2. 

FNAL: F ermi National A ccelerator Laboratory. See Fermilab. 

Forward Spectrometer: This portion of the E665 Detector measured the momenta 
of outgoing particles. See Section 3.4. 

FS: F orward Spectrometer. 

GeV: Giga electron V olt . 109 electron Volts . The GeY is the fundamental unit 
of energy in particle physics. It is equal to the energy gained by an electron 
traversing a voltage differential of 109 volts. In this thesis, the speed of light 
c is set to unity, which means that the GeV is also a unit of momentum and 
mass, which would normally be given by GeY /c and GeV /c2 respectively. 

HALO: An E665 trigger which selected events with halo muons in them. A halo 
muon was a muon from the beam which was outside the main beam profile. 

HERA: An electron-proton collider at DESY . 

Interspill: The 35 s period during which the muon beam wa.s inactive between spi lls. 

JETSET: The Lund Monte Carlo for Jet Fragmentation and e+ e- coll isions. This 
package is used in this thes is to fragment the partons which are generated by 
the Lund package LEPTO. See Section 2.4. 

LAT: Large A ngle Physics Trigger. This was the physics trigger which selected the 
event sample used in this thesis. See Section 3.8. 

LEPTO: The Lund Monte Carlo for Deep Inelastic Lepton-nucleon scattering. This 
package generates partons which are then fragmented by the Lund package 
.JETSET. A modified version of LEPTO which includes azimuthal asymmetry 
at the parton level (due to kl.) was used in this thesis. See Section 2.4 and 
Appendix B. 

Lund: A Monte Carlo package which has been written and maintained by physicists 
at the Department of Theoretical Physics of the University of Lund. It 
includes several subpackages, such as LEPTO and .JETSET. 

MeV: M ega electron Volt. 106 eV. io-3 GeV. See GeV. 

Module: In the PTM and PTA detector systems this term refers to a unit of con
struction consisting of a group of 15 wires. See Section 3.5.3. 
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Monte Carlo: A type of program which models a physical process on a statistical 
basis using random numbers . Event parameters are generated according to a 
phenomenological or theoretical distribution of possible outcomes. 

PBT: B eam T agging P roportional Tubes. These chambers measured the incom
ing beam trajectory through the Beam Spectrometer1 allowing the incoming 
muon energy to be determined. See Section 3.2. 

PC: P roportional C hambers . Three packages of multi wi re proportional chambers 
between the CVM and CCM. These packages were known as PC!, PC2, and 
PC:3. See Section :3.4. 

PCF: P roport ional Chambers, F orward Spectrometer. Five triplets of multiwire 
proportional chambers. Four of the triplets were inside the CCM, allowing us 
to fo llow the curved part icle trajectories in the magnetic fie ld. See Section 3.4. 

PCLAT: An £665 t rigger formed by requiring an LAT along with a PC hit multi
p licity requirement See Section 3.8. 

PCSAT: An £665 trigger formed by requiring an SAT along with a PC hit mult i
plicity requ irement See Section 3.8. 

PCN: P roport ional Chamber N. Another name for the PC detector packages. It 
refers to the fact that the individual chambers were known as PCl, PC2, and 
PC3. See Section 3.4. 

PCV: P roportional C hamber V ertex. This set of mult iwire proportional chambers 
resided just downstream of the CVM and tracked both wide angle and normal 
particles. Having the PCV on a track improved the momentum resolution . 
See Section 3.4. 

PSA: S mall P roportional Chamber group A . This £665 detector element was re
sponsible for t racking charged particles which remained in the beam profile 
downstream of the CCM. See Section 3.4. 

PSC: Small P roportional Chamber group C . A new E665 detector element that 
was added for the 1990-1991 data-taking run. See Section 3.9. 

PSLAT: An £665 t r igger: LAT P reScaled by a factor of 16. See Section 3.8. 

PSSAT: An £665 trigger: SAT P reScaled by a factor of 64. See Section 3.8. 

PTA: P roport ional T ube A rray. This E665 detector element was built by the MIT 
group and instrumented jointly by the MIT and UCSD groups. Its main 
purpose was to detect wide angle particles. See Section 3.7. 

-
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PTM: P roportional Tubes for Muon identification. This E665 detector element 
was built by the MIT group and instrumented jointly by the MIT and UCSD 
groups. Its main purpose was to detect muon tracks downstream of the 
absorber so that muon tracks in the fo rward spectrometer could be ident ified. 
See Section 3.5.3. 

PTl\!IV: P attern Recognition, T rack Fitting, Muon Matching, and V ertex Finding 
program. This program was the £665 Offiine Event Reconstruction program. 
See Section 4.3. 

QCD: Q uantum ChromoDynamics is a field theory which describes the behavior of 
strongly interacting particles such as quarks and gluons. 

QED: Q uantum E lectroD ynamics is a field theory which describes the behavior 
of photons and leptons quite well. This theory is a unificat ion of Quantum 
Mechanics and Electrodynamics (which includes Special Relativity ). 

QPM: The Quark P arton Model is a model for the structure of hadrons. It de
scribes hadrons as col lections of quarks, gluons, and antiquarks which are 
point particles (partons). These partons can interact directly with external 
probes such as a muon. The QPM is discussed in this thesis in several forms: 
Naive, QCD-improved, and ki. -improved. See Section 2.3. 

Rank: An ordering in the energy of a particle within an event. The most energetic 
particle is Rank 1, the second most energetic particle is Rank 2, etc. 

Rank mixing: An effect clue to imperfect reconstruction whereby the Rank of a 
particle is mismeasured. For instance, if we fail to find the Rank 1 particle 
we will incorrectly assume that the Rank 2 particle is Rank 1. 

RBEAM: An £665 trigger: Random Sampling of the BEAM used by the LAT. 

RBSAT: An £665 trigger: R andom Sampling of the B eam used by the SAT. 

RF: R adio F requency. The Fermilab accelerator uses RF cavities with a frequency 
of 53.l MHz. 

RICH: R ing-I maging Cerenkov detector. An E665 detector element. See Sec
tion 3.7. 

SAT: S mall Angle Physics Trigger. See Section 3.8. 

SBT: B eam Tagging S cintillators. An E665 detector element used in the triggers 
and in rejecting out-of-time beam particles. See Section 3.2. 

SC: Streamer Chamber. An E665 detector element. See Section 3.7. 
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Simple acceptance correction: This refers to the procedure of correcting plots 
for the fact that some particles are missing due to acceptance. The term 
«acceptance11 is defined as the probability of detecting and reconstructing a 
particle. A s imple correction ignores the effects of Rank Mixing and simply 
weights each particle found by the inverse of its acceptance. 

SM: S tandard M odel. The standard model of particle physics which describes 
our current understanding of the fundamental particles of nature and their 
mutual interaction. See Section 2.1. 

SMS: Small Muon Scintillators. An E665 Detector element residing in the beam 
region downstream of the Steel Absorber which detected muons remaining 
in the beam profile. They were used in triggering the experiment and in 

ident ifying muon tracks in the Forward Spectrometer. See Section 3.5. 

SPM: Large M uon Scintillators. An E665 Detector element residing downstream of 
the Steel Absorber which detected muons which scattering out of the beam 
profile. They were used in some of the triggers. See Section 3.5. 

Spill: T he 22 s spill period when muons were availab le during the 57 s accelerator 
spill cycle. 

Split: The Split program. A standard E665 computer program which split the 
data from the raw tapes into machine-independent tapes containing only one 
parti cular t rigger or class of triggers. See Section 4.2. 

SUM: S cintillator, U pstream M uon. A new E665 detector element that was added 
for the 1990-1991 data-taking run. See Section 3.9. 

SVJ: Scinti llator V eto J aws. An E665 Detector element which was used in the 
triggers to limit the useable beam phase space. See Section 3.2. 

SVS: Small V eto Scintillator . A new E665 detector element that was added for 
the 1990-1991 data-taking run. See Section 3.9. 

SVW: Scinti llator Veto Wall. An E665 Detector element which was used in the 
physics triggers to eliminate wide halo muons and in the HALO trigger to 
select them. See Section 3.2. 

S00 : The infinite momentum frame. A Lorentz Frame in which t he target nucleon 
is moving with an arbitrarily large momentum. See Section 2.3. 

T: T esla. 

Tesla: A unit of magnetic field strength. It is equivalen t to 104 Gauss. 

Tm: Tesla m eters. 

-

-
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TOF: Time-O f-Fl ight chambers. An E665 detector element. See Sect ion 3.7. 

VDC: Vertex D rift Chambers. A new E665 detector element that was added for the 
1990-1991 data-taking run . This chamber replaced the Streamer Chamber. 
See Section 3.9. 

WAM2: Wide A ngle M uon Level 2 Trigger . A trigge r component implemented fo r 
the 1990-1991 data taking runs that used signals from the PTMs as inputs. 

E.2 Glossary of Symbols 

This glossary is organized in alphabetical order from a-z and then o-w. These entries 
are intended as reminde rs and not as complete stand-a lone definitions. All of the 
quantit ies are precisely defined in the text of the thes is. 

bn(z): The true distribution of 2 (coscp) as a funct ion of zh for the Rank n hadron. 

b~(z ): The measu red distribution of 2 (cos cp) as a function of zh fo r the Rank n 
charged hadron . 

BJ A: A ratio of fit parameters obtained by fitting the form : dN/dcp = A+ B coscp+ 
c cos 2cp. BI A ~ 2 (cos 'P) . 

BJ F: The B ack over Front energy ratio in the calorimeter. 

C /A : A ratio of fit parameters obtained by fitting the form: dN /dcp = A+ B cos cp+ 
c cos 2cp. c I A ~ 2 (cos 2cp) . 

Dn(z) : The true distribut ion of rJ-dN/dzh for the Rank n hadron. 
11-' 

D n(z,cp) : The true distribution of rJ--d2 N/dz1i,dcp for the Rank n hadron . 
11-' 

D:(z): The measured distribution of tf--dN/dz1i, for the Rank n charged hadron . 
• 11-' 

D:( z,cp) : The measured dist ribution of -,f-d2 N/dz1i,dcp for the Rank n charged hadron. 
I 11-' 

e; : The charge of part icle i in units of the positron charge. 

E: The beam muon energy (in the lab frame). 

E': The scattered muon energy (in the lab frame). 

f 1(y) : (2 - y)Jl - y/[1 + (1 - y) 2
] . See Equation 2.53 on page .51 and the sur

rounding text. 
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_h(y): (1 - y)/[l + (1 - y) 2
]. See Equation 2.53 on page 51 and the surrounding 

text. 

F1(x 81
, Q2 ): A structure function which parameterizes the structure of the nucleon 

as seen by an electromagnetic probe. 

F2 (x 8 ,, Q2
): A structure function which parameterizes the structure of the nucleon 

as seen by an electromagnetic probe. 

gµ" : The metric tensor of special relativity. 

kl.: The initial primordial transverse momentum of the st ruck parton with respect 
to the virtual photon direction. 

I<: The flux of virtual photons generated by a muon which scatters with a given 
set of kinematic variab les Q2 and v. 

lµ: The four-momentum of the beam muon. 

l'µ : The four-momentum of the scattered muon. 

m1: The muon mass. 

mq : The quark mass (for a given flavor of quark). 

ml. : = Jm~ +kl for the incoming quark. 

Jvf: The nucleon mass (usually taken as the proton mass). 

The Number of scattered muons. This quantity is often used to normalize 
distributions. 

N0 .05 : The Calorimeter Plane Number by which 5% of the energy of a shower has 
been deposited. 

p'~': 

The four-momentum of the incoming parton that is struck by the virtual 
photon in the Quark Parton Model. 

The four-momentum of the outgoing parton after it is struck by the virtual 
photon in the Na'ive Quark Parton Model. 

pi_: In a. gluon bremsstrahlung diagram, the four-momentum of the outgoing 
quark or anti-quark. In a photon-gluon fusion diagram, the four-momentum 
of the outgoing quark. 

p1y : The transvers~ momentum of forward parton 1 with respect to the common 
forward axis z· in a gluon bremsstrahlung or photon-gluon fusion event . 

-
-
-

-
-

-

-
-

-
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p~: The four-momentum of a hadron. 

pT : Transverse momentum. This is sometimes used in a generic sense and some
times refers to a specific hadron . In Appendix A and Equation 2.55, Pr refers 
to the primordial ki.. 

p~h): The transverse momentum of a specific hadron. 

P1• : The in itial four-momentum of the target nucleon. 

P\2: A statistical quant ity which is the likelihood of a particular ,\ 2 value (or 
larger) arising by chance given a normal distribution with the appropriate 
number of degrees of freedom. 

Qi(~, Q2
) : The distribut ion of quarks of type i inside the nucleon. 

qµ: The four-momentum of the virtual photon. 

Q: = JQ'l. 

Q2
: The negative invariant mass-squared of the virtual photon. 

q: The direct ion unit vector of the virtual photon 3-momentum in the lab frame. 

R: The ratio of longitud inal to transverse cross-sections for virtual photon inter
acting with a nucleon. See Sect ion 2.3. 

s: s = (l + p) 2 . Muon-parton invariant mass-squared . 

.5 : .§ = (p + q)2
. Virtual photon-parton invariant mass-squared. 

t: l = ( q - pi) 2 . 

u: tt=: (l'-p)2
. 

u : it=: (q - P2) 2
. 

W1(Q2 , 11): A model-independent parameterization of the nucleon structure as seen 
by an electromagnetic probe. 

W2(Q 2 , 11) : A model-independent parameterization of the nucleon structure as seen 
by an electromagnetic probe. 

vV2
: The invariant mass-squared of the hadronic final state. 

x,x
81

: = Q2 /(2P · q). This is the Bjorken scaling variable. 

xF : = P11/P~lma:r) in the hadronic center of mass frame. 
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Xi : For i E { 1, 2, 3}. The energy fraction of par ton (or jet) i: X i = 2Eif W. 

y,y
81

: P · q/P · l. This is 11/E if the target nucleon is at rest in the lab frame. 

z, zh: P ·Phi P · q. This is Eh / 11 if the target nucleon is at rest in the lab frame . 

.:h1 : Zh for a Rank l hadron. 

z : In Chapter 2 and Appendix A, this is the direction unit vector of the nucleon 
in the hadronic cm frame (S). By definition z = -q. 

Z": In the hadronic cm frame: this is an axis pointing in the direction of the L p 
of the forward partons. It should be directly opposite the target remnant 
momentum direction p3 . [t defines the z-axis for the S frame. 

a : ( 1) The fine-st ructure constant describing the elect romagnetic interaction; 
(2) the orientation angle of a wire with respect to the horizontal; (3) the 
angle between the beam muon and the virtual photon in the lab frame. 

a·: The orientation angle of a wire with respect to the vertical. 

a ': The angle between the scattered muon and the virtual photon 1n the lab 
frame. 

a 5 : The QCD coupling constant describing the strength of the strong interaction. 
In general, it can be considered a function of Q2 or some other variable. 

f: This is a factor relating <7-y•p to u µp· The definition of this factor in Chapter 2 
is different from that in Appendix A. 

8() : This refers to the Dirac delta function. Its properties are described in Sec
tion 1.2. 

<:: The efficiency for detecting a particle in the E665 Spectrometer. This takes 
into account both the acceptance and the reconstruction efficiency. 

£ : A parameter describing the polarization of a virtual photon with a given Q2 

and 11. 

.;"µ.. .... . A polarization 4-vector. Usually used to describe the polarization of a virtual 
photon. 

( 1) The longitudinal momentum fraction of the quark with respect to the 
nucleon in the hadronic cm frame: pl/ P; (2 ) The mean energy per pad in 
the Calorimeter; (3) In Appendix C, the direction that a track is propagating 
from the primary vertex. It is equal to the sign of Px in the E665 coordinate 
system. 

-

-

-

-

.... 

-
-
-
-
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IJ : The muon scattering angle in the lab frame . 

.A: Hel icity. 

t\ : The longitud ina l center-of-gravity of a shower in the Calorimeter. 

v : The vi rtual photon energy in the lab frame (technically, in the target nucleon 
rest frame). 

( : In the Quark Parton Model: the longitudinal momentum fraction of the 
initial parton with respect to the target nucleon in the infin ite momentum 
frame (500 ) . In the Nai·ve QPM, this is equal to x 8 ). 

f : The ratio x 8 )(. 

u: A generic symbol for a cross-section or the rms-width of a distribution. 

uL : The cross-section for a nucleon to interact with a longitudinally polarized 
virtual photon. In general it is a function of Q2 and v . 

uq : A LUND Monte Carlo Parameter. The rms-width of the distribution of 
hadronizat ion Pr· 

ur: The cross-section for a nucleon to interact with a transversely polarized vi r
tual photon. In general it is a function of Q2 and v. 

c.p, c.p1 , c.p3 : In Appendix A, these are the azimuthal angle of p , p1 , p3 around the nucleon 
axis in the cm frame. Sometimes, r.p is used in a generi c sense to describe an 
azimuthal angle. 

c.p' : The azimuthal angle of the outgoing quark around the virtual photon axis in 
the case of a simple quark or antiquark scattering event. 

tph : 

'Phl : 

tP1: 
</>~ab) : 

'(2 : 

The measured azimuthal angle of a hadron about the virtual photon axis with 
respect to the scattered muon. 

'Ph for a Rank l hadron. 

T he azimuthal angle of p1 about the target remnant axis in the S' frame. 

The azimuthal angle of the scattered muon about the beam direction with 
respect to the £665 Y-axis. This angle is defined in the lab frame. 

A statistical quantity which is the sum of squared normalized residuals. It is 
used to evaluate the validity of a fit. 
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Art is long, and Time is fleeting, 
And our hearts, though stout and brave, 
Still, like muffled drums, are beating 
Funeral marches to the grave. 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
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